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Who hates demons? 
The people who “hate/fear” demons have never studied their origin in the latter Second Temple period 

and in their neighbours. Do these people also fear the ancient panoply of gods, such as Zeus, Thor, 

Neptune, etc., etc., etc.? What do they think of Islam’s jinns (djinn)? 

The spirit world was a superstitious tool employed by people who wanted to instil fear and to control 

the masses thereby. 

They used superstition to explain phenomena. For example today when a person has a brain 

haemorrhage we call it a “stroke” because the ancients thought that the victim had been “struck” by 

the gods. 

Doug 

 

================ 

Dick Harfield 

· 

July 25 

 

What is the correct translation of 1Chr 21:1 and 2Sam 24:1? The word Satan 
and YHWH seems contradicting. 

 

The Second Book of Samuel was written around a hundred years prior to the Babylonian 

Exile and therefore before the concept of Satan entered Jewish belief. Therefore, 2 

Samuel 24:1 necessarily portrays Yahweh as moving David to do something he should 

not do, as Judaism did not yet have an Adversary. 

The Book of Chronicles was written shortly after the Babylonian Exile, when Satan had 

entered Jewish belief as an Adversary, although not necessarily evil in the style of the 

Christian devil. In copying from 2 Samuel, the Chronicler replaced the reference to 

Yahweh by a reference to Satan. No doubt this seemed logical for the Chronicler and his 

contemporaries, as Satan was doing the bidding of God. We can understand Chroniclers 

best by not reading Christian theology back into an ancient text. 
 

================= 

 

Will there be the great falling away of second Thessalonians 2:3? 

Dick Harfield 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Dick-Harfield
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-correct-translation-of-1Chr-21-1-and-2Sam-24-1-The-word-Satan-and-YHWH-seems-contradicting/answer/Dick-Harfield
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-correct-translation-of-1Chr-21-1-and-2Sam-24-1-The-word-Satan-and-YHWH-seems-contradicting
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-correct-translation-of-1Chr-21-1-and-2Sam-24-1-The-word-Satan-and-YHWH-seems-contradicting
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-correct-translation-of-1Chr-21-1-and-2Sam-24-1-The-word-Satan-and-YHWH-seems-contradicting
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-correct-translation-of-1Chr-21-1-and-2Sam-24-1-The-word-Satan-and-YHWH-seems-contradicting
https://www.quora.com/profile/Dick-Harfield
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Answered 25m ago 

The author of Second Thessalonians was not predicting the distant future, but 

responding to a statement that Paul had made in an earlier epistle, which he mentions in 

the previous verse (2 Thessalonians 2:2). 

That ye be not soon shaken in mind, or be troubled, neither by spirit, nor by word, nor by 

letter as from us, as that the day of Christ is at hand. 

Second Thessalonians was written pseudepigraphically to deal with the embarrassment 

resulting from Paul’s belief, clearly expressed in 1 Thessalonians, that Jesus would return 

in his own lifetime, yet died disappointed. If the earlier epistle could not be redrawn or 

rewritten, it was thought better to refute it as strongly as possible, beginning by having 

‘Paul’ declare that he had not written the earlier letter. 

To refute the earlier epistle, the author of 2 Thessalonians has to discredit it by claiming 

it was a forgery written in Paul’s name by “a man of sin” and “the son of perdition”, who 

opposes and exalts himself above the word of God ( 2 Thessalonians 2:3–4). Insisting the 

he is the real Paul, the author of this letter assures his readers that there will be no 

parousia until certain conditions are met. It does not matter that those conditions will 

never be met, because the author’s intention was simply to avoid the spread of doubt in 

the Christian communities of his own time. 
================== 

 

 

Is the book of Acts historically accurate? 
DOUG: No. 

Analysis of its structure shows the artificial nature of its presentation: its not the Acts of The 

apostles, it’s the equal consideration of two Apostles, clearly done to suit their contemporary 

religious politics of the time. In the end nothing that Peter wrote (if he could) was canonised. 

Comparison of Acts with Paul shows the chasm between them. 

This is not unexpected. Not one Biblical writer supplied a literal documentary history. Each 

was creating a religiously-based account designed to influence its own immediate 

constituency. Each Gospel writing group— and Acts —was concerned only with its own part 

of the Diaspora. 

Further, all writings were subjected to editing, so no one knows what was originally written 

anyway. I suppose that’s a problem if the Bible is worshipped as God. 

Doug 

 

 

Sam Vimes 

Books 

Gilbert West: “The Resurrection of Jesus Christ” 

https://www.quora.com/Will-there-be-the-great-falling-away-of-second-Thessalonians-2-3/answer/Dick-Harfield
https://www.quora.com/profile/Sam-Vimes-14
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Lord Lyttleton: “The Conversion of St. Paul” 

Dr. Simon Greenleaf: “An Examination of the Testimony of the Four Evangelists by the Rules of 

Evidence Administered in the Courts of Justice.” 

Lee Strobel: “The Case for Christ” as well as a series of “Case for” and “In defense of” books. Books — 

Lee Strobel 

Josh McDowel: “Evidence that Demands a Verdict” 

Werner Keller: “The Bible as History” Second Revised Edition 

C.S. Lewis: “Mere Christianity” 

David Limbaugh: “Jesus on Trial” 

Dr. Hugh Ross: More Than a Theory: Revealing a Testable Model for Creation. More from Reasons to 

Believe Home. 

Documentaries 

The Naked Archaeologist (2005–2008) 

Patterns of Evidence: Exodus (2014) 

The Exodus Decoded (2006) 

History Channel Documentary - The Bible’s Greatest Secrets - Real Bible History 

Is Genesis History? (2017) 

 

Doug Mason 

Hi Sam. 

In the process of analysing the claims of the Watchtower Society’s leadership. I considered their 

claims in respect of a meeting recorded at Acts 15. 

You can ignore the Watchtower specific material in my analysis, but the other conclusions I arrived at 

are pertinent. My Study is available at: 

https://jwstudies.com/The_Watcht... 

I am not interested in reeling off a list of sources that arrived at the same conclusions that I have. I am 

only interested in my own convictions. I ask myself: “Why was Acts written?” “What prevailing 

conditions caused it to be produced?” “Who were they reasoning against?”. 

Doug 

 

https://leestrobel.com/books/
https://leestrobel.com/books/
https://reasons.org/
https://www.quora.com/profile/Doug-Mason-46
https://jwstudies.com/The_Watchtower_s_Achilles__Heel.pdf
https://www.quora.com/profile/Doug-Mason-46
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============= 

 

 

Is there a reason Psalm 136 has exactly 26 repetitions of “For His mercy 
endures forever”? 

DOUG. I have no idea. Was it part of a religious ceremony? When was it written? Why? 

One would have to research their ideas at that time. Today’s Hebrew “alphabet” has 22 characters. 

You could also research Kabbalah and Gematria. 

Note that Hebrew poetry is concerned with paralleling of ideas, whether repeating or contrasting. 

Another significant analytical tool is the Chiasm The Hebrew and Jewish literature (OT and NT) is 

full of it. With this technique it is possible to determine the key message of a passage. 

Doug  

======================= 

Could you please criticise and correct my draft on “The Messiah”? 

https://jwstudies.com/MESSIAHS_EMERGED__Preliminary_Draft_.pdf 

 

Peter Orford 

Hi, not sure how to get to read what U have put forward, I AM very much a real amateur, 

at all this computer stuff, so please forgive me, of my short comings, but doesn’t messiah 

mean also Christ and saviour of the world? which is the only way back to Father God 

through this obedience of salvation through fully emersed baptism, much love many 

blessings Gbu L Peter 
=========== 

Hi Peter, 

Would it help if you emailed me? Hopefully I can give you my Draft that way. 

doug_mason1940@yahoo.com.au 

Have you searched the internet for the meaning of “Messiah”? 

Regards, 

Doug (in locked down Melbourne) 

-------------- 

Brian S. Holmes 

, Pastor, Teacher, Owner of MPoweredChristian.org 

Only able to skim through it but it appears to need some citations and arguments from 

actual Christians. I feel like I would have to dispute much of this as it appears to be an 

unbiblical refutation of core Christian doctrine. I’ll pick just one. 

The idea you’re preparing seems to be that Jesus never claimed to be the Messiah, and 

wasn’t. 

https://jwstudies.com/MESSIAHS_EMERGED__Preliminary_Draft_.pdf
https://www.quora.com/profile/Peter-Orford-3
https://www.quora.com/profile/Brian-S-Holmes
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Page 18 

Jesus was not celebrated by his earliest followers as “a” or “the” new David 

The NT writings do not elevate Jesus as a type of David. Jesus was not celebrated by his 

earliest followers as “a” or “the” new David. And despite the movement of “Christ” from 

title to proper name, the confessions preserved in the NT writings celebrate Jesus as “Lord,” 

or “Son.” 

Simplistic Refutation: 

They were arguing whether Jesus was the Christ. 

John 7:41 Others declared, “This is the Christ.” But still others asked, “How can the Christ 

come from Galilee? John 7:42 Doesn’t the Scripture say that the Christ will come from 

the line of David and from Bethlehem, the village where David lived?” 

Jesus WAS from the line of David. On both Joseph’s and Mary’s sides per the 

genealogies given in Matthew and Luke. 

Luke 2:4 So Joseph also went up from Nazareth in Galilee to Judea, to the City of David 

called Bethlehem, since he was from the house and line of David. 

Matthew 1:6and Jesse the father of David the king. Next: David was the father of 

Solomon by Uriah’s wife, 

Jesus’s followers connected Him to both David and Messiahship: 

Matthew 1:1 This is the record of the genealogy of Jesus Christ, the son of David, the son 

of Abraham: 

Matthew 1:17 In all, then, there were fourteen generations from Abraham to David, 

fourteen from David to the exile to Babylon, and fourteen from the exile to the Christ. 

And again later by Paul, in multiple books: 

Acts 13:22After removing Saul, He raised up David as their king and testified about 

him: ‘I have found David son of Jesse a man after My own heart; he will carry out My will 

in its entirety.’ Acts 13:23 From the descendants of this man, God has brought to Israel 

the Savior Jesus, as He promised. 

Romans 1:3 regarding His Son, who was a descendant of David according to the flesh, 

2 Timothy 2:8 Remember Jesus Christ, raised from the dead, descended from David, as 

proclaimed by my gospel, 

As for Jesus being both the promised Messiah and One to whom would fulfill the 

promises made to David: 

http://biblehub.com/john/7-41.htm
http://biblehub.com/john/7-41.htm
http://biblehub.com/john/7-42.htm
http://biblehub.com/john/7-42.htm
http://biblehub.com/luke/2-4.htm
http://biblehub.com/luke/2-4.htm
https://biblehub.com/matthew/1-6.htm
http://biblehub.com/matthew/1-6.htm
http://biblehub.com/matthew/1-6.htm
http://biblehub.com/matthew/1-1.htm
http://biblehub.com/matthew/1-1.htm
http://biblehub.com/matthew/1-17.htm
http://biblehub.com/matthew/1-17.htm
https://biblehub.com/acts/13-22.htm
https://biblehub.com/acts/13-22.htm
https://biblehub.com/acts/13-22.htm
https://biblehub.com/acts/13-23.htm
https://biblehub.com/acts/13-23.htm
http://biblehub.com/romans/1-3.htm
http://biblehub.com/2_timothy/2-8.htm
http://biblehub.com/2_timothy/2-8.htm
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Acts 13:32And now we proclaim to you the good news: What God promised our 

fathers33He has fulfilled for us, their children, by raising up Jesus. As it is written in the 

second Psalm: ‘You are My Son; today I have become Your Father.’ 

34In fact, God raised Him from the dead never to see decay. As He has said: 

‘I will give you the holy and sure blessings promised to David.’ 

35So also, He says in another Psalm: ‘You will not let Your Holy One see decay.’ 

36For when David had served God’s purpose in his own generation, he fell asleep. His 

body was buried with his fathers and saw decay. 37But the One whom God raised from 

the dead did not see decay. 
 

============ 

Thank you Brian, 

I can see that I need to strengthen my structure as you have considered only the very final end point of 

the history and not the overall story. 

Thank you for showing me that I need to strengthen the presentation so that the evolution of the 

“Messiah” concept is made paramount and clear. 

The turning point in the Messianic evolution took place during the period of the Hasmoneans. This is 

not unexpected, given the significance of the latter half of the Second temple period. 

If Jesus was the inherited David then he was trying to make himself King of the Jews. David had so 

many wives he would have been innumerable descendants by the time of Jesus. 

What does the term “Messiah” mean to you? A King? A Priest? 

Doug 

---------- 

Brian S. Holmes 

, Pastor, Teacher, Owner of MPoweredChristian.org 

Hey Doug, yes that was one thing that your paper lacked. A summary of what it was about, your basic 

premise and argument, and then the outline for how you were going to arrive at that. Basically a fly-

over version before you get into the meat of it all. 

It could also benefit from greater substructure as well, further breaking down the many individual 

arguments into easier to digest subcategories. So that way a person can follow your argument even 

just by reading the category and subcategory names. 

Other than that it looked very professionally done and like you put a lot of research and work into it. 

Again, take my thoughts as they are. I didn’t read it all and analyze it on a critical level so give greater 

to those who have the time to do that for you. 

Christians have long understood, and the New Testament teaches, that Jesus’s Messiahship has a 

beginning and an end. In the beginning He is Isaiah 53’s suffering servant Messiah. In His return He 

is the Messiah of Revelation. 

Messiah as I understand it is based on the “one who has been anointed” as I noticed you laid out. But 

it also does encapsulate the aspects of King, Priest, Prophet as well, of which Jesus was to be the 

epitome of each, and more. 

https://biblehub.com/acts/13-32.htm
https://biblehub.com/acts/13-33.htm
https://biblehub.com/acts/13-34.htm
https://biblehub.com/acts/13-35.htm
https://biblehub.com/acts/13-36.htm
https://biblehub.com/acts/13-37.htm
https://www.quora.com/profile/Brian-S-Holmes
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My view obviously doesn’t come from an ancient Jewish rabbi perspective neither does it come from 

a second temple period Jewish perspective. These are all interesting elements to consider but at the 

end of the day Jesus came to fulfill what was promised but in a revolutionary paradigm-shifting way. 

He didn’t come to just meet the status quo. And from the New Testament perspective it was supposed 

to be this way. It was because those who were truly being led by the Spirit of God would be sheep that 

would hear the voice of the Shepherd and embrace Him. 

The letter of Hebrews goes through many of these examples about how Jesus is essentially greater 

than all who came before Him in every way imaginable. This is because He is the Logos/Word of God 

that became flesh (John 1:1–3,14). 

Jesus was/is the Messiah but He was ok for a variety of reasons to let people wrestle with this for 

themselves. 

Another thought came to me about when you interpreted Jesus’s rebuke to Peter being about him 

calling Jesus the Messiah. It was not about that, at all. It was about Peter saying he shouldn’t go and 

die. This is even evidence by the latter half of the verse. So be very careful who you listen to in your 

research. Make sure you represent both sides accurately and then arrive at your own conclusions and 

state them. 

Matthew 16:15“But what about you?” Jesus asked. “Who do you say I am?” 

16Simon Peter answered, “You are the Christ, the Son of the living God.” 

17Jesus replied, “Blessed are you, Simon son of Jonah! For this was not revealed to you by flesh 

and blood, but by My Father in heaven. 18And I tell you that you are Peter, and on this rock I will 

build My church, and the gates of Hades will not prevail against it. 19I will give you the keys of the 

kingdom of heaven. Whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on 

earth will be loosed in heaven.” 

20Then He admonished the disciples not to tell anyone that He was the Christ. 

Jesus didn’t deny that He was the Christ. He said that Peter was blessed for recognizing it, because it 

was spiritually discerned. 

21From that time on Jesus began to show His disciples that He must go to Jerusalem and suffer many 

things at the hands of the elders, chief priests, and scribes, and that He must be killed and on the third 

day be raised to life. 

22Peter took Him aside and began to rebuke Him. ”Far be it from You, Lord!” he said. “This shall 

never happen to You!” 

23But Jesus turned and said to Peter, “Get behind Me, Satan! You are a stumbling block to Me. For 

you do not have in mind the things of God, but the things of men.” 

24Then Jesus told His disciples, “If anyone wants to come after Me, he must deny himself and take 

up his cross and follow Me. 

I hope that’s helpful for you. God bless. 

 

 

Thanks, Brian. 

I am about to work on that piece and I will let you when I have completed it. 

It is just one chapter of a larger study I am working on dealing with the Second Temple period. Paul 

was a second temple Jew (a Pharisee). 

The Second Temple period is crucial in understanding subsequent Judaism and Christianity. Ideas that 

emanate from that period include eschatology, an evil spirit empire and hierarchy, messianic 

Messiahs, a war in heaven, and so forth. The Torah was assembled during that period, some canonised 

https://biblehub.com/matthew/16-15.htm
https://biblehub.com/matthew/16-16.htm
https://biblehub.com/matthew/16-17.htm
https://biblehub.com/matthew/16-18.htm
https://biblehub.com/matthew/16-19.htm
https://biblehub.com/matthew/16-20.htm
https://biblehub.com/matthew/16-21.htm
https://biblehub.com/matthew/16-22.htm
https://biblehub.com/matthew/16-23.htm
https://biblehub.com/matthew/16-24.htm
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and noncanonised writings were created, and of course Jesus was part of it. He joined his cousin’s 

eschatological sect and baptised people into it. They were all Second Temple Jews. 

Matthew 16, of course was written well after Paul lived and has to be seen in that chronological 

context. I wonder who they were arguing against when they wrote that passage. A comparison with 

the earlier (Mark) and later (Luke) would be instructive. Do they show any light on the reason the 

disciples were told to keep it a secret One answer could be that their opponents were taunting them 

that neither Jesus nor his disciples called him “Messiah”.  

My thoughts on a typical passage in Matthew: 

https://jwstudies.com/THE_DEVIL_WHO_TESTED_JESUS.pdf 

It would be instructive to identify the chiasm(s) of Matthew 16. 

The Gospel by the Johannine community had a very different objective in mind. 

https://jwstudies.com/JOHANNINE_SOTERIOLOGY_AND__CHRISTOLOGY.pdf 

I touch on the four Servant Songs of Isaiah that you mention and I will likely expand. While the 

Songs clearly state that the Servant was Israel, I have seen some suggest it was Jeremiah, with Baruch 

the likely author. 

Great to chat, 

Doug 

As a followup: 

There is no mention of a “Messiah” at any of Isaiah’s four Servant Songs (including Isa 53). They 

have to be seen in their context, which was the neo-Babylonian captivity and exile. 

I see you live in Florida. All the best to you in these difficult times. I have relations in Florida and one 

died from COVID. We here in Melbourne are under a very strict 6 week long lockdown. 

Doug 

 

Hi Brian. 

Without making changes to the actual contents of my Draft at this stage, I developed a summary that 

also provides the structure I have in mind. When you go to the URL I provided at the start, you will see 

what I have done with it. 

I am waiting for the delivery of some more books before I release further developments. No doubt the 

Covid bandits will delay the delivery. 

I have a Chapter that is close to the end of my Study on the Second Temple period where I address 

“fulfilment” methodologies employed by the NT authors, particularly Pesher treatment. 

I am currently conducting an internal war where I am asking myself whether I ought to end this 

Chapter with the Hasmoneans and move the material relevant to the post-Paul writings with their 

Gospels’ “fulfilments”. 

As responses have shown me, and I do appreciate them, there is an unhelpful propensity for people’s 

minds to slip painlessly into the NT when reading material that was written centuries earlier. People 

need to read the OT passages in their contexts. For example, Micah 5 speaks of a rescuing warrior 

coming from a small clan of a man named Bethlehem, whose mother is — as the Bible says — named 

Ephrathah, and this rescuing warrior would protect the people from the Assyrians. Isa 53 is one of four 

songs where the Servant is explicitly named as the people of God, the nation. The question remains: 

https://jwstudies.com/THE_DEVIL_WHO_TESTED_JESUS.pdf
https://jwstudies.com/JOHANNINE_SOTERIOLOGY_AND__CHRISTOLOGY.pdf
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how did the NT writers reassign these passages? We know the reason they did it. Would an 

investigation into midrash be warranted? 

I have a genuine question regarding Matt 16:16: Why did the writers in 85 CE equate “son of God” 

with “Christ”? There could be a reference and I am interested to know of it, but where in the Hebrew 

or Jewish literature — canonised or not — does “Messiah” equate with “son of God”? 

As I said, when you look at my updated Chapter, you will see how I haave responded to date: but 

more is in the works. 

Doug 

Hi Brian. 

Without making changes to the actual contents of my Draft at this stage, I developed a summary that 

also provides the structure I have in mind. When you go to the URL I provided at the start, you will 

see what I have done with it. 

I am waiting for the delivery of some more books before I release further developments. No doubt the 

Covid bandits will delay the delivery. 

I have a Chapter that is close to the end of my Study on the Second Temple period where I address 

“fulfilment” methodologies employed by the NT authors, particularly Pesher treatment. 

I am currently conducting an internal war where I am asking myself whether I ought to end this 

Chapter with the Hasmoneans and move the material relevant to the post-Paul writings with their 

Gospels’ “fulfilments”. 

As responses have shown me, and I do appreciate them, there is an unhelpful propensity for people’s 

minds to slip painlessly into the NT when reading material that was written centuries earlier. People 

need to read the OT passages in their contexts. For example, Micah 5 speaks of a rescuing warrior 

coming from a small clan of a man named Bethlehem, whose mother is — as the Bible says — named 

Ephrathah, and this rescuing warrior would protect the people from the Assyrians. Isa 53 is one of 

four songs where the Servant is explicitly named as the people of God, the nation. The question 

remains: how did the NT writers reassign these passages? We know the reason they did it. Would an 

investigation into midrash be warranted? 

I have a genuine question regarding Matt 16:16: Why did the writers in 85 CE equate “son of God” 

with “Christ”? There could be a reference and I am interested to know of it, but where in the Hebrew 

or Jewish literature — canonised or not — does “Messiah” equate with “son of God”? 

As I said, when you look at my updated Chapter, you will see how I have responded to date: but more 

is in the works. 

Doug 

 

 

--------------------- 

Johnathan Allen (JW) 

Your draft claims that Jesus’ message was not messianic, but that it was certainly 

apocalyptic and eschatological. But Jesus’ message was very messianic indeed. 

Messianic means relating to the Messiah. To mention just a few: He gave an illustration 

of the slaves and the minas where he was clearly the man of noble birth; Jesus said that 

the son of man was Lord of the Sabbath, again this was clearly pertaining to himself; The 
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son of the king goes tax free; that he was going to have suffer and die and be raised up.. 

Luke 24:25,26 

The notion that Jesus never claimed to be the Messiah is patently untrue, Jesus shared it 

very clearly first of all with the Samaritan woman at Jacob’s well (John 4:25,26). 

That Jesus focussed on God’s kingdom and not the Kingdom of the Messiah is an 

interesting assertion. He taught his followers to pray “Our Father… let your kingdom 

come”, so yes, he was teaching that it was God’s kingdom, but he also taught that it 

was his kingdom, that God had made a covenant with him for. In other words, the Father 

had made a contract with Jesus to give him the kingdom, it was his. Luke 22:28–30. 

There’s a claim in your draft that the few Jewish texts that refer to the Messiah do not 

give a clear coherent picture. Would ‘Jewish texts’ not include the Old Testament? Read 

in The OT, Deut 18:18, Micah 5:2, Isaiah 53:3, 5; Isaiah 9:6,7 

Your paper makes many bold claims and each one IMHO needs seriously looking at. I 

think it’s dangerous to make such assertions with such scanty evidence and lack of 

comprehensive knowledge of the source bible text (because such assertions can be quite 

misleading). False knowledge is quite possibly more dangerous than ignorance. 

‘No evidence that Jews in Jesus’ time expected the Messiah to suffer’. When Isaiah 53:5 

clearly states in prophecy that he would bear the punishment and be pierced for our 

sins, and crushed for our errors.. Please read Luke 24:25,26. 

I’ve not read all your draft… there’s a lot of data there to process. But I picked out some 

samples for you 
 

 

 

DOUG. Thank you for your response, Jonathan. 

I could expand on each statement but there is already a lot there. I see the piece as a guide, an outline 

to the reference sources I listed at the conclusion. These are respected scholars and theologians. Read 

them to see why they make these statements. 

I have a motto that governs my research: “Intellectual integrity, regardless of the consequences”.  

This piece will become on chapter as part of my Study into the Second Temple period. Later, I will 

deal with the Pesher applications of passages such as Micah 5 and Isaiah 53. I will appreciate the 

exegesis of each passage in its original context, disregarding any claimed prophetic fulfillments. 

Why is Isaiah 53 written in the past tense? What had taken place? The Songs identify the Servant to 

be the nation that had suffered at the hand of the Babylonians; others suggest it was referring to 

Jeremiah and his experiences. 

Doug 

You write: “Messianic means relating to the Messiah” but you do not explain what you mean with the 

word “Messiah”. 
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As for John’s Gospel it was written by a group of Jews who had been ostracised from the main Jewish 

community over their High Christology. The stories they wrote (about 70 years after the “events”) 

were designed to defend their position respecting Jesus. 

Isaiah 53 does not mention “Messiah”. 

Doug 

==================== 

 

How come all Jewish people are descendants of Abraham and Jacob and 
there are 3 million Jews in to revelation at Mount Sinai? This is too much 
for such a short period. 

DOUG: The Hebrews were the poor hill-dwelling Canaanites. They were already living in Canaan. 

They never invaded it. 

They created stories to give themselves an identity. They said Abram came from Ur, which did not 

exist at the time when he ostensibly lived.  

The Exile story is an embellishment, likely explaining how they inherited YHWH. The Canaanite 

deities were the northern Gods headed by EL along his wife Asherah and their cohort of sons named 

the Elohim. (See them in Genesis 1, for example). One of their sons was named Baal (=>Lord). 

The story of Moses and the Exile is an embellishment on probably a small clan who came up from the 

south headed by an Egyptian named Moses. In their travels they collected YHWH (he was not part of 

the Northern Elohim). 

Thus I see the encounter of Moses with YHWH being a mythological account of his introduction. 

If millions of people had traipsed around for 40 years, modern satellite technology would be able to 

note their impact. Further, they would have left innumerable artifacts. 

Doug 

 

===================== 

 

What year did Mark of the Devil come out? 
DOUG: I presume you are referring to the “Beast’s Mark” of Revelation. 

The whole of the Revelation is a collection of the Hebrew literature. I suggest the idea likely came 

from Ezekiel’s man with the ink case (Ezekiel 9:1–10) in the context of Jerusalem’s destruction 

“The LORD called to the man clothed in linen, who had the writing case at his side; and said to him, 

‘Go through the city, through Jerusalem, and put a mark on the foreheads of those who sigh and groan 

over all the abominations that are committed in it.’” (Ezekiel 9:3–4, NRSV) 

Doug 

=================== 

Will the dragon win because he can breathe fire? 
 

DOUG: He would be a handy friend at a barbecue, although I suspect he would be in danger of 

cooking his own brain or burning his tongue. 

I wonder how he lights the internal fire: heartburn? 

Doug 

===================== 
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Why do people think that the Exodus never happened, if reportedly between 
1.2 and 3 million people witnessed the events at Mount Sinai? 

DOUG. I am pleased you say “reportedly … witnessed”. That acknowledges there is no tangible 

evidence, only a “report”. 

Regarding Mt Sinai, there are several conflicting accounts of what took place. One account says 70 

people went up, had a picnic and heard God, while another account describes a conflicting situation. 

One account says that God “spoke” the ten commandments and that Moses later wrote them on a 

scroll (Ex 20 ff), while another account says that the Ten Commandments, and the text is totally 

different, were engraved on stone tablets (Ex 34 ff). Deuteronomy has another variant of the Ten 

Commandments. 

The narrative as we have it now is the outcome of a marriage of differing accounts from different 

sources (Aaronide, Moshide, and others). This amalgamation took place in the context of the 6th 

century BCE Babylonian era. 

The real questions that need to be asked concern the religious politics at play, rather than expecting a 

literal documentary report. Why did each group need to write its account? What was taking place at 

the time? Who amalgamated the sources? Why? 

In any case, the scrolls were subjected to constant redaction place each time a scroll had to be copied. 

Doug 

=================== 

 

 

Does the Bible contradict itself, or is wisdom needed enormously? 
Doug: I would be amazed if there were no contradictions. People were writing centuries apart, each 

group of people writing for their own local culture’s situations, and so forth. Consider the 

inconsistencies between the four Gospels and the failed attempts at creating a harmonised account. 

(Synoptics have Jesus’ ministry lasting shorter than 12 months, in contrast with John’s.) 

In addition to these lateral disagreements, today’s texts (and there is no uniformity, with the term 

“eclectic” being used), do not accurately represent the original texts, which have been subjected to 

continuous redaction. 

Further, there is no such thing as “the” Bible. Consider the marked differences between the Protestant, 

Orthodox, Ethiopian, Syrian, Roman Catholic, Tanakh, etc. 

Doug 

================= 

 

 

 

 

Why did not God provide the Israelites with meat from Heaven as well as 
Manna as they wandered in the desert? 

DOUG: Firstly, do not try to make a parable walk on all four legs. There will always be rational holes. 

For me, the questions include: 
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Why did the writers decide there was a need to introduce that Manna element into their story line? 

What accusations were being raised against their story that made them need to introduce a food from 

heaven? 

What did they mean by “heaven” in that story? 

Doug 

==================== 

What does the book of Colossians teach us? 
DOUG. Colossians needs to be read with the later letter to the Ephesians. They show us how other-

worldly some of the followers became following Paul’s death and his immediate influence. These 

epistles are ethereal and mystical. Col 3:1-5 typifies this: 

So if you have been raised with Christ, seek the things that are above, where Christ is, seated at the 

right hand of God. Set your minds on things that are above, not on things that are on earth, for you 

have died, and your life is hidden with Christ in God. When Christ who is your life is revealed, then 

you also will be revealed with him in glory. Put to death, therefore, whatever in you is earthly. 

 

=========================== 

 

MY QUESTION:  
What type of Jewish Messiah was Jesus? 

Charles Fiott 

Studied Trump Expert at The Bible 

What type of Jewish Messiah was Jesus? 

The wrong type. Here is what the messianic age would have looked like if Jesus was it: 

1. The twelve tribes are now reunited. Deut. 30:3–4; Isa 11:12; Ezek. 11:17, 36:24. 

2. All Jews have embraced the Torah. Jer. 31:31-32; Ezek. 11:19–20, 36:26–27, 

37:24; Dan. 9:24. 

3. The temple has been rebuilt in Jerusalem. Isa 2:2–3; Ezek. 37:26. 

4. All nations have submitted to Yhwh and worship him in the new temple. Zech. 

8:23, 14:9,16; Isa. 2:2, 66:20–23; Eze. 38:23; Ps. 86:9. 

5. We now have everlasting peace and prosperity. No more illness or death. Isa. 

2:4, 25:8, 60:18; Dan. 9:24. 

6. A member of the tribe if Judah and descendant of David is now the end-of-

times anointed prince presiding over the kingdom of Yhwh. Isa 11:1, Ezek. 

37:24. 
 

DOUG: Thank you, Charles. 

Are you saying that Jews expect an eschatological Messiah and that Jesus was not that type of 

Messiah? 

Do the historical contexts of the passages you cite indicate when the Jews found the need to 

create an eschatological Messiah?  

Doug 

https://www.quora.com/What-type-of-Jewish-Messiah-was-Jesus
https://www.quora.com/What-type-of-Jewish-Messiah-was-Jesus
https://www.quora.com/profile/Charles-Fiott-1
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Charles Fiott 

Original Author · 9h ago · 1 upvote from Doug Mason 

Hi Doug. 

My take from all those passages (and there are many more like them) is that, after their defeats by 

Assyria and Babylon, the Jews expected their god to intervene and give them final peace and power in 

return for their loyalty and righteousness. A utopia, in other words. This included the restoration of the 

throne of David, which is where the anointed prince (messiah) comes in. 

There is no “when” in all those prophecies, but the indication was that they would happen soon. All 

their prophecies concerned current situations, which were mostly disputes and wars with their 

immediate neighbors. And current situations require current solutions. However, when a prophecy 

doesn’t get fulfilled in the time expected, die-hard believers are likely to keep postponing it rather 

than give up. 

There is some indication in the gospels that Jesus thought of himself as such a messiah, i.e. that his 

followers would make him king, the Romans would be defeated, peace and righteousness would 

reign. When he died his followers could not postpone their dream. So they changed their dream. They 

changed the meaning of messiah. Instead of crowning him king, they made him god. 

DOUG. Thanks, Charles. 

Yes, I agree with you that the people (they weren’t known as “Jews” yet at that time) were 

seeking restoration to their religious and political freedoms in the contexts, as you say, of 

Assyria and Babylon. 

It is my view that when the promises failed, especially under the Hasmoneans, they created 

an eschatological Messiah. While the people at Jesus’ time expected the restorations that 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Charles-Fiott-1
https://www.quora.com/What-type-of-Jewish-Messiah-was-Jesus/answer/Charles-Fiott-1?comment_id=154835688&comment_type=2
https://www.quora.com/What-type-of-Jewish-Messiah-was-Jesus/all_comments/Charles-Fiott-1?__nsrc__=4&__snid3__=10753012510&comment_id=154835688&comment_type=2
https://www.quora.com/profile/Doug-Mason-46
https://www.quora.com/profile/Charles-Fiott-1
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were promised in the contexts of Assyria and Babylon, the Gospel writers portray Jesus as an 

eschatological Messiah (Kingdom of God, not of this world, etc.). 

I will check your references to see whether they actually use the term “Messiah” or even “the 

Messiah”. 

Thank you, 

Doug 

 

Pamela B. Zohar 

· 

10h ago 

Because I’m Jewish, and I take it seriously. 

Not any sort of messiah at all, actually. The Jewish messiah is expected to be a this-world 

actual ruler - a king, sitting on a real throne in an actual palace. He’ll be a human person, 

a male Jew, and an all-round amazing guy - but an actual person. 

That’s what the first century CE Jews were expecting, and that is what they didn’t get. 

Did Jesus THINK he was the (potential) messiah? Maybe. If so, he would have been 

expecting to expel the Romans from Judea and take over as ruler - he MAY (this is my 

thought) have expected this to happen via a miracle of God, rather than through an 

actual successful rebellion (thus explaining the famous ‘why hast Thou forsaken me?’ 

statement on the cross). 

He is recorded as having conversations involving - for instance - the order of precedence 

in his eventual kingdom’s major royal staff. He did some specific things - or at least the 

New Testament reports him as doing some specific things - which were some of the 

‘expected signs’ of the messiah (like riding into Jerusalem on a donkey). 

It didn’t happen, and he didn’t expel the Romans, or re-establish the Davidic dynasty on 

the throne in Jerusalem. And therefore, he was not the messiah, because that is a very 

basic pre-requisite. 

For what it’s worth, there is no harm and no shame in being a FAILED messiah-candidate. 

It’s a very big job requirement, and nobody yet has accomplished it (we have seen 

several candidates come and go over the past few thousand years). 

Christians frequently tell us that ‘the Jews didn’t understand’ what the messiah was 

supposed to be. We think we perfectly well understand what our own messiah is 

supposed to be, and Jesus wasn’t it. Or him, I suppose I should say. 

Some of the NT material about Jesus make some points that ‘justify’ his identity as the 

messiah - like being of the line of David via genealogies in Matthew and Luke (which 

don’t agree). Then that story is undercut by the ‘son of God’ nonsense (sorry, but from a 

Jewish POV, that is nonsense) because if someone is a potential messiah by being a 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Pamela-B-Zohar
https://www.quora.com/What-type-of-Jewish-Messiah-was-Jesus/answer/Pamela-B-Zohar
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direct lineal male descendant of David, then the LAST thing you want to do is mess that 

up by removing the male descent from David. 

Then they have his poor parents traipse from Nazareth to Bethlehem just in time to get 

him born there (a story making NO sense at all, because no sensible census taker is 

going to ask hundreds or thousands of people to TRAVEL. He’s just going to count them 

where they ARE), because Bethlehem was ‘David’s city’. 

And then the NT identifies John the Baptist as being ‘Elijah’, who is expected to herald 

the coming arrival of the messiah - but that story is contradicted in - I think - the book of 

John (?). I could be wrong on that one, easily. 

 

DOUG. Thank you for your considered response, Pamela, which I really appreciate. Doug 

Vansh Sharma 

Written 1m ago 

  

Huh? Jesus was no jewish messiah. For the coming of the messiah this was the 

chronology of events: 

 End of world (before everything as follows). 

 God redeems the Jewish people from the captivity that began during the 

Babylonian exile (dyspora) in a new Exodus. 

 God returns the Jewish people to the Israell 

 God restores the House of David and the temple of Jerusalem 

 God creates a regent from the House of David (i.e. the Jewish Messiah) to lead 

the Jewish people and the world and usher in an age of justice 

 All nations recognize that the God of Israel is the only true God 

 God resurrects the dead 

 God creates a new heaven and earth. 

Firstly we know world did not end in 4 BCE. The babylonian exile had already been over 

500 yrs prior with the help of a zoroastrian king. 

Jewish people did not return in 4 bce. In fact they were further driven out of Israel 100 

yrs later. No temple is there. And except for three communities nobody believes god of 

Israel is the only true god. And I am unable to see any heaven or new earth. 

The only thing Jesus did was resurrect. He was not even a king.(Though he was king of 

Kings�) 

So jesus was no messiah but just a prophet and that too for muslims and christians. Your 

welcome Satan! 

https://www.quora.com/qemail/track_click?aoid=8ZglfhJHsgW&aoty=3&aty=4&cp=1&ct=1597413789623208&et=103&id=416b8aa942c9425988b88fd68937ca27&request_id=4&src=1&st=1597413789669076&stories=10752050295&uid=VF9fTu0wRn7&v=0
https://www.quora.com/qemail/track_click?aoid=meJdQdl2U18&aoty=1&aty=4&cp=1&ct=1597413789623208&et=103&id=416b8aa942c9425988b88fd68937ca27&request_id=4&src=1&st=1597413789669076&stories=10752050295&uid=VF9fTu0wRn7&v=0
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Vansh Sharma, Thank you for your thoughts. Doug 

 

Ibrahim al-Badri 

Written 4m ago 

  

He was clearly the Messiah because I want to point out that he was the descendant of 

King David and the question why he did not make the third temple or why he did not 

immediately become king is because there are following reasons: 

1) The time of the end had not come 

2) He had to see if the Jews were ready to accept the Messiah, some have him and 

others not, however he still represented a danger for the Roman Empire. 

3) There was already the second temple at its time so once again it would not make 

sense to do the third temple immediately. 

4) The Messiah is actually the king of peace and not just the king of Israel and that’s why 

the Jews have not yet understood anything. 

5) He had done miracles through the power of God. 

Well that’s it, a lot of his biblical prophecies have come true so if they don’t all come 

true, he can’t come back. 

Thank you, Ibrahim 

 

---------- 

Shelama Leesen 

· 

8h ago 

Q: What type of Jewish Messiah was Jesus? 

Jesus was a false and failed Jewish messiah. 

If it was John the Baptizer who convinced Jesus that he was the Messiah, then they were 

both simply wrong. Regardless of any messianic hope they may have had, Jesus came 

and went and accomplished nothing truly messianic. Jesus died and first and foremost 

there was no messianic kingdom. There is still no messianic kingdom. The case against 

Jesus as the Jewish messiah is closed and has been for 2000 years: he simply wasn’t. 

https://www.quora.com/qemail/track_click?aoid=MRRanxlfafd&aoty=3&aty=4&cp=1&ct=1597416216238923&et=103&id=d2f3a1a69a6745edbd98b2eafb19e487&request_id=4&src=1&st=1597416216254619&stories=10753057412&uid=VF9fTu0wRn7&v=0
https://www.quora.com/qemail/track_click?aoid=Rd97mQW1sEQ&aoty=1&aty=4&cp=1&ct=1597416216238923&et=103&id=d2f3a1a69a6745edbd98b2eafb19e487&request_id=4&src=1&st=1597416216254619&stories=10753057412&uid=VF9fTu0wRn7&v=0
https://www.quora.com/profile/Shelama-Leesen
https://www.quora.com/What-type-of-Jewish-Messiah-was-Jesus/answer/Shelama-Leesen
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After Jesus was dead, the Christian myth arose around his life and death. It imagined all 

sorts of things about Jesus, and claimed all sorts of things about Jesus which essentially 

redefined “the Messiah” as distinctly non-Jewish and not honestly Biblical. 

First and foremost — and what actually kickstarted the invention of the Christian myth 

after Jesus was dead — they imagined that Isaiah 53 was messianic and they imagined 

that Jesus suffered and died for sin. They misused and slapped Isaiah 53 onto Jesus by 

mere assertion and invented a very non-Jewish Christian messiah. 

The Christian myth then wrongly applied all sorts of other non-messianic Jewish scripture 

to Jesus, and wrote all sorts of stories about Jesus as a supposed fulfillment of Jewish 

scripture, and they further developed and embellished a very non-Jewish Christian 

messiah. Cued by passages of Jewish scripture that are not even messianic, they 

invented fulfillment fiction about Jesus. Proof texts about Jesus multiplied that included 

misquotes and mistranslation and manipulation of Jewish scripture yanked from context. 

They even invented a little fictional story that Jesus was from Bethlehem and called that 

fulfillment. ’You see, he was from Bethlehem, that’s fulfillment, so he was the messiah.’ 

Hoping that nobody would notice, a very creative Matthew misused Isaiah 7:14, for 

instance, and the story said Jesus was conceived and born of a virgin, ’You see…born of a 

virgin…that’s fulfillment…that’s the messiah!’ The trouble is of course, Jews did notice: 

Isaiah 7:14 isn’t messianic and it has nothing to do with a virginal conception. But it was 

a great story for pagan Greeks of the Mediterranean Roman Empire. They loved it. They 

still do. 

It goes on and on in the New Testament. 

However much some of it may have been a good-faith pesheresque attempt to 

understand the life and death of Jesus, it was a very non-Jewish messiah that was 

produced. It was a Christian messiah. 

In the end, it dwindled as a Judaism within Judaism. With Paul and his influence, it 

became a pagan and Greek messiah and religion embraced by people profoundly 

ignorant of Hebrew scripture and Jewish messianism. Beginning with Paul’s bad 

eisegesis, it produced a canon of Gospels and other NT texts that are a crime scene 

against Hebrew scripture and Jewish messianism. And the promiscuous rape of Jewish 

scripture ripped wildly out of context and used to invent the appearance of fulfillment by 

Jesus. 

So Jesus was not any Jewish messiah except a false and failed one. Jesus became a 

Christian messiah who was no more Jewish than the 12th Imam. 
 

Shelama Leesen, Thank you for your thoughts, which I appreciate, Doug. 

Isaiah 53 is one of the four Songs of the Servant, which it is clearly stated to be the whole nation at 

that time. Micah 5 (re Bethlehem) is about a warrior coming out of Bethlehem’s clan who would 
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defend the people against Assyria (his grandmother was Ephrathah) and the whole context of Isaiah 7 

makes the NT application wrong. 

It is unfortunate that people are not familiar with Pesher (or with Midrash), and I see Paul providing 

explanations to gentiles who had no background understanding of Judaism. 

Doug 

 

 

Shelama Leesen 

Original Author · 2h ago 

Agreed. And don’t forget, Paul also didn’t read or understand Hebrew, either. 

What’s interesting about Isaiah 53, is that when ripped out of context, it’s highly figurative and 

personified language superficially maybe resembles a Roman crucifixion. After Jesus was already dead, 

a literate follower somewhere searching Jewish scripture hoping to explain and redeem Jesus’ failure 

stumbled across Isa 53. And there you go…the birth of the Christian myth and messiah. 

 

 

DOUG: Isaiah 53, written in the wake of the Babylonian exile and captivity, is written in the past 

tense. Some suggest that if an individual was being referred to, that the person might have been 

Jeremiah. 

Doug 

 

 

 

Clara Godwin-Jackson, Sheep amongst wolves; shrewd yet harmless as a dove at Christianity 

Written 6m ago 

  

Hi Doug the same Jewish Messiah that is in the book of Psalms. 

He was a reproach of men and despised of the people; as is today 

 Psalm 22 - My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me? why art thou so far from 

helping me, and from the words of my roaring? 2 O my God, I cry in the day time, 

but thou hearest not; and in the night season, and am not silent. 3 But thou art 

holy, O thou that inhabitest the praises of Israel. 4 Our fathers trusted in thee: they 

trusted, and thou didst deliver them. 5 They cried unto thee, and were delivered: 

they trusted in thee, and were not confounded.6 But I am a worm, and no man; a 

reproach of men, and despised of the people. 

 Psalm 22:18 - 18 They part my garments among them, and cast lots upon my 

vesture. 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Shelama-Leesen
https://www.quora.com/What-type-of-Jewish-Messiah-was-Jesus/answer/Shelama-Leesen?comment_id=154913591&comment_type=2
https://www.quora.com/qemail/track_click?aoid=zfelNZCufd&aoty=3&aty=4&cp=1&ct=1597427300417719&et=103&id=6ef8e2cb71cf41dda3794c6185f8676b&request_id=4&src=1&st=1597427300429392&stories=10758179338&uid=VF9fTu0wRn7&v=0
https://www.quora.com/qemail/track_click?aoid=zR3Lrkrezv4&aoty=1&aty=4&cp=1&ct=1597427300417719&et=103&id=6ef8e2cb71cf41dda3794c6185f8676b&request_id=4&src=1&st=1597427300429392&stories=10758179338&uid=VF9fTu0wRn7&v=0
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He was a teacher who declared the Lord unto the brethren (often in parables) and praised 

Him 

 Psalm 22 - 16 For dogs have compassed me: the assembly of the wicked have 

inclosed me: they pierced my hands and my feet. 17 I may tell all my bones: they 

look and stare upon me.18 They part my garments among them, and cast lots upon 

my vesture. 19 But be not thou far from me, O Lord: O my strength, haste thee to 

help me. 20 Deliver my soul from the sword; my darling from the power of the dog. 

21 Save me from the lion’s mouth: for thou hast heard me from the horns of the 

unicorns. 22 I will declare thy name unto my brethren: in the midst of the 

congregation will I praise thee. 

 Psalm 78 - 1 Give ear, O my people, to my law: incline your ears to the words of my 

mouth. 2 I will open my mouth in a parable: I will utter dark sayings of old: 

He was hated without a cause - as is today 

 Psalm 69 - 4 They that hate me without a cause are more than the hairs of mine 

head: they that would destroy me, being mine enemies wrongfully, are mighty: then 

I restored that which I took not away. 5 O God, thou knowest my foolishness; and 

my sins are not hid from thee. 6 Let not them that wait on thee, O Lord God of 

hosts, be ashamed for my sake: let not those that seek thee be confounded for my 

sake, O God of Israel. 7 Because for thy sake I have borne reproach; shame hath 

covered my face. 

He preached of lovingkindness to the congregation 

 Psalm 40 ;7 Then said I, Lo, I come: in the volume of the book it is written of me, 8 I 

delight to do thy will, O my God: yea, thy law is within my heart. 9 I have preached 

righteousness in the great congregation: lo, I have not refrained my lips, O Lord, 

thou knowest. 10 I have not hid thy righteousness within my heart; I have declared 

thy faithfulness and thy salvation: I have not concealed thy lovingkindness and thy 

truth from the great congregation Bible Gateway passage: Psalm 40 - King James 

Version 

He and the Father are one 

 Psalm 110:1 - The Lord said unto my Lord, Sit thou at my right hand, until I make 

thine enemies thy footstool. Bible Gateway passage: Psalm 110 - King James 

Version 

He was a poor and sorrowful yet magnified God with Thanksgiving 

 Psalm 69:21 - They gave me also gall for my meat; and in my thirst they gave 

me vinegar to drink. 22 Let their table become a snare before them: and that 

which should have been for their welfare, let it become a trap. 23 Let their eyes be 

darkened, that they see not; and make their loins continually to shake. 24 Pour 
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out thine indignation upon them, and let thy wrathful anger take hold of them. 25 

Let their habitation be desolate; and let none dwell in their tents. 26 For they 

persecute him whom thou hast smitten; and they talk to the grief of those whom 

thou hast wounded. 27 Add iniquity unto their iniquity: and let them not come 

into thy righteousness. 28 Let them be blotted out of the book of the living, and 

not be written with the righteous. 29 But I am poor and sorrowful: let thy 

salvation, O God, set me up on high. 30 I will praise the name of God with a song, 

and will magnify him with thanksgiving. Bible Gateway passage: Psalm 69 - King 

James Version 

He is as eternal - thy years shall have no end 

 Psalm 102:25 Of old hast thou laid the foundation of the earth: and the heavens are 

the work of thy hands. 26 They shall perish, but thou shalt endure: yea, all of them 

shall wax old like a garment; as a vesture shalt thou change them, and they shall be 

changed: 27 But thou art the same, and thy years shall have no end. Bible Gateway 

passage: Psalm 102 - King James Version 

He is the head stone that was rejected 

 Psalm 118:22 The stone which the builders refused is become the head stone of the 

corner. Bible Gateway passage: Psalm 118 - King James Version 

I know there is more but this is what I can think of off the top of my head. Anyway I hope 

this helps. TC! 

DOUG. Thank you, Clara. Why don’t these Old Testament passages use the term “messiah”? Doug 

 

 

Curtis Scissons 

  

The imaginary kind. 

Jesus was not a messiah, and could NOT have been a messiah, because no Temple 

official would anoint him with oil (because of Deuteronomy 23:2), and thats what it takes 

to BE a messiah. 

 

Thank you, Curtis. You raise another question: “According to the Hebrew literature, once a person 

has been anointed, what is their function/role?” Having been anointed, what then? 

The anointing mentioned in the canonised literature, such as Deuteronomy, refers to a king or in one 

case to an anointing as a priest. 

The messiah that evolved in time of the Hasmoneans (2nd to 1st centuries BCE) was an 

eschatological messiah. Perhaps Jesus thought of himself in those terms. 

Doug 

https://www.quora.com/qemail/track_click?aoid=IicwFsYZonq&aoty=3&aty=4&cp=1&ct=1597454607673842&et=103&id=37059a3ff3f14a9bbd792b34823e5ef3&request_id=4&src=1&st=1597454607684677&stories=10767183294&uid=VF9fTu0wRn7&v=0
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----------- 

Curtis Scissons 

There are 167 named messiahs in Tanach. 

All Jewish kings were. 

A high priests. 

Most judges. 

Even non-Jews can be a messiah 

(See Isaiah 45:1 for an example) 

As for what their function is, it depends on WHY they were anointed. 

A king is anointed to “seal the deal” between the king, G-d, and Israel. 

With others, it is to ratify their legitimacy. 

Thank you so much, Curtis. 

You show that the term Messiah is fluid. It is important to recognise that it is a Hebrew word, not 

European. Upon hearing the verb “messiah”, many people start with their desired nominal conclusion 

(mental reflex of “Messiah” evoking an automatic “Jesus Christ”). 

Exactly where did you obtain the data that you listed? 

Doug 

--------------- 

Shelama Leesen replied to your comment on an answer to: “What type of Jewish Messiah was 

Jesus?” 

Overwhelmingly, the servant of all four servant songs is just Israel, even specified as such, while 

leaving open the possibility that Isaiah 53 may also be using a specific (unknown) person to typify 

Israel and the travail at hands of Gentile nations. At the very least, Isa 53 must be read — at a 

minimum — in the context of Isaiah 52–54. And ideally, in the full context of Isaiah 40–55. 

For just the local context of Isaiah 52–54, consider first that Isaiah 53 actually consists of Isa 52:13–

53:12. And within that — and reading in the Hebrew — the very last word in Isa 52:12 leading to the 

suffering servant is “Israel.” 

Beyond the issue of tense — and whether past, present or future in Isa 52–54 for individual verses — 

there are other translation issues in Christian Bibles with Isa 53. (My quickest source and specifics for 

that I don’t have with me — Rabbi Tovia Singer’s ’Let’s Get Biblical’ 2-volume work. He also has 

more than one YouTube video on Isa 53). 

 

------------------ 

 

Clara Godwin-Jackson replied to your comment on an answer to: “What type of Jewish 

Messiah was Jesus?” 

Hi Doug, 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Curtis-Scissons
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1 Corinthians 2:16 For who hath known the mind of the Lord, that he may instruct him? But we have 

the mind of Christ. 

In other words, I have the foggiest however Yeshua Hamashiach means Jesus the Messiah. 

Blood is required for the atonement of sins as stated in Leviticus. 

Leviticus 17:11 For the life of the flesh is in the blood: and I have given it to you upon the altar to 

make an atonement for your souls: for it is the blood that maketh an atonement for the soul. 

And in Isaiah: 

Isaiah 53:12 Therefore will I divide him a portion with the great, and he shall divide the spoil with the 

strong; because he hath poured out his soul UNTO DEATH: and he was numbered with the 

transgressors; and HE BARE THE SIN OF MANY, and made intercession for the transgressors. 

Isaiah 49:7 Thus saith the Lord, the Redeemer of Israel, and his Holy One, , to him whom the nation 

abhorreth, to a servant of rulers, Kings shall see and arise, princes also shall worship, because of the 

Lord that is faithful, and the Holy One of Israel, and he shall choose thee. 

He has already paid the price for our sins. 

 

------------------ 

 

Marc Lipshitz, Been involved in counter missionary work for 20+ years 
  

None at all. He was not any kind of Mashiach since he was not annointed. He was not 

qualified to be the redeeming Mashiach since he was not descended from King David 

(that has to be via your father- and once Christianity decided G-d was his father it meant 

he was not descended from King David) and was never annointed. 

 

Thank you, Marc. As you say, defining a Messiah must be on the basis of its Hebraic meaning. My 

understanding is that Jewish descent can today be matrilenial – through the mother – but was this the 

practice at that time?  

Doug. 

Marc Lipshitz replied to your comment on an answer to: “What type of Jewish Messiah was Jesus?” 

Jewish descent is matrilineal- tribal affiliation is through the father. No one is denying Jesus (if he is 

based on someone that existed) is Jewish, it is the tribal descent he misses out on. 
  

 

----------------- 

James Kral 

· 

5h ago 

https://www.quora.com/qemail/track_click?aoid=1J0I1MFiraD&aoty=3&aty=4&cp=1&ct=1597515552347242&et=103&id=da4f425cd26545169f0514ffd5f60c7b&request_id=4&src=1&st=1597515552351654&stories=10791148130&uid=VF9fTu0wRn7&v=0
https://www.quora.com/profile/James-Kral-2
https://www.quora.com/What-type-of-Jewish-Messiah-was-Jesus/answer/James-Kral-2
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Jesus is the Messiah who was prophesied in the Old Testament. Jesus is the God of Israel. 

Jesus did not come for political purposes, but for a much more important reason. Jesus 

came to save people from the wrath of God, and to reconcile us to a Holy God who loves 

us. Jesus, the Lamb of God, was the sacrifice for our sins on the cross. Jesus proved that 

He is God by rising from the dead. Jesus came to save both Jews and Gentiles. All who 

repent and call upon Jesus to be their Savior and Lord are saved and reconciled to God. 

Jesus Christ fulfilled over 100 messianic prophecies in His first coming. The remaining 

messianic prophecies will be fulfilled at His second coming. 

Isaiah 53:5–6 says: 

“But He was pierced through for our transgressions, 

He was crushed for our iniquities; 

The chastening for our well-being fell upon Him, 

And by His scourging we are healed. 

All of us like sheep have gone astray, 

Each of us has turned to his own way; 

But the Lord has caused the iniquity of us all 

To fall on Him.” 
 

DOUG: Thank you, James. I infer you are saying that Jesus was an eschatological messiah. 

However, I do not see the word messiah in Isaiah 53 nor in the other Isaianic Servant Songs. 

Nor do I see Isaiah 53 as eschatological. Many thanks, Doug 

 

James Kral 

There is only one person in history who fits the messianic prophecies in the Old Testament, and that is 

Jesus Christ. In fact, according to Daniel 9:25–27, the Messiah had to come before the destruction of 

the temple, which occured in 70 AD. Jesus fulfilled over 100 messianic prophecies. Look them up 

online. 

DOUG: I could not find any prophecy that used the term “the messiah”. The closest is at Daniel 9:25–

27 but there are two Messiahs, with scholars suggesting a variety of priests. 

The word “messiah” does not mean “savior”.  

Doug 

 

 

James Kral replied to your comment on an answer to: “What type of Jewish Messiah was 

Jesus?” 

Daniel 9:25 predicts the exact date of the beginning of Christ’s ministry. Furthermore, when you look 

at all the prophecies about Jesus, they form a picture of the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus 

Christ. 

DOUG: If Daniel 9:25 did provide the date, then the NT writers would have made much of it. That 

thought was first made in the 2nd century CE. 

https://www.quora.com/profile/James-Kral-2
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I have researched the subject of Daniel 9 and I have placed my Study online and I have never received 

any criticism. 

No one knows how long Jesus’ ministry lasted. The synoptists put it at shorter than 12 months. 

Daniel 9:25-26 speaks of two appointed priests. 

I say that no Hebrew prophet anticipated Jesus (Yeshua/Joshua) as “The Anointed” (the “Messiah”). 

Prove me wrong. 

Doug 

--------------------- 

 

Judah Israel 

2h ago · 1 upvote from Doug Mason 

Yeshayahu 53-Tanakh 

5 But he was pained because of our transgressions, crushed because of our iniquities; the 

chastisement of our welfare was upon him, and with his wound we were healed. 

6 We all went astray like sheep, we have turned, each one on his way, and YAHUAH accepted his 

prayers for the iniquity of all of us. 

These translations do not match. In verse 5 the KJV says the servant was wounded FOR their 

transgressions and bruised FOR their iniquities, while the Tanakh says the servant was pained 

BECAUSE OF their transgressions and crushed BECAUSE OF their iniquities. These cannot both be 

right. The KJV paints the servant as a sacrifice and the Tanakh says he wasn’t a sacrifice, but was hurt 

because of their wrong doing. I attest that the KJV version is further from the original Hebrew than the 

Tanakh. I am not a linguistic expert but this did stand out to me when reading. In the interlinear where 

the KJV says “for our transgressions”, the Hebrew actually says “from transgression of us”. Also where 

the KJV says “crushed because of our iniquities”, the original Hebrew says “being crushed from 

depravities of us”. This wasn’t about a man having to be hurt in order for him to bear the sins of 

others. This is about a servant that was injured because of and from the sins of others. If I throw rocks 

at someone are they injured as a sacrifice to atone for my wickedness or are they injured from me 

hitting them with rocks? According to the Hebrew it is the latter.” 

This just confirms the old testament. If we weren’t sinful we wouldn’t be in the place we are now, 

Christ wouldn’t have died and there would have been no need for him to have died. just read on who 

and why they killed Christ and you’ll know what this means. 

----------- 

DOUG: Thank you, Judah Israel, 

I tend to think that Isaiah 53 (along with the other 3 ‘Songs of the Servant’) is referring to either the 

nation (Israelites) as being wounded because of their sins or if it refers to an individual, it likely refers 

to Jeremiah. 

----------- 

Judah Israel 

no it refers to Christ 

DOUG: Hi Judah Israel, 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Judah-Israel-20
https://www.quora.com/What-type-of-Jewish-Messiah-was-Jesus/answer/Shelama-Leesen?comment_id=159701138&comment_type=2
https://www.quora.com/What-type-of-Jewish-Messiah-was-Jesus/all_comments/Shelama-Leesen?__nsrc__=4&__snid3__=11699283934&comment_id=159702615&comment_type=2
https://www.quora.com/profile/Doug-Mason-46
https://www.quora.com/profile/Judah-Israel-20
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Since you have the interlinear, could you please tell me which verse of Isaiah 53 employs the 

term “Messiah”? (meaning Anointed [English], Christ [Greek]). 

And which type of Messiah/Christ was that verse referencing? 

Doug 

 

 

Joe Wilkinson 

Original Author · 2h ago 

By anointing, do you mean having oil poured on his head? Remember the woman who poured 

perfumed oil all over him? But you will say, her anointing didn’t count. But then the question arises, 

who could anoint Him? The priests? The priesthood was corrupt. On top of that they hated YESHUA. 

John 1:3. All things came into being by Him and apart from Him nothing came into being that has 

come into being. If one doesn’t accept Him for who He says He is, there will be one that you will 

accept. 

 

 

DOUG: Hi Joe, 

I am glad that we are able to chat rationally. 

From memory, the type of oil used by that lady is related to the preparation of a body for death (or 

maybe to a dead body?). Anyway, she would not have the authority to deem a person anointed to high 

office. 

Yes, the Johannine Community was estranged from the main Jewish body and they expressed their 

experiences through their literature. Indeed, they had been ostracised over their High Christology. 

Do I need to “accept”? 

I do not know what “He says He is”. I only know what people wrote several decades later, people who 

never saw or heard him. 

Doug 

 

========== 

Why did Moses strike the rock instead of simply asking the rock to pour 
water like God wanted him to do? 

DOUG: I would be interested to know which group of scribes wrote this. One such group at Shiloh 

were defenders of Moses whereas the scribes at Jerusalem were Aaronides. 

Was this written at Jerusalem with a political point to score across the border? 

I suspect Richard Elliott Friedman provides clues (“Who Wrote the Bible?). 

Doug 

 

 

 

 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Joe-Wilkinson-73
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-identity-of-Moshiach-Messiah/answer/Joe-Wilkinson-73?comment_id=159722140&comment_type=2
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================== 

How much rain is needed for Noah’s ark to land on top of a mountain? Is 
there enough water source on the planet for such a big flood? 

 

Do not try to make a parable or myth walk on all four legs. Each is written for a religious purpose, not 

as a documentary. 

In their cosmology, the sky (firmament) was a solid dome with stars hanging beneath and the sun and 

moon scurrying under the dome. 

Water was stored above the dome and God’s throne was set in the waters. Rain fell when the windows 

of heaven were opened. 

In this scenario, a scientific answer on the amount of water becomes irrelevant. They could store any 

amount above the sky (firmament) if that was an issue to address. 

Imagine the weight of the water required to cover mountains, yet the vegetation supposedly survived. 

I don’t know how our platypuses, kangaroos, emus, or termites managed to make it to the ark from 

here in Australia and back again — and leave us with unique fauna and flora without leaving traces on 

their way back. 

The simple solution: it was all a fanciful religious dream. In fact there are two Flood myths 

intertwined to make the appearance of a single narrative. 

https://jwstudies.com/Two_Flood_Stories.pdf  

Doug 

================== 

Where did Paul get his ideas from, given his antipathy towards the leaders 
at Jerusalem? 

 

 
 

Jason McMahon 

Written 10m ago 

  

“When God, who from my mother’s womb had set me apart and called me through his 

grace, was pleased to reveal his Son to me, so that I might proclaim him to the Gentiles, I 

did not immediately consult flesh and blood, nor did I go up to Jerusalem to those who 

were apostles before me; rather, I went into Arabia and then returned to Damascus. Then 

after three years I went up to Jerusalem.”{1} 

Paul is the only Apostle who did not know Jesus while Jesus was alive, but met Him (and 

was instructed by Him) after his conversion. Apparently, this instruction took some three 

years before he shared his education with the Apostles in Jerusalem. Thus it should be 

no surprise that it takes a life time to not only understand the Bible, but to live it. 

* Paul’s Time in Arabia * 

{1} Now I want you to know, brothers, that the gospel preached by me is not of human 

origin. For I did not receive it from a human being, nor was I taught it, but it came 

https://jwstudies.com/Two_Flood_Stories.pdf
https://www.quora.com/qemail/track_click?aoid=X6a47Kz7QVY&aoty=16&aty=4&cp=0&ct=1597492040007442&et=103&force_notif_url&id=0579024d869c4ebca2ccbf1e60dfb096&notif_url=%2FWhere-did-Paul-get-his-ideas-from-given-his-antipathy-towards-the-leaders-at-Jerusalem%2Fanswer%2FJason-McMahon-6&request_id=4&src=1&st=1597492040155330&stories=10781576978&uid=VF9fTu0wRn7&v=0
https://www.quora.com/qemail/track_click?aoid=X6a47Kz7QVY&aoty=16&aty=4&cp=0&ct=1597492040007442&et=103&force_notif_url&id=0579024d869c4ebca2ccbf1e60dfb096&notif_url=%2FWhere-did-Paul-get-his-ideas-from-given-his-antipathy-towards-the-leaders-at-Jerusalem%2Fanswer%2FJason-McMahon-6&request_id=4&src=1&st=1597492040155330&stories=10781576978&uid=VF9fTu0wRn7&v=0
https://www.quora.com/qemail/track_click?aoid=FVdk2Bz2Isd&aoty=3&aty=4&cp=1&ct=1597492040007442&et=103&id=0579024d869c4ebca2ccbf1e60dfb096&request_id=4&src=1&st=1597492040155330&stories=10781576978&uid=VF9fTu0wRn7&v=0
https://www.quora.com/qemail/track_click?aoid=FVdk2Bz2Isd&aoty=3&aty=4&cp=1&ct=1597492040007442&et=103&id=0579024d869c4ebca2ccbf1e60dfb096&request_id=4&src=1&st=1597492040155330&stories=10781576978&uid=VF9fTu0wRn7&v=0
https://www.quora.com/qemail/track_click?aoid=FVdk2Bz2Isd&aoty=3&aty=4&cp=1&ct=1597492040007442&et=103&id=0579024d869c4ebca2ccbf1e60dfb096&request_id=4&src=1&st=1597492040155330&stories=10781576978&uid=VF9fTu0wRn7&v=0
https://www.quora.com/qemail/track_click?aoid=8YG0D681fNQ&aoty=1&aty=4&cp=1&ct=1597492040007442&et=103&id=0579024d869c4ebca2ccbf1e60dfb096&request_id=4&src=1&st=1597492040155330&stories=10781576978&uid=VF9fTu0wRn7&v=0
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through a revelation of Jesus Christ. For you heard of my former way of life in Judaism, 

how I persecuted the church of God beyond measure and tried to destroy it, and 

progressed in Judaism beyond many of my contemporaries among my race, since I was 

even more a zealot for my ancestral traditions. But when God, who from my mother’s 

womb had set me apart and called me through his grace, was pleased to reveal his 

Son to me, so that I might proclaim him to the Gentiles, I did not immediately 

consult flesh and blood, nor did I go up to Jerusalem to those who were apostles 

before me; rather, I went into Arabia and then returned to Damascus[1]. 

Then after three years I went up to Jerusalem to confer with Cephas and remained 

with him for fifteen days. But I did not see any other of the apostles, only James the 

brother of the Lord. As to what I am writing to you, behold, before God, I am not lying. 

Then I went into the regions of Syria and Cilicia. And I was unknown personally to the 

churches of Judea that are in Christ; they only kept hearing that “the one who once was 

persecuting us is now preaching the faith he once tried to destroy.” So they glorified God 

because of me[2].(Gal 1:11 – 24) 

[1] Paul’s presentation on behalf of his message and of his apostleship reflects rhetorical 

forms of his day: he first narrates the facts about certain past events and then states his 

contention regarding justification by faith as the gospel message. The specific facts that 

he takes up here to show that his gospel is not a human invention but came through a 

revelation of Jesus Christ deal with his own calling as a Christian missionary, his initial 

relations with the apostles in Jerusalem. Although Paul received his gospel through a 

revelation from Christ, this did not exclude his use of early Christian confessional 

formulations. 

This passage is Paul’s chief account of the change from his former way of life to service 

as a Christian missionary[3]. Paul himself does not use the term “conversion” but stresses 

revelation. His language echoes the Old Testament prophetic call of Jeremiah. The calling 

of Paul here includes the mission to proclaim Christ to the Gentiles. 

Flesh and blood: human authorities, Paul’s apostleship comes from God. 

Arabia: probably the region of the Nabataean Arabs, east and south of Damascus. 

[2] Paul’s first journey to Jerusalem as a Christian, according to Galatians[4]. He is quite 

explicit about contacts there, testifying under oath. 

On returning to Syria (perhaps specifically Damascus) and Cilicia (including his home 

town Tarsus), Paul most likely engaged in missionary work. He underscores the fact that 

Christians in Judea knew of him only by reputation. 

After three years: two years and more, since Paul’s call. To confer with Cephas may 

mean simply “pay a visit” or more specifically “get information from” him about Jesus, 

over a two-week period. Cephas: Aramaic name of Simon (Peter). 
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James the brother of the Lord: not one of the Twelve, but a brother of Jesus[5]. He 

played an important role in the Jerusalem church, the leadership of which he took over 

from Peter. Paul may have regarded James as an apostle. 

[3] I persecuted this Way to death, binding both men and women and delivering them to 

prison. Even the high priest and the whole council of elders can testify on my behalf. For 

from them I even received letters to the brothers and set out for Damascus to bring back 

to Jerusalem in chains for punishment those there as well. “On that journey as I drew 

near to Damascus, about noon a great light from the sky suddenly shone around me. I 

fell to the ground and heard a voice saying to me, ‘Saul, Saul, why are you persecuting 

me?’ I replied, ‘Who are you, sir?’ And he said to me, ‘I am Jesus the Nazorean whom you 

are persecuting.’ My companions saw the light but did not hear the voice of the one who 

spoke to me. I asked, ‘What shall I do, sir?’ The Lord answered me, ‘Get up and go into 

Damascus, and there you will be told about everything appointed for you to do.’ Since I 

could see nothing because of the brightness of that light, I was led by hand by my 

companions and entered Damascus. “A certain Ananias, a devout observer of the law, 

and highly spoken of by all the Jews who lived there, came to me and stood there and 

said, ‘Saul, my brother, regain your sight.’ And at that very moment I regained my sight 

and saw him. Then he said, ‘The God of our ancestors designated you to know his will, to 

see the Righteous One, and to hear the sound of his voice; for you will be his witness 

before all to what you have seen and heard. Now, why delay? Get up and have yourself 

baptized and your sins washed away, calling upon his name.’ 

I myself once thought that I had to do many things against the name of Jesus the 

Nazorean, and I did so in Jerusalem. I imprisoned many of the holy ones with the 

authorization I received from the chief priests, and when they were to be put to death I 

cast my vote against them. Many times, in synagogue after synagogue, I punished them 

in an attempt to force them to blaspheme; I was so enraged against them that I pursued 

them even to foreign cities. “On one such occasion I was traveling to Damascus with the 

authorization and commission of the chief priests. At midday, along the way, O king, I 

saw a light from the sky, brighter than the sun, shining around me and my traveling 

companions. We all fell to the ground and I heard a voice saying to me in Hebrew, ‘Saul, 

Saul, why are you persecuting me? It is hard for you to kick against the goad.’ And I said, 

‘Who are you, sir?’ And the Lord replied, ‘I am Jesus whom you are persecuting. Get up 

now, and stand on your feet. I have appeared to you for this purpose, to appoint you as 

a servant and witness of what you have seen [of me] and what you will be shown. I shall 

deliver you from this people and from the Gentiles to whom I send you, to open their 

eyes that they may turn from darkness to light and from the power of Satan to God, so 

that they may obtain forgiveness of sins and an inheritance among those who have been 

consecrated by faith in me.’ (Acts 22:4–16; 26:9–18) 

[4] After a long time had passed, the Jews conspired to kill him, but their plot became 

known to Saul. Now they were keeping watch on the gates day and night so as to kill 

him, but his disciples took him one night and let him down through an opening in the 

wall, lowering him in a basket. When he arrived in Jerusalem he tried to join the disciples, 
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but they were all afraid of him, not believing that he was a disciple. Then Barnabas took 

charge of him and brought him to the apostles, and he reported to them how on the 

way he had seen the Lord and that he had spoken to him, and how in Damascus he had 

spoken out boldly in the name of Jesus. He moved about freely with them in Jerusalem, 

and spoke out boldly in the name of the Lord. He also spoke and debated with the 

Hellenists, but they tried to kill him. And when the brothers learned of this, they took him 

down to Caesarea and sent him on his way to Tarsus. The church throughout all Judea, 

Galilee, and Samaria was at peace. It was being built up and walked in the fear of the 

Lord, and with the consolation of the holy Spirit it grew in numbers. As Peter was passing 

through every region, he went down to the holy ones living in Lydda. (Acts 9:23–31) 

[5] In Semitic usage, the terms “brother,” “sister” are applied not only to children of the 

same parents, but to nephews, nieces, cousins, half-brothers, and half-sisters. While one 

cannot suppose that the meaning of a Greek word should be sought in the first place 

from Semitic usage, the Septuagint often translates the Hebrew ‘āh by the Greek word 

adelphos, “brother,” as in the cited passages, a fact that may argue for a similar breadth 

of meaning in some New Testament passages. For instance, there is no doubt that 

“brother” is used of Philip, who was actually the half-brother of Herod Antipas. On the 

other hand, Mark may have understood the terms literally. The question of meaning here 

would not have arisen but for the faith of the church in Mary’s perpetual virginity. 

----------- 

DOUG: 

After further research, I now believe that because Paul was part of Second Temple Judaism, 

he adopted the positions espoused by them and were documented in their literature, such as 1 

Enoch, Sirach, Jubilees, and so forth. 

These were the foundation of his ideas, coupled with his mysticism which enabled him to 

visit the Third Heaven and to visualise apparitions. He was an enthusiastic preacher, nnot a 

theologian. 

Doug 
 

====================================== 

 

Does either the Hebrew OT or the Greek LXX use “messiah”/”christos” as a 
noun (“the”), or only as a verb or adjective? 

Yehoshua Feigon 

Yes, although to be clear, the term is always adjectival, even where the adjective occurs 

with a definite article or possessive adjective (“the anointed” or “His anointed”). Parts of 

speech in Hebrew frequently merge when, for example, the part of speech in question is 

a participle. The word רופא (rōphēʔ) does triple duty as an active verbal participle 

meaning “healing”, an adjective meaning curative, and a noun meaning a doctor. The 

term anointed is half-adjective, half-noun. The High Priest is referred to as māšīaħ, or 

anointed; there is a Kohen anointed for battle mentioned in the Pentateuch; Cyrus, the 

Persian king, is likewise referred to as māšīaħ. In Psalm 2, the term is used to describe 

https://www.quora.com/Does-either-the-Hebrew-OT-or-the-Greek-LXX-use-messiah-christos-as-a-noun-the-or-only-as-a-verb-or-adjective
https://www.quora.com/Does-either-the-Hebrew-OT-or-the-Greek-LXX-use-messiah-christos-as-a-noun-the-or-only-as-a-verb-or-adjective
https://www.quora.com/profile/Yehoshua-Feigon
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David, the prototypical anointed Israelite king, in essentially its modern Jewish sense. 

Psalm 105:15 begins “ʔal tighʕū bhimšīħāy, welinbhīʔay ʔal tārēʕū” (“Do not touch my 

anointed ones [note: the word occurs here in plural], and to my prophets do no wrong”). 

Here the word serves as a plural noun paralleling prophets without deviating even 

slightly from its adjectival function. 
 

 

=========================== 

 

Did we see an illustration of COVID 19 in the Bible? 

“Why would God allow Covid-19?” The whole world seems to be asking this question, a 

fact that actually gives the biggest part of the answer. More on that shortly. 

COVID-19, or coronavirus disease 2019, is a respiratory illness caused by a coronavirus 

(SARS-CoV-2). The effect of the illness can range from mild to severe. First identified in 

Wuhan, China, in late 2019, the virus quickly spread to other countries. On March 11, 

2020, COVID-19 was declared a pandemic by the World Health Organization. 

Only a liar or a true prophet can claim to know God’s reasons for bringing about COVID-

19 or any other specific calamity. That’s partly because God’s purpose extends to every 

individual involved, from the beginning of time to the end of the world. Understanding 

every possible factor goes far beyond human ability, but God has within His complete 

knowledge and control every facet of every situation (Romans 8:28–30). The Bible reveals 

some insights about God’s use of deadly disasters in general, but we must apply relevant 

Scripture and the principles of faith in order to gain wisdom about any specific disaster. 

As with any mystery, to solve it we must go from the known to the unknown in our 

search. So we’ll put question of why God would allow COVID-19 into the context of what 

we already know from the Bible and from personal experience: we know that life is a gift 

from the Creator (Isaiah 42:5; Acts 17:25). We know that God alone has the right and 

power to give life and take it away according to His own wisdom and plans (Job 2:10). 

We know that life is short and includes some degree of suffering, ending in death and 

judgment for how we lived our lives—only one life with no “do-overs” (Hebrews 9:27). 

Short or long, our lifespan and date of death are set and controlled by God (Matthew 

10:29). Even the longest human lives are “like a breath; their days are like a fleeting 

shadow” (Psalm 144:4). 

Moses described God’s sovereignty over life and death, and this could have been written 

about today’s COVID-19 pandemic: 

“You turn people back to dust, 

saying, ‘Return to dust, you mortals.’ 

A thousand years in your sight 

are like a day that has just gone by, 

or like a watch in the night. 

Yet you sweep people away in the sleep of death— 

https://www.gotquestions.org/pandemic-diseases.html
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Rom%208.28%E2%80%9330
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Isa%2042.5
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Acts%2017.25
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Job%202.10
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Heb%209.27
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Matt%2010.29
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Matt%2010.29
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Ps%20144.4
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they are like the new grass of the morning: 

In the morning it springs up new, 

but by evening it is dry and withered” 

(Psalm 90:3–6). 

So what is God’s purpose in allowing COVID-19? Without being too dogmatic, we know 

that, generally speaking, one of God’s purposes in trials is to get the world’s attention off 

themselves and onto Him, their Creator and Savior—which is the biggest part of the 

answer to the question at hand. “Why would God allow COVID-19?” Millions are suddenly 

asking that question right now, believers and non-believers alike, which means that God 

is on their minds. God desires for all people to earnestly seek Him and find Him, 

discovering that He is actually close to us (Jeremiah 29:13; Acts 17:26–28). God desires us 

to sense our own weakness and neediness so that we put our trust in Him (2 Corinthians 

12:9). God desires people to fear Him with proper reverence and awe (Proverbs 9:10); to 

love Him more than their own lives (Matthew 10:37; John 12:25); and to show love and 

gratitude for the Savior by loving and helping fellow humans, especially the suffering 

(Romans 15:1; James 2:14–17). God desires to shift our focus and affection away from 

this temporary, troubled world to our eternal, heavenly home (Colossians 3:1–2; Hebrews 

12:1–2). 

Times of trouble are a prime motivation for us to store up treasures in heaven rather 

than cling to treasures on earth (Matthew 6:19–20; Colossians 3:1–3), and to be good 

stewards of those blessings God gives us in this life (Luke 16:11; Matthew 25:14–30). God 

wants us to trust Him absolutely, knowing that our times are in His hand (Psalm 31:15). 

Ultimately, it is the poor and hurting who seek God, not the rich and comfortable. It is 

danger and calamity that turn men to their Savior, not health and wealth (see Mark 2:17). 

It is suffering that wakes us to our true need. C. S. Lewis put it this way: “God whispers to 

us in our pleasures, speaks in our conscience, but shouts in our pain: it is His megaphone 

to rouse a deaf world” (The Problem of Pain, HarperCollins, 1996, p. 91). 

Life for all people means facing suffering, death, and their eternal destiny. Even if we 

develop immunity to COVID-19, we can’t escape the fact of trouble in the world. What’s 

best for us, in any situation, is to seek God: “Blessed are those who keep his statutes and 

seek him with all their heart” (Psalm 119:2). 

 

DOUG: It is not a question of God allowing pestilences. The Hebrew Scriptures are very clear and 

plain that it is Yahweh who is responsible for sending evil. He sent the Angel of Death, he sent the 

Destroying angel. When recounting the story of David taking the census, the author of 1 Corinthians 

could easily replace YHWH in the story with Satan (opposer).  

Angels in the Scriptures are simply “messengers” faithfully carrying out God’s will. 

Doug 

========================= 

https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Ps%2090.3%E2%80%936
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Jer%2029.13
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Acts%2017.26%E2%80%9328
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/2%20Cor%2012.9
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/2%20Cor%2012.9
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Prov%209.10
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Matt%2010.37
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/John%2012.25
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Rom%2015.1
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/James%202.14%E2%80%9317
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Col%203.1%E2%80%932
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Heb%2012.1%E2%80%932
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Heb%2012.1%E2%80%932
https://www.gotquestions.org/treasures-in-heaven.html
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Matt%206.19%E2%80%9320
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Col%203.1%E2%80%933
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Luke%2016.11
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Matt%2025.14%E2%80%9330
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Ps%2031.15
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Mark%202.17
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Ps%20119.2
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Where can I study demon? Are there any books or any online courses 
available? 

This is a course of study that I highly recommend as it will dispel all the myths, fables, and fear 

mongering. The idea of a spirit world, and one that has a hierarchy, finds its genesis in the 2nd and 1st 

centuries BCE Second Temple period. These mythical beings provide a handy tool for instilling fear 

in the gullible and the vulnerable. Approach it with a healthy, mature confidence and you will be 

fascinated to see how people can be duped. 

Russell, Jeffrey Burton. The Prince of Darkness: Radical Evil and the Power of Good in History 

Simkovich, Malka Z. Discovering Second Temple Literature: The Scriptures and Stories That Shaped 

Early Judaism 

Stuckenbruck, Loren T. The Myth of Rebellious Angels: Studies in Second Temple Judaism and New 

Testament Texts 

Torre, Miguel De La, and Hernández, Albert. The Quest for the Historical Satan 

Walton, John H. and Walton, J. Harvey. Demons and Spirits in Biblical Theology: Reading the 

Biblical Text in its Cultural and Literary Context 

Walton, John. Demons and Spirits in Biblical Theology 

Wray, T.J., and Mobley, Gregory. Birth of Satan: Tracing the Devil’s Biblical roots 

====================== 

 

Who is the “man of lawlessness” in 2 Thessalonica 2? 
“The Man of Lawlessness” was a delaying tactic. 

1 Thessalonians is the earliest surviving letter by Paul. In his early blush of enthusiasm, Paul assured 

his Thessalonians that Jesus was about to return, even before some of them had died (“We who are 

alive, who are left until the coming of the Lord, will by no means precede those who have died. For 

the Lord himself, with a cry of command, with the archangel’s call and with the sound of God’s 

trumpet, will descend from heaven, and the dead in Christ will rise first. Then we who are alive, who 

are left …”.) 

Later, much later, the Thessalonians had died, Paul had died, and still nothing had happened as Paul 

had promised. 

So someone penned the letter we now know as 2 Thessalonians to explain the failure of Paul’s 

prediction by putting in a factor causing the delay. 

Who did that anonymous writer of 2 Thessalonians have in mind? I don’t know and it really does not 

matter anyway. The guesses by the writers of each letter were flawed. 

Doug 

============= 

 

 

What is the relationship between an organization’s vision mission strategy 
and objectives? 

The Vision sets out how the organisation wants to be seen (the best niche manufacturer of gizmos). 

The Mission sets out the outcomes and processes that enable the organisation (or part of it, or 

personally) to achieve this image (systems, people, etc.) and the time frames.  
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Each Objective is a measurable, assessable, testable output that enables the mission to be met. This 

includes personal assessments, since they help identify the personal development and training that the 

organisation agrees to put in place. 

Several Process Improvement Tools are available to assist. 

Doug 

================= 

 

 

 

Who was Revelation written to? 
The Book of Revelations specifically says that it is addressed to 7 churches that lie close to one 

another. It provided a message of hope to them during their difficult times and it concludes with the 

promise that Jesus was “coming soon”. The Gospel writers said the same, as did Paul. 

Each writing that is included in the collections known as Bibles (there are several canons) was written 

to and for its own immediate community. As time passed, copiers would edit the texts to make them 

appropriate to their own communities. 

They were not conscious of us, they were not writing to us, they were not writing for us. I suspect that 

people can only cope with the failure of those writers’ expectations is to posit that their expectations 

are yet to come to pass. People have continuously been doing this ever since pens were put to scroll. If 

it gives someone comfort, who am I to deny them? 

In writing this, I am not writing to some person who will be alive in 2000 years time. Neither were 

they.  

Doug 

==================== 

 

 

 

What does Isaiah 40:15 mean? 
Isaiah chapter 40 begins the section that relates to the neo-Babylonian captivity and exile. It is a 

rallying call in the time of Judah’s defeat. The people recognised that each nation had its god and their 

situation reflected badly on their God, YHWH. 

At the same time, the monotheists, although still in the minority, were beginning to exercise their 

increasing power and authority. Hence the regular elevation of YHWH in this context. 

Doug 

================== 

 

 

Is Revelation 13:8 related to Heb 9:14? 
The book to the Hebrews was being addressed to Jews who were hanging onto their ceremonies and 

priestly positions. The destruction of the temple by Rome with the consequent loss of the Sadducee’s 

authority provided the opportunity for the writer to hammer home his theme: “a better way”. 

The Book of Revelation was addressed to several ekklesias close to Patmos. The writer was familiar 

with each group’s needs and was providing them with warnings and with comfort, employing the 
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apocalyptic techniques they were familiar with, such as in the Books of Enoch, Jubilees, and so forth. 

A Jewish Gospel. 

So each document had a different audience, purpose, objective, and message. 

Doug 

==================== 

 

 

No mention of hell could be found in the Old Testament, only Sheol which 
includes all spirits whether good or evil. Does this mean hell is a concept 
introduced by the New Testament? 

https://www.gotquestions.org/sheol-hades-hell.html 

 

DOUG: The idea of a spirit world, one that had a hierarchy and was engaged in war within heaven, 

which required the eschatological apocalyptic divine intervention and the involvement of an 

eschatological Messiah, were all invented in the 2nd century BCE Second Temple period (refer to 1 

Enoch, Jubilees, etc.). 

A mythical leader of the evil spirits, given different names depending on the region, but mostly 

Mastema but also Azazael, Beelzebub, Satan, and so forth was gradually put in charge of this newly 

invented “hell” (sheol being the rubbish dump outside the city). Previously, the cosmology of the 

Hebrew Scriptures taught that the souls were in the waters that lay beneath the (flat) earth. 

Mystical superstitions. Hypothetical hysteria based on irrational fear — and a powerful tool for 

controlling the masses. 

Doug 

 

 

Why do Hebrews call others gentle? Does this have to do anything with 
“gentleman”? 

The Hebrew people lived in Judah and in Israel. When the Babylonians took over, they renamed 

Judah as Yehud. Later, the Persians renamed the land as Yehud Medinata. Under the Greeks and 

Romans the land became known as Judea and for that reason, at that time the people started to become 

known as “Jews”. 

Regarding the word “gentile”, I suggest research into the word “goy” could be illuminating. 

Doug 

================= 

 

If there is no place to hide biblically during the great tribulation why does it 
also say that people will run to the mountains? How are there thousands 
that will also survive and enter into the thousand year reign? 

It’s never going to happen, so relax. 

The lesson that history teaches is that people never learn the lesson that history teaches.  

In every age, particularly from the 2nd century BCE there have been people expecting the imminent 

divine intervention. The real danger lies with people destroying their own environment. 

Doug 

https://www.gotquestions.org/sheol-hades-hell.html
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=================== 

 

 

What is the historical background of the Old Testament of the Bible? 
Most of the present form of the Hebrew Scriptures results from editorial activity in the Persian period. 

Later writings include Chronicles (4th C BCE), Daniel (2nd C) and minor prophets. Non-canonised 

Jewish writings played a key role in the NT. 

Since the scrolls were perishable, they were continuously being copied. At the same time, the scribes 

felt it was their responsibility to “make adjustments/corrections” to the texts. No one knows what was 

originally written. 

Doug 

 

==================== 

 

What is the difference between clean and unclean animals in the Bible when 
Noah is commanded to gather animals for the ark? 

Oh, what a fascinating question. 

Two Flood Myths are intertwined, likely during the Persian Period. The two authors are known by 

scholars as P and J. 

According to P (priestly), there were 2 of each animal and bird (Genesis 6:19, 20; 7:9), whereas for 

scribes J (Yahwist), there were 7 pairs of each animal (Genesis 7:2, 3). 

P pictures the flood as lasting a year (370 days). J says it was forty days and forty nights. 

P has Noah send out a raven. J says a dove.  

Doug 

 

 

===================== 

 

Whenever someone alleges a Bible contradiction, I smile. While investing 
the matter, I always marvel at the wisdom of God. When you let the text 
state only what it says, the contradictions disappear. People’s assumptions 
contradict--not the text. 

Kyle Davison Bair 

August 12 

Master of Divinity from The Bible & Teaching, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School 

DOUG: I would be shocked if there were no contradictions, not only between documents but also 

contradictions between what was initially written and what is presently known. 

There is clear editing of the text over time. Each document was initially tailored to its community’s 

immediate needs and then over time as a scroll was copied, the scribes felt it was their responsibility 

to make adjustments to suit their own contemporary needs. 

And there are contradictions between contemporary canons. 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Kyle-Davison-Bair
https://www.quora.com/q/szmjhhdeqbbaeldw/The-book-of-Joshua-says-that-it-took-the-Israelites-only-a-few-years-to-capture-Canaan-but-according-to-the-book-of-Jud
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Really great literature. Great insight into the human mind and its imaginative ability. But leave it at 

that. 

Doug 

 

 

Hello Doug, 

Thanks for taking the time to reply. 

My friend, this is one of the topics I’ve written on most extensively throughout Quora. 

Every time a person alleges that there are contradictions in the text, or that the text has 

changed over time, it’s an easy matter to correct. 

The scribes were fastidious to preserve the ancient wording as closely as possible. Our 

manuscript evidence of both the Old and New Testaments is staggering, with well over 

10,000 manuscripts available in the original languages. Because of this wealth of data, we 

can easily spot minor changes in the text or any attempted additions, and swiftly correct 

them. The scribes themselves did most of the work for us; the content remains 

remarkably constant through the millennia. 

In the books of the Bible, there are no contradictions that I’ve found. 

It is one of the signs pointing clearly beyond this being a mere human book. Any book 

compiled by 40+ authors over 1500 years is going to have contradictions, if it is indeed 

written entirely by humans. 

But if a book is written by 40+ authors over 1500 years and it coheres perfectly — then 

you have evidence of something greater at work. 

That’s what we find in the Bible. 
 

 

Emanuel Tov says that by the time the Masoretes came to standardise the text, they set a corrupt 

version in concrete. Note also that Gleason Archer is very careful to say that the original writings 

were “inspired” (inscripturated) but this does not refer to subsequent editions because of the deliberate 

and accidental amendments to the text. 

It is not possible to get with 200 years of any original NT text. 

Is the Roman Catholic Bible error free? Or the Orthodox? 

The following are some of the books in my library that relate. Do you know something that these 

scholars do not know? 

“Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible”, Emanuel Tov 

“Evidence of Editing: Growth and Change of Texts in the Hebrew Bible”, Reinhard Müller; Juha 

Pakkala; Baster Haar Romeney 

“Scribal Culture and the Making of the Hebrew Bible”, Karel van der Toorn 
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“Opening the Books of Moses”, Diana Edelman; Philip Davies; Christopher Nihan; Thomas Roemer 

“Who Wrote the Bible?”, Richard Elliott Friedman 

“Editing the Bible: Assessing the Task Past and Present”, John S. Kloppenborg; Judith H. Newman 

“How the Bible Became a Book: The Textualization Of Ancient Israel”, William M. Schniedewind. 

Doug 

==================== 

Is the Good News Bible an accurate translation? 
There is no such thing as “the” Bible. There is no such thing as an agreed original text. 

The various Greek Scriptures (“Septuagint”) differ from the 10th century CE Hebrew Masoretic Text 

(MT), while the New Testament sources include the Textus Receptus, Westcott/Hort, Nestle/Aland, 

and the ubiquitous “eclectic”. 

As evangelical scholar Richard Longenecker points out, the NT writers preferred the Greek 

Septuagint over the Hebrew text, even though Jesus spoke Aramaic. 

Apart from Marcion’s attempt, a range of canons (lists of writings) date from the 3rd century, and 

only the Roman Catholics have voted on the list. Rejection of the apocryphal writings is a very recent 

phenomenon. Luther rejected them because they did not agree with his ideas. The writers of the New 

Testament, however, made full use of these writings, frequently referring to these apocryphal works.  

Not one of the tens of thousands of scraps/fragments indicates any thought of a collection, nor 

whether there was any list that agrees with the 16th century’s Protestant list. Timothy, living in the 

first century, did not have a Protestant Bible. He did not even have a New Testament. 

The earliest collections come from the 4th century, and they include writings such as The Epistle of 

Barnabas. 

The Protestant Bible is the shortest and newest of Christian bibles and used by the 

fewest number of Christians around the world, yet its adherents — particularly 

in the American context – are the loudest. Catholic, Orthodox, Anglican and 

Episcopal bibles such as the original 1611 King James Version of the bible, 

Martin Luther’s revolutionary translation and the earliest manuscript with both 

testaments, including Codex Sinaiticus, have 72 to 80 books or more and are 

read by the vast majority of Christians on the planet, more than a billion and a 

half people. There is perhaps the most diversity among the Orthodox, with 

Ethiopian Orthodox including Jubilees and the Books of Enoch, and some Slav 

churches including all four Esdrases. [http:// www.wilgafney.com/ 2013/ 03/ 

17/ jesus-bible-and-the-history-channels-bible/] (Carlson, Kristofer. Hidden in 

Plain Sight: Protestants and the Apocrypha, Kindle Locations 270-275. 

Dormition Press. Kindle Edition.) 
 

=========================== 

 

What is the meaning of Mt. 7:10? 
Jewish poetry operates in pairs. 

9 Or which one of you, if his son asks him for bread, will give him a stone? 

10 Or if he asks for a fish, will give him a serpent? 

In the first line, contrast is made between an edible product against an inedible one. This contrast is 

repeated in the second line, inasmuch as (certain) fish were edible whereas a serpent was definitely 

not (Leviticus 11). 

http://www.greatsite.com/timeline-english-bible-history/
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Doug 

 

 

Did the writers of the Masoretic text purposely remove references to Jesus? 
Actually, the situation is the reverse: The NT authors, who were writing several decades after Yeshua 

/ Joshua / Jesus lived and died, used questionable methods to make it appear as if the Hebrew 

literature anticipated him. 

After receiving the oral communications about this person, they then searched through their Scriptures 

to find support for the conclusions they had already arrived at. A clear case of “begging the question” 

(in the true sense of that expression). 

While some might use terms such as “pesher” or “midrash”, I see it as “eisegesis”. 

Doug 

=================== 

 

What made Michael the Archangel stand loyal with God during the rebellion 
of Lucifer and his angels when they fell? 

The stories you are interested in were created during the 2nd century BCE, the latter part of the 

Second Temple period. You will need to research the documents that were produced at the time, 

including Jubilees and the early parts of 1 Enoch. 

The monotheist minority gained dominance following the neo-Babylonian Captivity and Exile. 

Having just one universal God ultimately raised issues of explaining the presence of evil (Theodicy). 

Further, despite the prophets’ promises, the nation remained subjugated to gentile powers,. 

To resolve these issues, the people said that the wars on earth reflected wars going on in heaven. The 

earthly wars were part of the cosmic warfare. The stories blossomed from there, including also the 

pre-flood narrative where they claimed this referred to sexual activity between fallen angels and 

human women, thereby producing demons. 

There is much more to tell, but that is the context of the “fall of angels”. 

And you are not correct linking Lucifer with the rebellion myth. Lucifer was not associated with Satan 

/ Mastema / Azazel / Beliar until 300 years after Jesus lived. 

Doug 

===================== 

Does Satan have a twin? 
When the people at the latter part of the Second Temple period, the 3rd and 2nd centuries BCE, 

invented a spirit world, they gave it a hierarchy. The name of the leader of the evils angels was given 

different names, depending on the location of the group that was inventing these creatures. 

The names of this evil spirit leader included Mastema (common), Azazel, Beliar (also common), and 

Satan. 

This Satan is not to be confused with the Satan in the Hebrew Scriptures, which were composed 

centuries earlier, as that Satan was simply an opposer who worked under the instructions of YHWH as 

His faithful agent and servant. Originally an angel was nothing more than a “messenger”, a transmitter 

and executor of God’s instructions. 

It is all fanciful nonsense but at the same time it continues to be a powerful tool in the hands of those 

who wish to exploit the vulnerable and gullible. 

Doug 
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===================== 

What happens when Jehovah’s Witnesses need emergency blood 
transfusions? Does substituting saline for blood really work as well as they 
insist that it does? 

 

Edward Smith Company Owner/Managing Director 

Answered June 4, 2018 

A lot of misinformation here. No wonder we are maligned. 

There are several safe alternatives in addition to saline and we happily accept most, if not 

all of them. I can’t think of any I would refuse. 

During operations where there is a significant risk of blood loss, we can use cell salvage 

which acts similarly to a dialysis machine and is viewed as an extension of the circulatory 

system. My major spinal op in 2010 used it. 

Notable about blood, is that transfused blood does not immediately have the ability to 

carry oxygen. It takes time. Oxygen is not necessarily the issue, blood volume is in order 

to prevent the body going into shock and volume expanders are required. 

JW’s are actively involved in medical fields and work towards best practice. Please note 

my answer here to a similar question… 

Edward Smith’s answer to Do Jehovah’s Witnesses believe they have given an equal 

sacrifice as a god when their children die for not taking a blood transfusion? 
 

 

Doug: Yes, there IS a lot of misinformation about the Watchtower Society and the subject of “blood”.  

It is deadly serious that the misinformation comes from the Watchtower Society.  

------ 

When the Watchtower Society published its brochure “Jehovah’s Witnesses and the Question of 

Blood”, I investigated every one of its 102 reference sources and I discovered that the Society 

consistently lied and misrepresented those sources. 

I make the results of my research freely available at my web site. I do not charge for it, I do not know 

who downloads it; I do not know how many downloads have been made over the years. 

Unfortunately, Quora does not permit me to give you the URL, 

Doug Mason 

 

Olivier Smith 

1m ago 

Does your site include this link? This is not from a JW site btw. 

July 12, 2013 ~ Bloodless Surgery | July 12, 2013 | Religion & Ethics NewsWeekly | PBS 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Edward-Smith-256
https://www.quora.com/What-happens-when-Jehovahs-Witnesses-need-emergency-blood-transfusions-Does-substituting-saline-for-blood-really-work-as-well-as-they-insist-that-it-does/answer/Edward-Smith-256
https://www.quora.com/Do-Jehovahs-Witnesses-believe-they-have-given-an-equal-sacrifice-as-a-god-when-their-children-die-for-not-taking-a-blood-transfusion/answer/Edward-Smith-256
https://www.quora.com/Do-Jehovahs-Witnesses-believe-they-have-given-an-equal-sacrifice-as-a-god-when-their-children-die-for-not-taking-a-blood-transfusion/answer/Edward-Smith-256
https://www.quora.com/profile/Olivier-Smith-8
https://www.quora.com/What-happens-when-Jehovahs-Witnesses-need-emergency-blood-transfusions-Does-substituting-saline-for-blood-really-work-as-well-as-they-insist-that-it-does/answer/Doug-Mason-46?comment_id=158718197&comment_type=2
https://www.pbs.org/wnet/religionandethics/2013/07/12/july-12-2013-bloodless-surgeries/19167/
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My interest is not in either promoting nor rejecting a medical procedure. My concern lies with the 

Watchtower’s unethical practice of telling lies, especially when these put people’s lives in peril. 

The Watchtower Society’s position on the use of products that rely on blood is inconsistent, while at 

the same time people put their complete faith in the headline prohibition. Their ignorance is life 

threatening, and unnecessarily so. 

Permit the medical profession to perform its duties. If they are able to work without blood, that is 

good. If they need a medical procedure that requires the use of blood, as in vaccinations, then that is 

good as well. 

Doug Mason  

----------- 

 

 

Olivier Smith 

2h ago 

The Watchtower is telling truth, as much as you hate it, because the Bible is telling truth and they stick 

to that. The bible’s command is simple and clear: “abstain from blood”. That would have saved 

countless of lives avoiding the scandal of contaminated blood which victims and families of victims 

have never been compensated correctly for. Once they’ll have been correctly compensated then we 

can talk. 

 

When the Watchtower Society’s “truth” about 1914 failed, it altered the troubling words in its major 

books and kept selling them. As one example: the WTS amended “before 1914” to “after 1914”. 

Shadduck’s expose “Seven Thunders of Millennial Dawn” shows the litany of changes the WTS had 

to make to its books. 

It had already been embarrassed by having to stretch the pyramids and by its failed glorification by 

1910. It dropped pyramidology in the 1920s. 

About 1920 it dropped its “truth” about Zionism; hence the name of the original masthead: “Zion’s 

Watchtower and Herald of Christ’s Presence”. The latter part referring to the Parousia having taken 

place in 1874, something it kept teaching until 1930 – for about 50 years. 

Its 1950 NWT carries a picture from a book by Justus Lipsius. I located the original rare book and I 

discovered that the WTS’s Foreword is highly selective and it misrepresents what Lipsius concluded. 

From the mid-1960s the JWs were constantly knocking at our doors, telling us the “end” was due in 

1975. When I showed them in black and white that the “Chronology” article in their new “Aid to 

Bible Understanding” book is riddled with errors and misrepresentations, all the JWs would say is: 

“The brothers in Brooklyn will have read all of that so they know all about it”. 

On another occasion, scholar Julius Mantey wrote to the WTS demanding they stop using his material 

and post an apology (see: “Scholastic Dishonesty of the Watchtower” by Michael van Buskirk). 

I checked each reference source in their brochure “Jehovah’s Witnesses and the Question of Blood” 

and there are consistent lies and misrepresentations. There was no internet in those days, so it should 

be far easier today to check those sources. 

I checked the WTS’s sources in their October and November 2011 Watchtower articles on 

chronology. Same story. One source wrote a public letter to the WTS complaining of their misuse of 

him. 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Olivier-Smith-8
https://www.quora.com/What-happens-when-Jehovahs-Witnesses-need-emergency-blood-transfusions-Does-substituting-saline-for-blood-really-work-as-well-as-they-insist-that-it-does/answer/Doug-Mason-46?comment_id=158733198&comment_type=2
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I checked all 50+ sources that the WTS references in its brochure, “The Origin of Life: Five Questions 

Worth Asking”. It will come as no surprise that once again the WTS misrepresents and makes false 

statements. 

I provide the evidence freely on my site. I do not charge, I do not know who downloads my offerings. 

If the WTS is telling the truth, then its “Truth” should never need changing. But it continues to make 

changes. 

BTW: The WTS denigrates “Christendom” yet in the next breath the WTS accepts The Bible. Double 

standards prevail because it is Christendom that created the Bible, including the two trinitarians 

(Westcott and Hort) who provide the WTS with the text. 

------ 

Then why does the WTS permit the use of some blood products? 

There is danger in any and every medical intervention. These are medical, not religious matters. Do 

not confuse the two. In the Bible, “blood” indicated Death, and usually a violent one. The blood 

employed in a medical procedure does not indicate the violent death of its previous owner. 

------ 

Olivier, 

I applaud your tenacity and I am certain we could work together on a mutually shared interest. 

I wrote and exposed the Society since 1964, and I have now moved on from that interest. I researched 

the WTS when there was no internet and my work was original. 

For the past two years, I have been researching and documenting the era that is the most significant 

period for Christianity and for Judaism — the Second Temple period, particularly the 3rd-2nd 

centuries BCE. 

I invite you, as a friend, to become involved with me in this project. I estimate it will take me a further 

12 months. 

If you agree, there would be no financial benefit to either of us, but there would be other real tangible 

benefits to you. 

I will not judge you. My criterion is always: We can disagree but never disagreeable. 

Doug 

 

 

 

================== 

Who ate grass for 7 years in the Bible? 
Writing in the 2nd century BCE, the authors of Daniel transferred the experiences of Nabonidus onto 

the earlier monarch Nebuchadnezzar. The stories were not meant to represent actual events, and there 

are numerous historical errors in the book of Daniel. 

These stories were produced to teach religious and moral attitudes to the authors’ 2nd century 

community. The stories were never intended to provide a literal documentary account. 

Previously, the writers had introduced a dream in which an idol had a head of gold, meaning Babylon, 

and other metals showed that Babylon would be succeeded by other nations. In the following episode, 

the king created a statue in which he replaced the subsequent metals with gold, the symbol of 

Babylon. He was indicating that Babylon would never be defeated. 

In the following chapter, the king eats grass and he is forced to conceded that the Jews’ God does 

decide the fate of the nations. The writers were telling their 2nd century BCE community that God 
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sets up the nations, and that just like Daniel and his friends, they too were to stand strong despite the 

oppression they were experiencing. 

The writers were able to get their message to the Jewish community without raising the suspicions of 

their oppressors. 

Doug 

 

Why did job’s siblings assume it was the Lord who brought on all the 
trouble (job, hermeneutics)? 

Because at the time Job was written, Yahweh was held as responsible for evil as well as for good. 

This is clearly stated in the Hebrew Scriptures. 

This was a time when the nation was transitioning from polytheism. The previous gods were in the 

process of being demoted and they became lower beings, namely angels. Hence the scene of God 

heading a court. 

Doug 

==================== 

 

 

Are ironic coincidences messages from angels? 
Prior to the 6th century BCE, the Israelites and Judahites, along with their neighbours, were 

polytheists. At that time, forms of monotheism arose. Some forms continued to recognise gods but at 

lower levels. 

The Judahites (“Jews”) instituted large changes, demoting the lower level as created inanimate objects 

(sun, moon, etc.) and demoting others to created beings, such as “sons of god” which later became 

angels. 

So these created angels result from human imagination. 

Centuries later, the Jews created a hierarchy of spirit beings, including angels who “fell” (cause of 

Noah’s Flood) and they said that the wars in heaven reflected the wars taking place on earth. 

As with much of the Jews’ New Testament and subsequent Christianity, these beliefs find their origin 

in the writings of the 3rd-2nd centuries BCE. 

So these modern day angels remain figments of people’s imagination. 

Doug 

=============== 

 

How do you know that 2020 is not the beginning of the end times? 
I know for certain that 2020 is the end time. I am about to reach my 80th birthday. 

As for Matthew 24, the writers were telling their community to make certain they were not deluded by 

people who would point to wars and such as these were not signs of the conclusion. People had 

always been fighting wars and would continue to do so, they wrote. 

Instead, the writers of the Gospel said to watch out for people who said they were “Christs”, in other 

word “Anointed Ones”. 

Doug 

================== 
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Aside Satan talked to God before job was tested by Satan, so why do 
people say Satan in job is different than Satan in other parts of the Bible? 

The Satan in the Hebrew Scriptures (“Old Testament”) is a totally different character to the Satan of 

the Jewish Scriptures (“New Testament”). 

In the OT, “the Satan” was simply an opposer who carried out God’s commands as a faithful servant. 

The character obtained its evil persona during the period between the OT and the NT. It is not 

possible to understand the New Testament without knowing the developments that took place during 

the 3rd and 2nd centuries BCE. 

Doug 

=================== 

 

What is the identity of Moshiach (Messiah)? 

 

 
 

Mikki Qaddoumi 

 

 

 

 

Several belief perspectives have been given in answers to: What is the identity of 

Moshiach (Messiah)? 

Here is the Christians perspective, of one who believes the identity of Moshiach / 

Messiah /Anointed One is the One and only One Creator God manifested (perceived by 

the human eye) in the flesh of a created man. 

A human body created of flesh using human DNA but with untainted sacrificial blood, 

that only God Himself could produce. 

Blood without the poisoning normally inherited by humans. Human blood was 

“poisoned” due to the fall of man. Jesus inherited humanity from his mother without the 

tainted blood. The blood of a mother and child in the womb do not mix. 

Blood that could be shed for the remission of all sin. 

God’s blood that could save mankind. 

His name is the name above all names, Yeshua, Jesus, Isa, YHVH Saves, I AM. 

The Messiah already came fulfilling all the Old Testement Messianic prophesies, 

conquering sin and His own received Him not, except for a few. The Jewish people still 

await the Messiah. Christians wait His return. 

There is a false Messiah coming (soon) a few years before the original Messiah returns. 

The third Jewish temple will be built, (soon) and the imposter is going have a covenant 

with Israel. He will sit in the temple built for God. Because they rejected that the Messiah 

https://www.quora.com/qemail/track_click?aoid=dBcsnG75X4B&aoty=3&aty=4&cp=1&ct=1599877514315572&et=103&id=284be530c03644948ca4c1c4074ad905&request_id=4&src=1&st=1599877514325950&stories=11669059647&uid=VF9fTu0wRn7&v=0
https://www.quora.com/qemail/track_click?aoid=dBcsnG75X4B&aoty=3&aty=4&cp=1&ct=1599877514315572&et=103&id=284be530c03644948ca4c1c4074ad905&request_id=4&src=1&st=1599877514325950&stories=11669059647&uid=VF9fTu0wRn7&v=0
https://www.quora.com/qemail/track_click?aoid=dBcsnG75X4B&aoty=3&aty=4&cp=1&ct=1599877514315572&et=103&id=284be530c03644948ca4c1c4074ad905&request_id=4&src=1&st=1599877514325950&stories=11669059647&uid=VF9fTu0wRn7&v=0
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came conquering sin rather than nations, the majority of the Jewish people will be 

hoodwinked by the man of sin, thinking he is the awaited Messiah, and he will bring 

about an abomination that causes desolation. 

(If you think this answer is stupid, wrong, based on myth, based on faulty ideas, profane, 

or just plain ignorant, write an answer to the question from your perspective, there are 

plenty of people who will agree with you.) 
 

------ 

DOUG: In the Old Testament, a Messiah was a person who had been anointed by the pouring of oil, 

but that anointing did not of itself describe what the person was anointed as — either as the king or as 

priest. Jesus was neither. He did not sit on the throne of David in Jerusalem. He was not anointed by 

the High Priest to become a priest. Jesus was a Rabbi, a position not known in the Old Testament. 

Your description of a Messiah is neither of these positions. Your description is an eschatological 

messiah. Where is there an anointing in the Old Testament in the context of eschatological events? 

Does a NT writer expressly and literally link the term Messiah to events of the Last Days? 

Jesus was a thorough Jew. The New Testament writings are Jewish. Only by understanding first 

century Judaism is it possible to understand their literature. To understand Jesus the Jew and the first 

century Jesus-followers — Jews — requires understanding their apocryphal writings. 

Doug 

 

----------------- 

Joe Wilkinson 

YESHUA, aka Jesus. 
 

DOUG. Yeshua did not receive an anointing that enabled him to sit on David’s throne. Yeshua did not 

receive an anointing to become a priest. He was called a Rabbi, which is unknown in the Old 

Testament. He did not receive an anointing as prophet. 

These are the only anointings known in the Old Testament. 

The concept of an Eschatological Messiah comes from the Apocryphal writings. 

Doug 

 

================== 

Did the Old Testament take over 1,500 years to write? 
DOUG: Most scholars agree that some of the songs and poems that are now embedded in the biblical 

stories, such the Song of Miriam in Exodus 15, for example, the Song of Moses in Deuteronomy 32, 

and the Song of Deborah in Judges 5, are among the oldest texts in the Old Testament. These ancient 

poems may have been written as early as the eleventh or even the twelfth century BCE. We are on 

firmer ground when it comes to the dating of the youngest book in the Old Testament. That is the 

book of Daniel, which we can date with some confidence to the middle of the second century BCE. 

 

 

======================= 

 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Joe-Wilkinson-73
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Is the name ‘Lucifer’ a reference to Semyaza/Samyaza or Azazel? 
Doug: No. “Lucifer” is the bright Morning Star, Venus. 

Isaiah explicitly likens Lucifer to an unspecified Babylonian king, possibly because he shone 

brightly first thing and then dimmed as the sky lit up. 

These mythical leaders of the mythical spirit world were the product of literature produced 

during the 3rd and 2nd centuries BCE, centuries after the Book of Isaiah was written, and 

they do not include Lucifer among the list of names they used to designate the leader of the 

evil spirits: Azazel, Beliar, Belial, Beelzeboul, Mastema, Satan, Semyaza, (depending on the 

region of the writers). The LXX introduced the Greek term Diabolos, which is rendered 

Devil. Very common is Mastema. 

Doug 

=========================== 

 

Is Gabriel considered to be an archangel like Michael? 
DOUG: I suggest that such questions require research and understanding of the Apocryphal writings, 

such as Tobit. 

Search the www with: apocrypha gabriel 

Without understanding such Second Temple literature it is not possible to fully understand 

the background and culture of the Judaism at the time of Jesus , his followers, and his 

challengers. 

Being written in the 2nd century BCE, the Book of Daniel is part of that milieu which created 

and featured archangels and such. The Hebrew literature prior to Daniel (“OT”) does not 

encompass these ideas. Indeed, when Chronicles wrote about David’s census, he substituted 

God with Satan without blinking an eye. 

Doug 

=========================== 

Were ancient scribes judged on the speed and accuracy of their writing like 
modern secretaries? 

No. They often felt obliged to amend the text as they copied it. 

Emanuel Tov says that by the time the Masoretes came to create the “unified” text, they set i 

corrupted text in concrete. 

Search the www with evidence of editing 

Doug 

====================== 

Why does the devil keep advising me To do wrong. With vain imagination I 
do it? 

Such questions demonstrate that people have never researched the Jewish writings of the 3rd and 2nd 

centuries BCE. During that period, for some reason they invented a Spirit World, they invented a 

hierarchy, they created named angels (good and evil), they invented demons, they invented wars 

taking place in heaven. They created mythical inventions of Genesis 6. Their imaginations went wild. 

When you read books such as Jubilees and Tobit and parts of 1 Enoch, you will see where these 

wildly mythical stories entered Judaism — and naturally infected the NT writers.  

Clear your mind of their myths and get on with enjoying life. 
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Doug 

=================== 

 

 

Can it be said that the Old Testament is New Testament concealed and that 
the New Testament is Old Testament concealed? 

DOUG: The Judaism of the New Testament is the Judaism of the latter part of the Second Temple 

period—the 3rd century BCE and later. Much of the NT’s thinking comes from that era rather than 

from the earlier Hebrew literature “Old Testament”, which is the product of 6th to 4th century 

Israelites. 

The religion of the Old Testament is not the Judaism of Jesus. While in the New Testament, Jesus 

studies and teaches in the synagogues, there are no synagogues in the Old Testament. While in the 

New Testament, Jesus’s disciples call him rabbi, there are no rabbis in the Old Testament. While in 

the New Testament, Jesus is often involved in conversations with the Pharisees, there are no Pharisees 

in the Old Testament. While in the New Testament, Jesus expels demons and unclean spirits, there are 

no demons in the Old Testament. The list goes on. These are not incidental matters in the life of Jesus. 

They all stem from the Jewish world to which Jesus belonged. 

What is described in the Old Testament is not the Judaism of Jesus. The Old Testament cannot 

explain the religious beliefs and practices of Jesus’s Judaism because the books of the Old Testament 

were written hundreds of years before the time of Jesus. The Old Testament remained the 

foundational sacred text for Jesus and his followers, to be sure, but it was written in a different era. By 

the time of Jesus, Judaism had evolved in many significant ways. Jews had to respond to a constantly 

changing political landscape, and they continued to be exposed to various, ever-changing foreign 

influences. Old ideas had progressed, new ideas had been introduced, other religious movements and 

Jewish sects had formed, different kinds of religious institutions had been set up, new literary 

expressions that we do not find in the Old Testament flourished, and many new books had been 

written. The Jewish world of Jesus was no longer the religious world of the Old Testament, it was the 

Judaism of first-century Israel. 

In order to understand Jesus and his message, we have to have a basic understanding of first-century 

Judaism. To gain that understanding, reading the Old Testament alone is not enough. Jesus did not 

emerge from the Old Testament, he emerged from the Judaism of his time. 

====================== 

Why do people say that Satan in job is a completely different character than 
the Satan in the New Testament? 

DOUG: The Satan of the New Testament is the product of literature produced during the 3rd and 2nd 

centuries BCE, such as Jubilees, Enoch (particularly The Book of Watchers), and so forth. 

The Hebrew literature (“Old Testament”) is at the very latest the product of the 4th century BCE, 

while the Book of Job is much earlier than that. 

There is no evil Satan on the OT, it is a faithful obedient servant carrying out God’s will whether that 

be for good or for woe—it all came from God. Only later, as I mentioned, was evil intent personified 

in a creature separate from God. 

Doug 

=================== 
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When will Satan be bound for 1,000 years? 
The idea was created in the Apocryphal writings at a time (3rd-2nd centuries BCE) when creative 

minds invented a scenario of spirit beings in an eschatological framework that included wars taking 

place within Heaven. 

They had fantastical imaginations that continue to influence the gullible 2300 years later. 

Doug 

================== 

What is the relationship between Deuteronomy 24 verse 16 and Jeremiah 31 
verse 30? 

That is a most interesting question given that Jeremiah and Deuteronomy are basically products of a 

similar time period, namely the era of Babylonian domination. 

I wonder whether one passage was written to counter the other? 

Literature was produced to counter other voices, never in a vacuum. 

Doug 

----------------------- 

Emily Henderson 

I think you’ve probably got that right Doug—-but one thing that gets me is the ‘Tigris and Euphrates’ 

drying up so the battle can happen (people will be able to walk across)….they actually are. They rely 

on winter rainfall and in ‘06 the PDO shifted into a negative phase. 

Could be a ‘coinkidink’ but it gets my attention. 

Basically Noah’s Ark makes me laugh on several levels, whereas this kind of stuff is plausible as 

prophecy, I can see where someone thinks it has value or meaning. 

But Fahrenheit 451 has something akin to a flat screen television, and something resembling ‘reality 

shows’. ‘The Machine Stops’ by Forester has what looks like a ‘Zoom’ meeting on a computer with 

‘apps’ like we have today. If they’d been religious texts, we’d have assumed the writers were prophets. 

And that may be what’s happening here, stuff that can be deemed ‘fitting the prophecy’ and people 

are making confirmation bias kind of errors in their thinking when they decide this 

 

----------------- 

A couple of thoughts, Emily. 

Firstly, if you are thinking of “Armageddon”, note that the Hebrew word actually means the Mount of 

Megiddo, and it’s a plain with a small hill. The meaning is likely symbolic, like the remainder of the 

apocalyptic style. 

Secondly, regarding fulfilment of prophecy. The NT writers started with their conclusions regarding 

their Leader, Yeshua (Joshua / Jesus). Having started with their conclusions, they then “searched the 

Scriptures” for support. Technically, that process is called “begging the question”. They employed 

questionable techniques to achieve their predetermined conclusions (Micah 5, Isa 7, Isa 53, etc.). 

Likely we could also charge them with eisegesis, of reading meanings into the text rather than letting 

the text lead to justifiable conclusions. 

Doug 

=================== 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Emily-Henderson-231
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Why is King David the “ideal” king for the author of Chronicles? 
I don’t have the details on hand but you are observant. Judaism is not and never has been a 

homogeneous entity — just like all systems (including “Christianity”). 

The 4th century BCE authors of Chronicles did not like the religious-political stance taken by the 

authors of the “Books” of Kings. So they made their own adjusted version of the history. This action 

was common, one example being the different approaches by the scribes at Shiloh and the scribes at 

Jerusalem in their accounts of Moses and Aaron. 

From memory, one source to check is “Who Wrote the Bible?” by Richard Elliott Friedman.  

Doug 

===================== 

 

Why do they associate the serpent to the devil? Some say that the serpent 
was a different entity. 

In the early times, the serpent was favourably associated with the gods. Several (including Asherah) 

are depicted with serpents. The authors of the Creation story said that serpent was the wisest of all the 

animals. Indeed, when serpent told Eve they would become like gods, knowing everything if they 

partook of the forbidden fruit, serpent told the truth, as agreed by God (compare Gen. 3:5 with Gen 

3:22). 

Note that there is no Satan in the Eden story. That association was not made until after the OT and NT 

were written. Note also, that the Satan in the OT is not the same character as in the NT. He was 

produced in the 3rd century BCE. The term “devil” comes from the Septuagint’s use of the word 

“diabolos”, and it does not appear in the canonical OT of the NIV or the NRSV, at least. 

Building on the apocryphal writings of the 3rd and 2nd centuries BCE, and employing the use of 

apocalyptic symbolisms in the apocrypha, the authors of the Book of Revelation likened Satan to a 

dragon with seven heads, with very different physical features to a snake - despite Rev 12:9. 

There was no Satan in Eden, simply because he did not appear in the Hebrew Old Testament. The 

Satan of the NT comes from the creative imagination of the writers of the apocryphal writings of the 

3rd - 2nd centuries BCE. 

An interesting journey into ancient mythologies. 

Doug  

===================== 

What are the management skills of Moses’ exodus? 
To analyse Moses, first you need to identify whether a particular passage was created by the Mushite 

scribes at Shiloh or whether that passage was written by the Aaronide priests at Jerusalem. Each party 

promoted its own hero (Moses or Aaron) and denigrated the other. 

The fact that the story is not a recounting of a literal event does not prevent an analysis of the 

characters in the story. 

Anyone who can eke two different sets of Ten Commandments from God (Exodus 20 and Exodus 34) 

deserves the highest commendation. 

Doug 

=================== 
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How does Satan and God train their demons and angels? Do they go 
through some intense boot camp? 

Satan as a personified evil spirit being who stood in opposition to God does not exist in the 

Old Testament. That “satan” was simply an opposer of humans that was simply carrying out 

God’s instructions. 

The idea of an Evil Spirit leader of Fallen Angels is the product of the Jews’ post-exilic 

Second Temple period. 

The introduction of this personalised spirit being, along with other concepts, resulted from 

the decades-long exposure of the Israelite leadership to the concepts of Zoroaster during the 

Babylonian Exile and Captivity. 

Doug 

====================== 

 

Does the Bible face the danger of being distorted after having translated so 
many times? 

There is no “THE” Bible. Consider the various canons in use from the 2nd century (Marcion) until 

today, where there is a range of canons. One present-day Bible lists 82 books.  

It is more valuable to research and understand the history of the canons (lists of books). Only the 

Roman Catholic canon has been voted on. 

Besides, the texts have been amended, deliberately and accidentally, from the moment the ink dried 

on each original scroll. 

Doug 

==================== 

 

If demons do not exist, how is demon possession explained? People speak 
other languages. Do impossible postures and the voice of the devil come 
out through their body? 

To assume that demon possession exists presumes that demons exist. One has to prove that a person’s 

behaviour is definite proof that person is possessed with a demon. Otherwise we have the classic 

Begging the Question before us. 

One will also need to exhaust every other possible explanation and include deep research into the 

origins of the idea that spirit beings exist. As a clue: research also the origin of the word daemon and 

you will find the source of much of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. 

Doug 

===================== 

Is it true that there was so much more history to Noah’s flood than just 40 
nights and days of a worldwide flood? 

As with any Biblical account, one needs to identify its circumstance: Why was it written? What 

impact did the writers want to evoke in their immediate audience?  
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As it stands, the Flood myth is the combination of two stories entwined together. Hence at one time it 

speaks of 40 days and in another of 100; one speaks of one pair of animals, the other of seven; one 

speaks of a dove, the other of a raven. 

Biblical stories are like illustrations in a sermon: they are created to provide a message, rather than 

being literal documentaries. Treat them as parables, not as reports. 

Doug 

================= 

How did the English Bible impact the English Colonies and the birth of 
America? 

I wonder whether the question should ask what was the impact of religion, rather than focus on the 

Bible. 

These people had been subjected to religious persecution, and all leaders were responsible for that: 

Rome and Protestants alike. 

The sad irony is that have fled religious persecution, the New World continued the practise, and one 

could say it has persisted to this day. 

Doug 

===================== 

Has the learner(s) realized that church is important? 
It’s a good thing for socialising, like a knitting group, or a book club, or a photography group is. It 

provides an opportunity for catching up with the latest and for some to manage and control. 

Religion provides an efficient means for mass mind control on an industrial scale. And it is Big 

Business. 

Religious politics is played at every level. Conform or else. Yes, lots of lessons. 

Doug 

===================== 

In Isaiah 7:14 the Septuagint uses the word “parthenos”. Scholars believe 
the Hebrew text used “almah” not “bethulah”. How can they say this when 
the oldest surviving Masoretic text is from the 7th century and the oldest 
Septuagint is from the 4th? 

Firstly, read the complete context of Isaiah 7:14 — without imposing any preconceived ideas coming 

from any later (i.e. NT) writers. Then see whether the question is relevant. What happened to the 

woman’s child? What message was did that child’s life matter to the king? 

Secondly, when did the Masoretes live? Surely the 4th century is earlier than the time of the 

Masoretes? 

Have you researched “Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible” by Emanuel Tov? He says that when 

the Masoretes got around to create their text, they set a corrupted text in concrete. 

Doug 

================= 

Did Adam and Eve look like apes? Or current humans? 
You will have to ask the priests what they had in mind when they created the myth. 

================= 
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Is Lucifer God in disguise? 
A very interesting question. Lucifer is the Planet Venus but I will assume you mean the Evil Spirit 

Leader (Satan / Mastema / Azazel / Semyasa etc.) 

Prior to coming under Persian control, the Israelites did not have a personified Evil Spirit. Everything, 

good and bad, came from the one source — God (whether known as EL or as YHWH). 

The Persian religion — Zoroastrianism — had two Gods, one good, one evil. 

When the Israeites modified their beliefs while under that Persian influence (the Israelites had a warm 

attitude towards the Persians) they took on the concept of a personified Evil Spirit Leader, so they 

used the Zoroastrian evil God and demoted it to an angel level. At the same time, they demoted all the 

minor gods they had previously recognised and turned them into angel figures. 

Doug 

======================= 

Why are they planning to kill us ? We know their agenda. Their money will 
not save them apart from making the Bible prophecies come true. 

There are NO Bible prophecies that relate to our day. None. 

I find your question disturbing in that it shows the immense mental harm being caused by those who 

promote such ideas. 

There are NO Bible prophecies that relate to our day. None. 

The earliest prophecy of imminent immediate divine intervention that I have located comes from 6th 

century BCE Zoroatrianism. This was picked up by Judaism and the latter part of the 2nd Temple 

period is full of such expectations. 

The writers of the New Testament also anticipated the imminent Final End in their own day. In the 

Book of Revelation, the author specifically says that Jesus “is coming soon”. 

All have had a success rate of Zero, Zilch, Nothing. 

In every age, there have been people looking skyward for the Divine Intervention. In every age; and it 

is no different today. 

The Lesson that History teaches is that people do not learn the lesson that history teaches. 

Do not be so gullible. It will not happen. 

There are NO Bible prophecies that relate to our day. None. 

Doug 

------ 

Mishpat Baqar 

Doug, there is mass amounts of bible prophecy that relate to our day. Here are some of the prophecy 

topics: the destruction of Damascus; the final Antichrist; Wormwood, a third of mankind will be killed 

by the three plagues of fire, smoke and sulfur; the stinging locusts, two witnesses that will prophesy 

for 1,260 days, clothed in sackcloth be killed and raise up after three days… there are many more. 

BUT the BIGGEST unfulfilled prophecy that will relate in our days is the return of Messiah. With each 

passing day and with each passing historical event of man, peace treaties, climate and civil unrest, we 

draw closer to the completion of God’s plan. We are now witnessing events that lead to completion. 

There IS prophecy happening in our time. 

------ 

Mishpat Baqar, I feel so desperately sad for you. 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Mishpat-Baqar
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I did not know the Bible said that civil unrest will be something new in the 21st century. I did not 

know that it says that climate unrest will be something new in the 21st century. I did not know that 

peace treaties have never been heard of before the 21st century. 

Matthew 24:6–8 says to watch out for people who point to such events, as these happenings are not 

signs of an end. It says that wars will exist simply because nations have forever been fighting and will 

continue to do so.  

“You will hear of wars and rumors of wars; see that you are not alarmed; for this must take place, but 

the end is not yet. For nation will rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom, and there will be 

famines and earthquakes in various places: all this is but the beginning of the birth pangs.” (NRSV) 

Rather, Matthew says to watch out for people claiming to be “the Anointed”.. 

“Many will come in my name, saying, ‘I am the Messiah!’ and they will lead many astray.” (NRSV) 

Take care, Doug 

---------- 

Mishpat Baqar 

No prophecy tells us WHEN we will see it come to fruition. But it does tell us that when we see the 

signs not to worry. I’m not worried. I’m just telling you that if you don’t believe there is ANY prophecy 

for our times, you are spiritually blind. If you truly in your heart, desire to understand and have 

discernment and wisdom, ask God with a repentant heart and it will be granted. You will get 

confirmation from more than one source for truth. God promised this. Trump is an example of false 

messiahs, he claims to be a savior, that only “he” can save us and he is leading people astray. I know 

better to follow any man. I know who the Messiah is. Do you? 

--------- 

Mishpat Baqar, 

Prior to the Babylonian Captivity and Exile, the Messiah was a person who was anointed with oil 

(hence the word “Messiah”) as either a King, a Priest, or a Prophet. Their Scriptures never used the 

term “The” Messiah. 

The Persians (Zoroastrians) believed they were living in the very Last Days (6th century BCE) and in 

that process they had a Savior. He was therefore an eschatological rescuer. 

When the Jews adopted ideas from the Zoroastrians, such as “the Last Days”, they created an 

eschatological Messiah. This Messiah was very different to their earlier concepts of Messiah. 

Therefore their Second Temple literature, which includes the New Testament as well as writings such 

as Enoch and Jubilees, is framed in the concept that they were living in the last days. The NT finishes 

with the statement that “Jesus is coming soon”. But he didn’t. 

A long long history with a score of zero success and total failures for at least the past 2600 years. 

My eyes are wide open and I can see. 

Doug 

 

----------- 

Benjamin Baternik 

· 

4m ago 

Shalom, 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Mishpat-Baqar
https://www.quora.com/profile/Benjamin-Baternik
https://www.quora.com/Why-are-they-planning-to-kill-us-We-know-their-agenda-Their-money-will-not-save-them-apart-from-making-the-Bible-prophecies-come-true/answer/Doug-Mason-46?comment_id=162510499&comment_type=2
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I disagree. Turn on the T.V. 

I humbly submit for review consideration testing and sharpening. 

■ Timotiyos Bĕt (2 Timothy) 3:1- 9 TS2009 

But know this, that in the last days hard times shall come. For men shall be lovers of self, lovers of 

silver, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, thankless, wrong-doers, unloving, 

unforgiving, slanderers, without self-control, fierce, haters of good, betrayers, reckless, puffed up, 

lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of Elohim, having a form of reverence but denying its power. 

And turn away from these! For among them are those who creep into households and captivate silly 

women loaded down with sins, led away by various lusts, always learning and never able to come to 

the knowledge of the truth. And as Yoḥane and Mamrĕ opposed Mosheh, so do these also 

oppose the truth – men of corrupt minds, found worthless concerning the belief; but they shall not go 

on further, for their folly shall be obvious to all, as also that of those men became. 

 

------------ 

Hi Benjamin, 

This message had meaning to Timothy in his own time. Those writers fully believed they were living 

in the “last days”. Otherwise how could Timothy respond if it was not relevant to him?  

The listed features are characteristic of every generation. They are not something that is new today.  

If these features are new, when would you have preferred to have lived? 

Doug 

 

======================= 

Are computer codings related to satanic numbers? 
Digital computers use transistors that can have one of two states: either on or off. One state is 

represented as a “1”, the other as a “0”. 

Therefore when there is a large number of transistors involved in even a simple activity, the list of 

“1s” and “0s” becomes very difficult for the human mind to read (binary notation).  

The “1s” and “0s” are thus grouped into 4 (0101, for example) 

These groups are further grouped into 4. The resulting 16 “1s” and “0s” are represented by a 

hexadecimal number from 0H through 9H followed by AH to EH (where “H” says hexadecimal, 

showing that the number base of 16 is being used). 

In this way, a long readable hexadecimal number can represent an inordinately long sequence of “1s” 

and “0s”.  

So the numbers are purely mathematical symbols. Science, not the mythical Satan. 

The situation will change with quantum computing, where a device can be both on and off at the same 

time.  

Doug 

======================== 

What is a metaphor for the devil in the Bible? 
“Devil” comes from the Septuagint (LXX) via its adoption of the non-Jewish word diabolos. 

When they created the evil leader, they writers used several names, including Mastema, Azazel, 

Semyaza, Beliar/Belial, Beelzebub, ha-satan, etc.. 

https://jwstudies.com/Revolutions_Part_5__Satan__Lucifer__Devil.pdf 

https://jwstudies.com/Revolutions_Part_5__Satan__Lucifer__Devil.pdf
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In the Temptations of Christ, it is highly likely the Satan symbolised the writers’ opponents, Pharisaic 

Rabbinic Judaism. https://jwstudies.com/THE_DEVIL_WHO_TESTED_JESUS.pdf 

Doug 

================== 

 

Why would God place a tree in the garden and forbid or prevent Adam to 
eat from it? 

In the early part of the Hebrew Scriptures, before they invented a spirit world with an evil spirit 

leader, God was held responsible for everything, even the bad things. So to put temptation before 

Adam and Eve would be consistent with the early Hebrew depiction of God’s nature. 

Doug 

================== 

 

What does “all things visible and invisible” refer to in Colossians 1:16? 
The epistle to the Colossians was a follow up to Ephesians, so they need to be read in that sequence.  

These epistles were written by mysticals. Read “The Heavenlies in Ephesians: A Lexical, Exegetical, 

and Conceptual Analysis” by M. Jeff Brannon. 

Doug 

================= 

 

What are some examples of scriptural modifications or changes in different 
Bible verses? 

There have been so many changes over the centuries that not one person knows what was originally 

written. Many books are available on the subjects including “Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible” 

by Emanuel Tov; “Evidence of Editing: Growth and Change of Texts in the Hebrew Bible”; and 

“Scribal Culture And The Making Of The Hebrew Bible”. 

The communities of the Dead Sea were using two versions concurrently of Jeremiah. 

The existing earliest NT texts are from centuries after they were originally written. 

There is no agreement on which books should be in a Bible. One version has more than 100 books. 

The early Christians accepted several books as Scripture that are no longer accepted by most, such as 

1 Enoch and the Shepherd of Hermas. The famed early codices included books such as the Epistle of 

Barnabas. Today, these are studied seriously. 

Most importantly, there is the difficulty of transferring the culture and idioms from different 

communities living at different times, or even at the same time. 

People wrote the literature; people kept amending the literature. It’s a collection of human thoughts 

and aspirations. 

Doug 

================= 

Is it true that the Bible has seven names of God: Tetragrammaton, El, 
Elohim, Eloah, ElOhai, El Shaddai, and Tzevaot? Are all the names 
representing one God Jehovah? 

EL was the name of the Canaanite’s main God. In the English translations, the name EL is rendered as 

“God”. 

https://jwstudies.com/THE_DEVIL_WHO_TESTED_JESUS.pdf
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EL’s wife was named Asherah and they had 70 sons, all gods, which together formed a cohort known 

as the Elohim, and is the reason he says “let US make”. Their son Baal was a warrior god. In the 

English Bible, the name of god EL is rendered as God. 

YHWH was not one of the Elohim. YHWH, who was also a warrior god like Baal, came to the 

Israelites from the south, whereas EL and his clan were from the north. In the English Bible, the name 

of god YHWH is rendered as LORD. 

Over time, features of EL were absorbed into YHWH and Asherah was transferred across as 

YHWH’s consort. The absorption of EL into YHWH produces terms such as “LORD God”, literally 

“YHWH EL”. 

The Israelites (the hill-dwelling Canaanites) were polytheists (terms include monolatrist and 

henotheist) but a small minority wanted exclusive worship of YHWH. He was the god at Jerusalem 

and unsurprisingly this YHWH-alone party operated in Jerusalem. And they want Jerusalem to 

become the focus of all worship. These are the people who primarily wrote the Scriptures, which 

explains its biases. They achieved their desired ambitions following the Babylonian Captivity along 

with their friendly association with the Persian overlords.  

Doug 

======================== 

Would God have been concerned that the society which was built around 
the Tower of Babel was trying to return to the world before the flood and 
that’s why he separated them? 

In Hebrew cosmology, the sky is solid with water above it and God’s throne set above in the third 

heaven. 

The people were trying to reach this physical heaven, hence their punishment. In some way, I 

suppose, there is a similarity with the Garden of Eden story, where eating the fruit enabled Eve and 

Adam to become like one of the Gods (Gen 3:22). 

These builders were also wanting to become gods by reaching into Heaven. 

Doug 

================= 

How do I know if my contract with the devil is working? 
There can be no contract because there is no Devil. A contract requires two sentient living 

beings/minds and spirit worlds are speculative figments of imagination that enable people to take 

advantage of the gullible. 

Doug  

================ 

 

Are the Polish people sinners? 
“Sin” is a powerful tool in religion’s business model. They play on a person’s vulnerability, create the 

problem (“sin”) and then they say that they have the only solution — come to us and give us your 

mind and your money. 

They create the solution to the problem they invented. That’s the reason many have to hang on to the 

“Adam and Eve” myth and their invented idea of “Original Sin”. 

Doug 

================== 
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As the full context of the passage shows, Isaiah is addressing an unnamed Babylonian king. Since 

Isaiah has not revealed the name of the Babylonian King I am unable to tell you. 

Isaiah is likening the Babylonian King to the Planet Venus (aka Lucifer, the morning and evening star 

cf Jesus in Revelation). 

Doug 

 

============ 

 

Why was Aaron not punished for making the golden calf in Exodus 32:1-4? 
I suggest you need to investigate whether the passage you are referring to was written by the Aaronide 

scribes at Jerusalem or whether it was written by the Mushites at Shiloh. I suggest the Aaronides were 

responsible, but it will not be too difficult to track that information down. 

Keep very clear in mind that prior to the post-exilic era, the nation was mostly polytheistic. We are 

conditioned by the literature as it was edited by the “Yahweh-alone” sect. 

The main God was named EL. In the English translation of the Hebrew Bible EL is translated as 

“God” (see Genesis 1, for example, where EL is the Creator God). 

The symbol for EL was the bull. Hence the significance of the idol you are referring to. 

Doug.  

 

What is the meaning of the Hebrew phrase “Yehi or” (translated as let there 
be light) in Genesis 1:3? 

It is absolutely fascinating that the author said that God (EL in this case) created “light” rather than 

creating “the sun”. 

Most of the OT as we now have it is the product of activity during the post-exilic period, namely 

when the Persians were dominant. An awful lot of the Jews’ religious ideas find their source in the 

Persian religion of Zoroastrianism (check me online!). 

Zoroastrianism is noted for its dualisms (Good/evil, light/dark, etc.) and “light” played a key role in 

their belief system. So here, the authors at Genesis 1:3 were telling their Persian overlords, that their 

God EL was the one responsible for the “light” that is crucial to their beliefs. 

The following is from the Zoroastrian sacred liturgy: 

This do I ask Thee, O Ahura and wish you to tell me truly. Who is the Creator of light and darkness? 

What architect has fashioned sleep and awakening, rest and activity? Who has created the dawn, the 

day and the night, teaching the wise man to fulfill his daily duties properly. 

Doug 

---------------- 

Milan Woodson 

Sorry but you misread, either deliberately or under an assumption. The writer wrote “let”, as in allow 

something to happen. (Ge 1:3) He did not write “create”. 

He wrote that God said let the light, from the already existing sun, be in the earth. For previously the 

water covered earth was too dark for the light to penetrate. (Ge 1:2) The sun and other stars existed as 

the earth was being founded before the earth became a planet (Job 38:4, 7), but the sun and stars 

could not be seen from the earth because of how dark the earth was. 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Milan-Woodson
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When someone says “let there be light” they are say allow light (from an already existing source) to 

shine through or upon something. They are not saying create or make a light or light source. 

---------------- 

Thank you Milan for you observation, which confirms that this is a pointed attack on the Zoroastrian 

focus on “light”.  

So EL asks his Elohim – his cohort of 70 sons — to “let” light to appear and then EL separated this 

“Light” from the previous “Darkness” to create Day and Night. The Israelite god(s) are the source of 

“light” that Zoroastrians hold in such high esteem. 

But it was not until the fourth day that he actually created the two great sources of light, one for the 

daytime, the other for the night time. Then he placed them in the sky (that is, under the firmament). 

Using your observation, on the fifth day, EL “lets” domesticated animals to appear but he “creates” 

the wild animals. 

Is this the parsing you are asking me to apply? 

Doug 

---------- 

Milan Woodson replied to your comment on an answer to: “What is the meaning of the Hebrew 

phrase “Yehi or” (translated as let there be light) in Genesis 1:3?” 

 

 

First of all I was pointing out how the biblical account says nothing about creating light on the first 

day. I was not attacking Zoroastrianism. But, the Bible simply uses the Hebrew word translated as “let”, 

which in this case means “allow” something that is already create to happen. The Bible in the 4th day 

uses the word for “make”, not create when referring to the sun, moon and stars. The 4th day is when 

the sky cleared enough for the source of the light to be seen. The many stars and the sun were 

created before the earth as part of the heavens (Ge 1:1; Job 38:4, 7) The earth was just too dark for the 

light (from the sun, stars and moon) to penetrate it’s dark watery surface. (Ge 1:2; Job 26:10) By the 

fourth day they appeared in the sky. Hence, God made them shine in or through the sky to serve as 

signs and times on earth. 

If you read carefully you will notice that on the fifth day God first merely stated “let”, again allow, 

prehistoric creatures come to be created. He does not say create, nor does he, at that moment. (Ge 

1:20) After God makes that statement he proceeds to create the animals (Ge 1:21). Again, “let” does 

not mean create, it is a form of a command by means of his holy spirit that proceeds out of his mouth 

in words and as his breath, before he uses it to cause or create something. (Job 33:4; Ps 33:6, 9) They 

are two different words with different meanings. In the case with light God never uses the word create 

but simply makes a command (“let”), because the sun was already created but the animals were not 

already created so he makes the command “let” (Ge 1:20) and afterwards uses the word “create”. (Ge 

1:21) 

Hi Milan, 

My Bible says light appeared before any sun existed. Prior to that there was just a Black Hole/Void. 

My Bible says nothing about clouds nor about sky clearing. Mine simply says two lights were created 

on the fourth day and they were set into the dome to mark the passage of time. 

In the Hebrew cosmology, the sky was a solid dome that separated waters above it from waters 

beneath it. The Sun and Moon were objects passing beneath that solid dome, while windows in the 

dome were opened (by an unidentified means) to permit the waters above the solid dome to fall as 

rain. 
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I fail to see the relevance of the reference in Job. 

Psalm 33:13–14 is interesting. It illustrates their cosmology, that God sits on his throne above the 

solid dome and looks down, observing what is taking place. Elsewhere it says that his throne is set in 

the waters above the dome. 

Please do not for a moment think that I believe any of this Hebrew literature is literal truth. I am 

simply commenting on the poetry as it is now written. 

Doug 

----------------- 

Milan Woodson, 

ob 38:4, 7 reveals that morning stars, one of which is the sun, existed when the foundation or first part 

of the earth was being laid. You have to read more than one part of the Bible to get the whole picture. 

When reading that about any book that is not technical you have to refer to different parts of it to get 

the big picture and more details. 

The Bible says that the earth was dark. It does not speak of space itself being so. 

The sun existed before the earth. But, only it light was allowed to penetrate the the dark earth when 

God commanded. You do know that light cab only penetrate dark water to a certain depth right. Well, 

the waters that covered the early earth were so dark that the light could not penetrate until God 

causes it. 

OK I will try to walk you through it. 

Ge 1:1 God created the physical universe, with its stars and other celestial bodies including the earth. 

Ge 1:2 The earth is described as empty and void and dark waters covering it. 

Ge 1:3 God commands that light from the sun to begin to be within the the waters of the earth. 

Ge 1:4, 5 As the earth rotated there came to be a division between the darkness on one side and light 

on the other side. God called the Day and Night. 

Ge 1:6 God commands that the global water begin to divide and separate. With the waters dividing 

would mean that they would not be as dense and so light could penetrate deeper. 

Ge 1:7 God then caused an expanse or division that would develop as the sky. A thin atmosphere. 

Allowing light to penetrate even deeper. Some of the water remained below the forming sky while 

some of the other became elevated above the expanse of the sky as the uppermost atmosphere. 

These developments would have been ongoing through the proceeding days, as the skies would have 

become clearer and clearer. 

Ge 1:8 God called the expanse of sky Heaven. 

Ge 1:9 Then God commanded that the waters under the sky be brought to one place as a single dry 

land mass appeared. This happened as the water receded into underground cavern and voids in the 

developed crust underneath its surface. As the waters drained the dry land appear from below. 

Ge 1:10 God called the dry land Earth and the global ocean he called Seas, because of various regions 

of it throughout the earth. 
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Ge 1:11–13 Then God commanded that plants should grow. Plants then began to sprout and grow. 

Since plants need a certain amount of sunlight to thrive by this time the sky had significantly cleared 

enough for ample light for the plants to thrive. 

Ge 1:14 Then God commanded that stars and other celestial objects appear in the sky. Hence, the sky 

finally cleared enough for the stars to be seen from earth and upon the earth. 

Ge 1:14–18 The Bible explains that God made the sun, moon and stars for the telling of time and for 

dominating the day and night on earth. 

God created the sun and other stars before the earth. But, he eventually caused the light to penetrate 

the waters of the earth. In the meantime he caused the sky, the upper atmosphere, the ocean, dry land 

and plants to form. By the time the plants were formed the sun, moon and stars could appear in the 

sky as seen from the surface of the earth. 

You have to pay attention to details. The word “create” is only used at Ge 1:1 (in relation to space and 

earth) Ge 1:21 (in relation to prehistoric animals) and Ge 1:27 (in relation to the first man and female) 

The word translation “let” is a command, and does not mean create. So light was not created at Ge 

1:3, for it already existed within the existing sun. Even at Ge 1:14 God again makes the command “let” 

before introducing the sun, which he still does not specifically name. Ge 1:16 

The sky does act as a dome. When object fall from space they impact the uppermost atmosphere 

going through friction and challenging fire. Even we today use the phrase “the sun in the sky”, the 

Bible uses the same terms when describing our view of the sun from earth. 

Actually, the Bible calls three different things heaven because they are all elevated expanses. They are 

the sky, space and the spirit realm. God actually sits in the spirit heavens, but only figuratively sits, as 

ruler, over the physical and earthly heavens. The spirit heavens are beyond space and God never 

actually leaves from there. When it speaks of physical things in relation to God it is figurative not 

literal. His is a spirit and lives in the spirit realm where there is nothing physical nor does physics exist. 

In the spirit realm there is only supernatural energies and forces. So, physical waters as described to us 

represent spiritual waters of divine nature. It is of energy and forces of higher dimensions, not physical 

water that we see, feel and experience. 

You are free to believe whatever you wish. I am simply trying to explain it truthfully against the many 

misconceptions people have about the creation account and the Bible. I am a minister and have been 

reading the Bible for almost all my life which is well over 30 years. I simply explain the Bible as people 

will believe what they believe. 

 

------------------ 

Hi Milan, 

I have a totally different approach to Genesis 1. But before I that: my understanding is that the “stars” 

refers you refer to are the deities in heaven, which at the time of Job, included the Satan character. At 

that time the Hebrew people were as polytheistic as their neighbours. 

I do not treat Genesis 1 as a literal documentary. It says that light came into being before the sun was 

set in place under the solid sky dome. I see that account being a poem, even a hymn of praise, and it 

needs to be viewed accordingly. It is poetry, not a scientific treatise. 

The obvious parallel ideas (which is the basis of Hebrew poetry) form the typical chiastic structure. 

The chiasm provides the focus and purpose; Day 1 and Day 4; Day 2 and Day 5; Day 3 and Day 6. 
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The religious purpose of this account (which ends at 2:4a) is the universal institution of the Sabbath. 

This is a religious didactic teaching tool, not something that has to stand on all four legs —and one 

that does not require the imposition of 21st century rationalisation. Job says that YHWH was 

responsible whereas the Priestly authors of Genesis 1 referred to the God named EL. 

Everything needs to be read in the context of the moment in time when it was written, and its religious 

purpose for the community it was addressing. 

The other Creation myth, which is a Yahwist creation, focuses on the institution of marriage. Adam 

and Eve are sentenced to death because they lose access to the Tree of Life. Sin entered through Cain. 

Fortunately, I am not a minister so I do not have anything I need to protect or defend. I have attended 

the University of Life, Faculty of Hard Knocks for just on 80 years. 

Doug 

---------------- 

Milan Woodson 

22h ago 

In that verse in Job it is referring to both stars and angels. They both existed before the earth was 

created. 

The Hebrews were always monotheistic, as they were raised worshipping the same one God Abraham 

worshiped, Yah’weh. Although, through their history they were influenced by the surrounding nations 

to deviate and worship false gods. Yah’weh would discipline them for their lack of faith and sinful 

practices. Eventually, he rejected them as his chosen people when they had his Son Jesus Christ 

murdered. Since then the first century Christian congregation, and those that follow their same 

pattern of worship till this day have been God’s chosen people. 

 

------------ 

Hi Milan, 

The Hebrews were polytheists, although modern scholars employ terms such as monolatrist and 

henotheist. Even the Ten Commandments admits of other gods. 

Initially, their main God was EL until he and YHWH became merged, creating names such as YHWH 

EL (“Lord God”). 

The repeated promotion by Second Isaiah is testimony to the need for propaganda at the time (Isa 40 

ff). 

We need to keep ever in mind that when we read their Scriptures, we are looking through the eyes of 

the editors who were of the yahweh-alone party. 

When the monothesists gained ascendancy, they demoted the other gods by creating them as angels. If 

the stars sang, were they talking about the gods? I don’t imagine they had “rock stars” in mind. 

I have not studied the following, but you might find the blog interesting by searching with this phrase:  

At the Boundary Between Light and Darkness Widmalm Marianne. 

Great to chat, 

Doug 

 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Milan-Woodson
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-meaning-of-the-Hebrew-phrase-Yehi-or-translated-as-let-there-be-light-in-Genesis-1-3/answer/Doug-Mason-46?comment_id=163832279&comment_type=2
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================== 

 

What judgement is there for demon possessed in this life and afterlife? 
Please answer in all specific areas and beliefs. 

None. More specifically, there is no afterlife, there are no demons. There is no judgement. 

Relax.Appreciate this life free of superstition. This is it. 

Doug 

=================== 

 

Who was the book of Matthew written for? 
Each Gospel was written to and for its own immediate community. No one knows the names of the 

authors. Nor were the four canonised Gospels the only ones that were written. 

None of them either heard or saw Jesus. With each successive Gospel we are reading the stage that a 

group’s thinking had reached. With John’s Gospel for example, the authors are using stories in order 

to describe their own experiences and to promote their thinking — Christology — as it stood at the 

end of the first century. 

Mark was written after Paul’s death in 64 CE, so Mark was written about the time of Rome’s 

onslaught on Jerusalem. The Matthew Gospel was written about 15 years later. Its purpose included 

the denigration of the rising power of their opponents the Pharisees, which later became Rabbinic 

Judaism. The writers of Matthew co-opted the Hebrew Literature (“Old Testament”) in order to 

achieve their opposition to the Pharisees while at the same time to elevate their Leader. They did this 

by employing questionable methodologies to obtain “applications” of the Hebrew Scriptures. At that 

stage, the great majority of Jesus-followers were Jews. 

Doug 

================= 

 

What is the distinction of Exodus chapter 20 among other books in Exodus 
Ace? 

Exodus 20 is the record of Moses receiving a set of commandments. These were spoken by God and 

they were later written down by Moses on a scroll. These were not written by God nor does the Bible 

expressly call these “Ten Commandments”. 

The typical picture of Moses holding up two tablets of stone engraved with the “Ten Commandments” 

relates to the different list given at Exodus 34:11-26. This is the only list specifically named as the 

“Ten Commandments” (Exodus 34:28). 

Doug 

============= 

 

Should I write a review of a church that hurt me pretty badly? 
I suggest that you write the review, simply to get it out of you. Then put it aside for some time and 

forget about it. 

After that, read it again and then destroy it. Wash it out of your mind and get on with your life. Give 

religion away and enjoy the freedom. 

Doug 

==================== 
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How can I beat inner demons which are really gross and makes me feel the 
biggest sinner? 

The concepts of “spirit demons” and of “sin” are dangerous tools used by religion to trap and control 

the vulnerable. 

There are no spirit beings. These were taken on by the Hebrews during the time known as the Second 

Temple period, when they borrowed the idea from the Zoroastrians. 

There are no spirit beings, neither good angels nor evil ones.  

Seek medical advice and support — well away from religions.  

Doug 

===================== 

 

Could the same guard angel who looked after a person when they were 
born be the same exact angelic being when their own children are born at a 
later age? 

I cannot believe that grown adults would believe in angels. They exist in the field of unscientific 

fiction, the creation of speculative imaginations. 

Doug 

 

====================== 

 

What law is Paul talking about in Galatians? 
The second half of Galatians is dense and complex. It is important to recognise that Paul was a 

preacher, not a theologian. Also note that the Hebrew Scriptures (“Old Testament”) had not yet been 

identified by 64 CE (when Paul died). 

The term “Law” undergoes a range of identities in these passages. At times, “Law” equates with the 

total Hebrew Scriptures, while at another time the term “Law” is opposed to faith, hence it could be 

taken to mean works of any kind. 

He can applaud the Law, saying: “For the whole law is summed up in a single commandment, “You 

shall love your neighbor as yourself.” (5:14, NRSV) 

Yet in the following verses he contrasts it to: “the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, 

kindness, generosity, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control. There is no law against such things. 

And those who belong to Christ Jesus have crucified the flesh with its passions and desires.” 

He is not writing a calmly considered theology. It is a rambling emotional jumble of ideas, making it 

impossible to arrive at one single meaning for the term “Law”. 

Doug 

-------------------- 

 

Phillip D. Peoples 

So, since Paul was not a “theologian,” and only a “preacher,” are you insinuating his writings (or 

ramblings) were not inspired, or a work of Holy Spirit? 

--------------- 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Phillip-D-Peoples
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I don’t know that I was “insinuating”. Paul did not sit down and calmly work out a rational argument, 

apart from possibly with his final letter, Romans. 

He would be pacing up and down calling out his ideas while his amanuensis was busily capturing his 

torrent of ideas. 

Later, Paul and others likely edited the texts. (2 Corinthians is likely a couple of letters stitched 

together). 

Galatians was simply a letter that he felt the need to write in defense of himself. He would have been 

shocked to think it would be considered on a par with the Hebrew Scriptures. 

Doug 

----------------- 

Chris Gardiner 

I don’t know what you mean by “theologian”, because that term was not used until the 16th century… 

But if you are saying that Paul was not educated in the religion of the Jews you would be wrong. Paul 

was the son of a Pharisee and Paul himself was a Pharisee.. 

Paul was educated in philosophies of the Greeks and Asians… Paul was uber smart 

 

Hi Chris, 

Paul was a smart Pharisee of the Second Temple period. I am saying that he was not writing a 

theological treatise; he was writing pastoral letters to groups of people, addressing local and 

immediate situations. 

Modern theologians have difficulties because they attempt to apply their theological perspective to his 

patchwork of ideas. 

Personally, I find it concerning when a person says he communicates with a dead person and who also 

says he had an out-of-body experience where he went to the Third Heaven. (No, I do not subscribe to 

Paul being the author of Colossians or Ephesians, so I am not labelling him with those mystical ideas.) 

Doug  

================== 

 

Is Sameal the first angel? 
That question is impossible to answer. The people who created the idea of angels have long turned to 

dust. 

The concept of angels coincided with the sudden burgeoning in the 3rd and 2nd centuries BCE of 

associated ideas. These included the creation of angels and demons, personifying evil (assigning a 

range of names to the Evil Leader); an eschatology along with an eschatological Messiah; war in 

heaven, apocalyptic literature (1 Enoch, Jubilees, Daniel, etc.); and so forth. 

This simultaneous explosion of new ideas would prevent anyone being able to know which angel was 

the earliest they imagined and which community was responsible. 

Lucifer as another name for Satan / Azazel / Beelzebub / Mastema / etc., was created in the 3rd 

century of the Christian Era. 

They had vivid imaginations but their stories are just that - speculative, superstitious fables of the 

supernatural. Stories that belong to the genre of science fiction. 

Doug 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Chris-Gardiner-48
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==================== 

 

What did the serpent tempt Eve to do in the Garden of Eden? 
Eve was promised that she would gain all knowledge and thus become like God. (Compare Genesis 3 

verse 5 with verse 22. “Good and evil” means to “know everything”.) 

Do not have your thinking tarnished with the thought that Satan was involved. As the Chapter says, 

serpent was acknowledged by the ancients as wise. Figurines of the gods, such as Yahweh’s consort 

Asherah, were depicted with serpents. 

Do not be distracted by the depiction of serpents in later writings. These are from communities living 

centuries, even millennia, later. 

The idea that Satan was in the Eden Garden was created after Biblical times. 

Doug 

================== 

 

Why is it assumed David wrote some of the Psalms in the Book of Psalms? 
It was not unusual for people to assign a notable known person as the author of a piece of literature. 

This provided it with authority. Hence we can be certain that we know the author of very few of the 

Biblical and apocryphal “books”.  

And even those that we do know, such as the seven genuine letters by Paul, are often heavily edited. 

For example 2 Corinthians is the combination of at least two letters. 

Indeed, each “book” has experienced deliberate and accidental editing over the centuries. So not only 

do we not know who wrote, neither do we know what was originally written. 

As for Luke 20:42 which was offered up by one respondent: Firstly, we do not know who wrote that 

Gospel. Secondly, it was written some 60 years after Jesus lived. All that we can honestly say 

regarding that verse (in which Jesus denied he was the Son of David) is that we are reading what 

someone wrote, without being able to prove that this is what Jesus actually said. 

As for the author of Chronicles, his political agenda regarding David is clear by comparing it with the 

Book of Kings, which was written centuries earlier. 

Doug 

=============== 

 

Are there any Bible verses about birthdays? If so, what are they? 
Matthew 5:44. 

I have 12 grandchildren and never has a birthday party had a tragic outcome. Never. 

They have always been filled with laughter and enjoyment where people love to give and to share. 

This year, even though my own 80th birthday will be a party by Zoom, nevertheless we will still 

enjoy community and fellowship. 

Doug 

================ 
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Why wasn’t the Bible separated into more than just the Old Testament and 
the New Testament? 

The question needs to be posed in reverse: “How were the disparate writings formed into 

collections?” It is not as if there ever was one single unified set of writings that was somehow split 

into two parts. 

It is not as if there is even any agreement on which “books” should be included in the collections. 

Why were some writings not included, despite their significance? 

Doug 

----------------- 

The NT writers and readers were Jews. We do not know the names of the Gospel writers and Paul was 

and remained as a Pharisee. 

The OT is a collection by Hebrews and the NT is a collection of writings by Jews. 

Earnest Farr 

Original Author · 9h ago 

The Tanakh is a collection of Jewish scripture by Hebrew authors. The “Old Testament” is an 

arrangement of that material by Gentiles. Paul was a Jew. His congregations, who redacted his writings 

into the current “books” were Gentiles. The authors of the gospels according to Mark and Luke were 

Gentiles. The author of the Gospel According to John was not practicing Judaism, as he and his group 

had been ejected from the synagogue for heresy. All of the compilers of the Christian New Testament 

were Gentiles. All Christian writers after the first century, and many before, were Gentiles. 

------- 

The Hebrews wrote the literature used to create the Tanakh and the various versions of the “Old 

Testament”. 

Jews wrote the Apocryphal literature and the Dead Sea Scrolls which underpin the Jewish literature of 

the first century CE. 

The Gospels — each with anonymous authors — were Jews. Revelation was written by a Jew, based 

on their heritage. Paul did write, and Paul was ever a Pharisee—and proud of it. Some say that 

Luke/Acts was written in the early 2nd century to counter Marcion. The structure of Acts suggests this 

is possible; if so, then Gentiles were involved, although there is no hard evidence for that. 

The Johannine Community was ostracised by the central body but they were still Jews, they did not 

thereby become Gentiles. Judaism is not a united homogeneous entity, It is not a united single entity 

today, just as Christianity is not one united body in lock step. Christianity today has many different 

Canons of Scriptures, 

Even though the Johannine community was ostracised, they illustrated their plight through narratives 

featuring a Jew. They pictured themselves as the True Jews, the Light of the World. Their position on 

Messiah was a natural progression in the evolution of the eschatological Messiah that was created in 

the 3rd century BCE. 

Jesus was ostracised, yet he remained a Jew. He had his own form of Judaism, as did others. 

Only the Roman Catholic Church has taken a vote on the Canon, which they did in the 15th century. 

Doug 

================= 

What will be the sign of your coming and the end of the age? 
At Matthew 24, the disciples are told that they must ignore people who point to disasters, whether 

natural or man made, as these are not signs of an end but of a birth. 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Earnest-Farr
https://www.quora.com/Why-wasn-t-the-Bible-separated-into-more-than-just-the-Old-Testament-and-the-New-Testament/answer/Earnest-Farr?comment_id=165512710&comment_type=2
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They were told they would hear about wars because nations fight. Nothing was said about extent, 

casualties, increase or decrease. They were simply told to ignore people who were using these as 

“signs”. 

Instead, they were warned to be on guard for people who would call themselves Anointed (“Christs”). 

In the very next breath, the disciples are warned against the false messages from these Anointed. They 

would point to signs but these are not about an end but of a birth: 

4 Jesus answered: “Watch out that no one deceives you. 5 For many will come in my name, claiming, 

‘I am the Messiah,’ and will deceive many. 6 You will hear of wars and rumors of wars, but see to it 

that you are not alarmed. Such things must happen, but the end is still to come. 7 Nation will rise 

against nation, and kingdom against kingdom. There will be famines and earthquakes in various 

places. 8 All these are the beginning of birth pains. (NIV) 

All of them, including the Gospel writers and Paul, fully expected the “coming” was imminent, in 

their own day. The writer of Revelation finishes with the expectation and promise that Jesus was 

coming “soon” (Rev. 22 verses 7 and 20). 

Doug 

============ 

How could the Noah’s Ark story be very similar to the Gilgamesh flood myth 
which is a much older story? 

There are many similarities between the Gilgamesh flood account and the biblical flood 

account (Genesis 6—8), beginning most importantly with God choosing a righteous man 

to build an ark because of an impending great flood. In both accounts, samples from all 

species of animals were to be on the ark, and birds were used after the rains to 

determine if flood waters had subsided anywhere to reveal dry land. There are other 

similarities between the Gilgamesh flood account and the biblical flood account. 

One major point of clear agreement is that a global flooding disaster occurred in ancient 

times. Portions of the Gilgamesh account (Chaldean Flood Tablets) have been found 

dating back to 2000 BC or earlier. Tablets containing the full story, however, date to 

approximately 650 BC, or well after the Genesis account (c. 1450—1410 BC). These 

Chaldean tablets, from the city of Ur (modern-day southern Iraq), describe how the 

Babylonian God Ea decided to end all life except for the ark dwellers with a great flood. 

Ea, believed by the Babylonians to be the god who created the earth, selected Ut-

Napishtim (or Utnapishtim) to construct a six-story square ark. 

During the mid-nineteenth century, this complete “Epic of Gilgamesh” (from 650 BC) was 

unearthed in some ruins at Nineveh’s great library, and the depth and breadth of 

similarities and differences became evident. Here is a more extensive listing of the 

similarities and differences: 

• God (or several gods in the Gilgamesh account) decided to destroy humankind 

because of its wickedness and sinfulness (Genesis 6:5–7). 

• A righteous man (Genesis 6:9) was directed to build an ark to save a limited and select 

group of people and all species of animals (Noah received his orders directly from God, 

Utnapishtim from a dream). 
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• Both arks were huge, although their shapes differed. Noah’s was rectangular; 

Utnapishtim’s was square. 

• Both arks had a single door and at least one window. 

• A great rain covered the land and mountains with water, although some water 

emerged from beneath the earth in the biblical account (Genesis 7:11). 

• The Noahic flood was the result of a storm lasting 40 days and nights (Genesis 7:12), 

while the Gilgamesh storm was much shorter: “Six days and seven nights / came the 

wind and flood, the storm flattening the land” (from Tablet XI, trans. by Maureen G. 

Kovacs) 

• Birds were released to find land (a raven and three doves in the biblical account, 

Genesis 8:6–12; a dove, swallow, and raven in the other). 

• After the rains ceased, both arks came to rest on a mountain, Noah’s on Ararat (Genesis 

8:4); Utnapishtim’s on Nisir. These mountains are about 300 miles apart. 

• Sacrifices were offered after the flood (Genesis 8:20). 

• God was (or gods were) pleased by the sacrifices (Genesis 8:21), and Noah and 

Utnapishtim received blessings. Noah’s blessing was to populate the earth and have 

dominion over all animals (Genesis 9:1–3); Utnapishtim’s was eternal life. 

• God (or the many gods) promised not to destroy humankind again (Genesis 8:21–22). 

Perhaps most interesting is how the stories remain consistent over time. Although the 

complete Epic of Gilgamesh was discovered in the mid-nineteenth century, much earlier 

segments (before the writing of Genesis) have been discovered and dated. Yet most 

significant is the greater fidelity of the Hebrew account. This is attributed to the 

importance of Jewish oral tradition and the possibility that some of the story was 

recorded by Noah or from his time, which would make the Hebrew account precede the 

Babylonian version. 

Some scholars hypothesize the Hebrews borrowed the Babylonian account, but no 

conclusive proof has been offered to support this. Based on the many and varied 

differences and details within these stories, it seems unlikely that the biblical version 

depended upon an existing Sumerian source. Further, given the Jews’ reputation for 

passing down information scrupulously from one generation to another and maintaining 

a consistent reporting of events, Genesis is viewed by many as far more historical than 

the Epic of Gilgamesh, which is regarded as mythological because of its numerous gods 

and their interrelationships and intrigues in deciding the fate of humankind. 

For those who believe the Bible is God’s Word, it is sensible to conclude He chose to 

preserve the true account in the Bible through the oral traditions of His chosen people. 

By God’s providence, His people kept this account pure and consistent over the centuries 
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until Moses ultimately recorded it in the Book of Genesis. The Epic of Gilgamesh is 

believed to contain accounts which have been altered and embellished over the years by 

people not following the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. 

------------------ 

The Hebrews did not live in a vacuum and a lot of their religious ideas, including YHWH, angels, and 

monotheism, were adopted from their neighbors. 

There are two flood stories. They were intertwined during either the Persian or the Hellenistic Period, 

the times when the Hebrew Scriptures were assembled. 

Doug 

--------------------- 

These are interesting points, can you substantiate any of it? The actual history 

surrounding each segment of your comments would be a great read….. 

----------------- 

Hi Tony, 

I wish I had the space to provide you all the details. The best I can do on this forum at this stage is to 

recommend you research the impact of Zoroastrianism (no, don’t roll your eyes, I am deadly serious, 

as respected scholars show) upon the post-exilic Jews during their association with the Persians. The 

Jews imported ideas from them about angels, an eschatological Messiah, eschatology, etc. 

See for example works by Mary Boyce, such as “Zoroastrianism: Their Religious Beliefs and 

Practices”, pages 52, 77, 99, etc.; also “Peake’s Commentary on the Bible”, sections 607a , 607b, 

page 696 as just two of many sources.). 

The strong and lasting impact of Zoroastrianism on Judaism, Christianity, and Islam is widely 

recognised. The Jews loved Cyrus so much they said that Yahweh had anointed (messiah) him. 

As for the two intertwined of the Flood, see “Who Wrote The Bible?” Richard Elliott Friedman, pages 

54 to 60. 

Come back to me if you are unable to locate these resources and others. 

For me, I first want to know the context of a piece of Scripture: Who wrote it? What were the 

circumstances? Why did it need to be written? What was taking place at the time it was written? What 

were they trying to achieve with their own immediate community? and so forth. 

All the best, 

Doug 

------------ 

 

================ 

 

Is it possible that the Tower of Babel, which Nimrod’s people built, could 
have been taller than any existing modern building, and is that why God 
separated the people? 

That was not the point of the story. 

In Hebrew cosmology, the sky was a solid dome with other heavens above it, including the Third 

Heaven where the Throne of God rested in the waters. 
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When they were exiled into Babylonian captivity, the people were amazed at the buildings and they 

imagined a story in which the Babylonians were creating a tall building that would reach heaven 

where the Gods lived. 

The Adam/Eve myth said that people were denied access to the Tree that would have made them to be 

like one of the Gods. This tower, however, if it were to reach heaven, would have bypassed that edict. 

The story said that this building was possible because people had a common language (nothing to do 

with engineering mathematics), so God confused them by making each group have its own different 

language. Problem solved(?) 

Believe it? I don’t. The story was created to provide a message to the people at the time it was written. 

Doug 

====================== 

 

 

Did gopher wood not survive in the world after Noah’s flood because 
everything had changed? Is that why the ark was possibly not preserved as 
well? 

The only thing that has been preserved are the two intertwined flood stories. They were written as 

religious stories in order to get a message across — make God angry and you are going to pay with 

your life. Therefore you have to obey us religious leaders. 

As an aside, it’s interesting to note that the NT Gospel writers said life was going on normally right 

up to the time when it was too late. They were marrying and so on, oblivious of any signs. Just 

imagine what they were saying to Noah as he built that boat in his backyard. 

Imagine the people’s shock when they saw kangaroos, platypuses, koalas, dingoes, snakes, spiders 

and termites arriving from “Australia” (Gondwanaland).  

Doug 

=================== 

What is the best procedure to remove a demon from a possessed person? 
Show them the history of the introduction of demons during the Second Temple Period, when the 

Jews came under the influence of the Persians and the Greeks. 

Then that person will realise that the idea of demons is a hoax. 

Religion has a lot to account for with the way it places such fear in people’s minds. So the solution is 

to separate them from all that supernatural superstition and get on with life free of it. 

Doug 

====================== 

 

 

Was job born before Abraham? 
The Book of Job is a play that acts out the situation that the Hebrew people were experiencing in the 

post-exilic period and leading up to it. They were provided with an explanation through use of an 

insight into a mythical Divine Court. “Job” represented the nation and its plight.. 

Abraham was another mythical product of the early post-exilic period. This was the time when 

scriptures such as the Torah were formulated. As the father figure, Abraham was created to help the 

people develop an identity, particularly in view of their recent debacles. 
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Thus Abram and Job would have been created/born close to one another. It does not matter; the main 

thing is that each played his role. 

Doug 

================== 

 

What is the most frightening book of the Bible? 
There is nothing frightening in the Bible, regardless of which Bible you are talking about. One Bible, 

followed by more than 40 million Christians, has at least 100 books. 

The Bible tells us what people thought 2000 to 2600 years ago. It reflects their views of their world at 

their time. As with religions today, they ensured people would support them by saying “you are 

damned and heading for eternal punishing — unless you give us your life and your money”. Thus it is 

the people behind the words who are frightening and the words they produced will then be seen for 

what they are — fear-inducing propaganda, which can be enjoyed and appreciated without taking any 

of it personally. It’s just like reading a science fiction novel. 

Doug 

================== 

 

Does the Old Testament law still apply? 
The Hebrew Scriptures present the positions held by a minority element of a Middle Eastern nation 

during the Second Temple Period. For purposes of identification, today’s Bible scholars refer to them 

as the “Yahweh-alone party”. That is why they hid the major God EL and his wife Asherah, and they 

denigrated Yahweh’s direct opponent Baal. 

So their laws need to be seen in that context. 

Why should the views of people living 2500 years ago in a different country have any bearing on me 

in Australia? They were writing to their people at that time, not to us. 

Doug 

================ 

When were dinosaurs around, and how did they all die according to the 
Bible? 

The people who wrote Genesis (6th century BCE) did not possess the necessary scientific knowledge 

or expertise. It would be an enormously retrograde step if people confined their thinking to the level 

of scientific knowledge that is the outcome of the Bible writers’ supernatural superstition. 

If they were aware of reality, the Bible writers would have known that the birds of the sky they 

admired were descendants of two-legged dinosaurs (the word means “lizards”). 

Doug 

==================== 

 

Is there any archaeological proof at all for the biblical Exodus? 
The ancients, including the Hebrews did not record history literally. They were not journalists 

reporting events in the form of a documentary. 

They were producing stories for religious purposes to their own immediate community, which in the 

case of the Torah was the early post-exilic community. 

The disparity between writers describing the same stories demonstrates their motives. The synoptic 

Gospels are a case in point, with the contradictory stories of Jesus’ (Joshua’s) birth a prime example. 
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Compare and contrast the “histories” of Kings against Chronicles. These show the effect of the 

religious political bias. 

Or see the intrusions of the Chronicler into Ezra / Nehemiah. 

I recommend research into Hebrew historiography is the place to start before attempting to expound 

on what they wrote as if the stories were documentaries. 

BTW. It is still possible for modern satellite technology to see the tracks trod long ago by the 

ancients. 

Doug  

==================== 

 

Why are you promoting the works of the devil? Can you answer that 
question and stop dealing with the devil because that is what you’re doing? 

There are only works by humans. 

The idea of an Evil Leader finds its genesis in Zoroastrianism and when post-exilic Judaism became 

monotheistic, they addressed their problem of theodicy by creating an evil spirit world, with the 

Leader being given a range of names, with Mastema being most popular, while other names such as 

Beliar, Semyasa, Azazel, and others were invoked. 

When the Hebrew Scriptures were translated into Greek so that Jews could still hear it in their own 

tongue, the translators used the word Diabolos. This word, in turn became known as Devil. 

That is what I call “dealing with the Devil”. It’s a figment of the imagination created by supernatural 

superstition.  

“Devil” is thus the work of humans. 

Doug 

======================= 

Why stay away from the book of Enoch? 
There is no reason at all to avoid the Book of Enoch. The literature of the 3rd and 2nd centuries BCE 

laid the foundations for subsequent key beliefs, including: Spirit world with a evil spirits having a 

leader; War in heaven; Eschatology; eschatological messiah(s); resurrection; and so forth. Today these 

do not seem radical but at the time they were. This shows how fundamentally significant they are. 

Do not limit your enquiry to 1 Enoch, as others such as The Psalms of Solomon, Jubilees, and others 

were equally influential. Note that the eschatological fervour spilled over into that other book of the 

period, being composed in the 2nd century BCE, the Book of Daniel (too late to be in the Prophets, so 

it is in the Writings). Just like the Book of Enoch was attributed to a past “hero”, the same process 

was followed with the Book of Daniel. 

The New Testament writers, being part of that Second Temple Judaism, made full use of the 

literature. 

The Judaism of Jesus was a product of that period, and does not reflect the Judaisms of the Hebrew 

times from many centuries earlier. 

Doug 

================== 

Is it possible that Isaiah 5:20 is occurring currently in society? 
Hi Marc, 

Isaiah chapters 2 to 27 form a unit that considers the contemporary condition of Israel. 
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The unit opens with condemnation of Israel and with the promise of redemption (chapters 2 to 12). 

This is the section where the verse you mention sits. 

This section is followed by a judgement on and punishment of the nations (Isaiah 13-23), culminating 

in a judgement of the whole world (Isaiah 24-27). 

Isaiah 5 is a poem of condemnation of Yahweh’s people. 

So this poem—and this verse in particular—is not talking about society in general. Rather, it is 

specifically aimed at the hypocrisy of Yahweh’s people. 

Doug 

====================== 

Does God provide salvation based on the precision of a person’s theology 
of The Trinity (Matthew 25:34--36)? 

Peter Orford 

Hi, R U a Holy Spirit filled Christian? Much love many blessings Gbu L 

--------------------- 

Hi Peter, 

I fail to see how that is relevant. The question is valid for anyone, whatever their religious status. 

My concern is that people focus on theology, and in this case the literal meaning of the word (study of 

God). 

I want to know why people think it so important to argue about the subject of The Trinity. Why does 

that matter? 

How full and precise does one’s comprehension of the true nature of God have to be before God 

offers salvation? 

Does salvation depend on a person’s mental capacity and level of comprehension? If it does, what is 

the “pass mark” that satisfies God? 

Regards, Doug 

--------------------- 

Terence Hoare 

, Retired at Catholic Groupie (1954-present) 

Answered 4m ago 

Yes, in that the doctrine of the Trinity, although the term is not found in the bible is 

nevertheless part of the essential, in fact, the essence of the revealed truths by which 

Mankind can be saved. By rejecting the Divinely given Truths, especially those pertaining 

to the Self-revealed nature of God Himself Who is One, needs to be studied outside of 

possible doctrinal bias found within sectarianism, if Salvation is honestly sought. 
------------------------- 

Nancy Blicq 

lives in Canada 

Answered 51m ago 

Tl/dr No, salvation is determined by our actions. 

It’s what you do that counts. 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Peter-Orford-3
https://www.quora.com/profile/Terence-Hoare-1
https://www.quora.com/Does-God-provide-salvation-based-on-the-precision-of-a-persons-theology-of-The-Trinity-Matthew-25-34-36/answer/Terence-Hoare-1
https://www.quora.com/Does-God-provide-salvation-based-on-the-precision-of-a-persons-theology-of-The-Trinity-Matthew-25-34-36/answer/Nancy-Blicq
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Having said that, what you believe will influence your actions. 

When I read other answers, saying that belief in the Trinity is essential doctrine, it tells me a 

lot about that person. 

This is a common feature of mainstream church doctrine, but it is false teaching. 

It tells me that they haven’t studied Jesus’s words carefully. And that possibly English is not 

their first language, or that they are reading from King James English and don’t understand 

the idioms. 

If they accept the doctrine of the trinity, they are lacking in critical thinking, and probably 

hold other false doctrine. 

It matters what you believe. 

The problem with the doctrine of Trinity, for example, is that it lets people off the hook, sin-

wise. They reason that since Jesus is God, and God can’t sin, then it was easy for Jesus to 

overcome temptation. Whereas we are ‘only human’ so we can’t be expected to be perfect. 

It’s an attempt at an end run around sin. 

But Jesus was human in every way as we are, so we have no excuse. 

Just because a doctrine has been around for centuries, does not make it true. 

For centuries the church taught erroneous doctrine, like indulgences, or papal infallibility, 

which were later shown to be wrong. Most denominations were born in reaction to some 

corrupt teachings. 

Throughout history, the church has done unspeakable harm to people in the name of God, 

and justified it by false teaching. 

So sometimes we can be VERY WRONG about a thing, and think that we are in the right. 

I know, because for a time, I was one. I recited the Statement of Faith like a parrot, and never 

questioned the wisdom of my superiors, until I saw blatant sin within the church, and had to 

re-examine everything I had been taught. 

It can be hard to know, to separate the truth from a lie. 

And the lies have been around for a long time. Since the beginning. Disciple John 

commented on how the Spirit of Antichrist was already here in his time. It’s nothing new. 

People put their own spin on things to suit their purposes. 

It is firmly entrenched, but there is a solution. 

If we say we follow Jesus, then we need to follow his instructions and teachings. They need 

to be the baseline, the watermark for our theology. 

If something doesn’t agree with his words, then we should discard it. 

In this way, most of the time, we can discern the truth by applying a simple test based on the 

great commision. 

Just ask yourself, “ what would I want if our roles were reversed?” 

If you see someone begging for help, put yourself in their shoes. And then treat them as you 

would want to be treated. 
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I’m pretty sure that if you were hungry, or destitute, you would want to be treated with 

compassion. 

Obviously there is a cost to obeying the command. It means that you have to put the well-

being of others first. You have to actually feed the hungry and clothe the naked and bring 

strangers into your home and care for them. 

Nobody said it would be easy. Jesus’s teaching goes against everything the world does. 

Instead of self serving, he calls for self sacrifice on behalf of others. It will cost your time and 

money and effort. Those are the terms. 

If you don’t accept the terms, don’t sign up. 

And don’t wear the t-shirt. 

I am angered by people who call themselves by the name of Christ, who feather their own 

nests and live in wealth and security while ignoring the cries of the poor, immigrants, on 

their doorsteps. 

And church leaders, who perpetuate false teaching for personal gain. 

They are falling for a con, because they don’t base their doctrine on what Jesus said. 

Instead they quote Paul, or some church father from 534ad, without ever checking to see if 

any of it lines up with Jesus’s words. 

And that’s how we end up with bloody crusades, and unjust wars fought in the name of God, 

and people tortured and dispossessed and starved and oppressed, all in the name of God. 

And that’s how we end up with millions of people who are so deluded that they elect 

someone completely immoral, who is only interested in personal gain, to govern them. Who 

see no problem with carrying a Bible in one hand and a semi automatic in the other while 

they sit in church. Who, when confronted with their own greed and covetousness, have the 

colossal nerve to claim that they are being persecuted. 

Jesus was right. People will hear what they want to hear. They will twist his words to mean 

the opposite of what he said. 

It’s no wonder there are so many people who refuse God’s offer of grace. If all the Christians 

they see are grasping, ignorant, self righteous people, there is nothing to attract them to 

Christ. 

I feel a bit sorry for them, for being conned, but I don’t think anyone who truly wants to 

know the will of God, would fall for such nonsense. At one time, when people were mostly 

illiterate, they were easy prey, believing whatever they were told, but that’s no longer the 

case. 

And they are giving Christ a bad name. 

So if you subscribe to doctrines like the trinity, or biblical inerrancy, or papal infallibility, or 

any other doctrine, closely examine what you have been taught, and see if it lines up with 

Jesus’s teachings. 

If not, discard it. 

Or else. 
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“Then he will say to those on his left, ‘Depart from me, you who are cursed, into the eternal fire 

prepared for the devil and his angels. 

For I was hungry and you gave me nothing to eat, I was thirsty and you gave me nothing to 

drink, I was a stranger and you did not invite me in, I needed clothes and you did not clothe 

me, I was sick and in prison and you did not look after me.’ 

----------- 

Thank you for your thoughtful response, Nancy. I wonder if you have read the books by Matthew 

Bates: “Gospel Allegiance: What Faith in Jesus Misses for Faith in Christ” and “Salvation By 

Allegiance Alone”. 

Otherwise God saves only the intellectuals. 

Doug 

------------------ 

Nancy Blicq replied to your comment on an answer to: “Does God provide salvation based on the 

precision of a person’s theology of The Trinity (Matthew 25:34--36)?” 

Yes, the dilemma of faith vs works etc. But he too, makes the mistake of trying to reconcile the gospel 

with Paul’s escape clause. 

A tangled web. 

It proves the saying that God in his wisdom, ‘hast hid these things from the wise and prudent, and hast 

revealed them unto babes’. 

 

-------------------- 

John Bresler 

· 

16m ago 

Lives in New Zealand 

The theology of the Trinity is a very difficult and thorny subject, and it took the first 

theologians three centuries to hammer out a trinitarian doctrine acceptable to a majority of 

the bishops. Salvation must be based on something that even a child or a primitive 

tribesman or an intellectually handicapped person can understand, and the convoluted and 

mysterious theology of the Trinity does not meet that requirement. 

Now look at the following non-trinitarian verse which is easy to understand: 

After everything has been put under Christ, then the Son himself will be put under God. 

God is the One who put all things under Christ, and Christ will be put under God, so that 

God will be the complete ruler over everything. (1 Corinthians 15:28 International Children’s 

Bible). 

So no, I can’t see God providing salvation based on the precision of a person’s theology of 

the Trinity. 

------------------ 

So does salvation require intellectual assent to any theology? Here I am using the word in its 

pure sense of study about God (theos). 

https://www.quora.com/profile/John-Bresler-1
https://www.quora.com/Does-God-provide-salvation-based-on-the-precision-of-a-persons-theology-of-The-Trinity-Matthew-25-34-36/answer/John-Bresler-1
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Does God condemn you because you have not articulated his nature precisely correct? 

Doug 

1 Corinthians 15:28 is talking about position and role, whereas Trinitarian doctrine is 

talking about Nature. (John, please do not think that I am either defending or denying 

the Trinity doctrine.) 

------------ 

John Bresler 

Original Author · 2h ago 

Hi Doug. Looking at the passage you refer to in the question: 

Then the king will say to those on his right “Come, you who have been blessed by my Father. Inherit 

the kingdom . . . because I was hungry and you gave me something to eat. I was thirsty, and you gave 

me something to drink . . . . The king will answer them “. . . since you did it for one of the least 

important of these brothers of mine, you did it for me”. (Matthew 25:34-40). 

I’m not qualified to answer theological questions, but according to the above verses, it seems to me 

that salvation doesn’t require intellectual assent to any theology and God will not condemn you 

because you have not articulated his nature precisely correctly. 

------------ 

John, You are as qualified as anyone to put forward your convictions. I appreciate your response. 

Thank you. 

My qualifications are as a student at the University of Life, Faculty of Hard Knocks, including almost 

20 years of strong attachment to a Church preaching of the Last days. Fortunately I was able to wash 

them out of my mind but it took a good 10 years. I have attended the University for 80 years. 

While still involved in that Church, I would ask myself: If Jesus’ sacrifice and resurrection were 

sufficient, why should I think I could add anything to it through my mental assent or actions? Was I 

saying thereby that his experiences were inadequate? 

Another major issue related to Jesus himself: was he a human? Was a spirit being living inside him? 

Did a spirit being squeeze itself inside Mary’s egg and was it conscious during that period while the 

cells were multiplying? 

I believe I am blessed that I do not have formal qualifications and that I am free to enquire without 

having the need to defend anything. 

Today I look on the Bibles as fantastic literature that exposes the human nature of the respective 

writers. Literature, but nothing more. This enables me to examine literary structures and take all 

contexts into consideration. 

I deliberately use the plural “Bibles” as the Protestant canon is not the only one. 

Doug  

------------------ 

Eugene Mormon, BTh./PhD program Theology, Cypress Bible Institute (1997) 
  

NO. Salvation has nothing whatsoever to do with the trinity. IF a person goes by the 

bible and not traditions that were made up for obviously political purposes, not to “unify 

https://www.quora.com/profile/John-Bresler-1
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the church”, you will see what the scriptural standards of salvation are, right there in the 

bible. And not one of them has anything to do with the “trinity” at all, in any way. 

God is one. People are trained to forget this, and ignore this, and focus, unscripturally, 

upon God being “three”. People who sincerely follow the bible as the basis of their faith 

and practice focus on what the bible tells them to focus on, the teachings of Christ, 

which do not teach the “trinity”, and live according to the Holy Spirit. 

That is why I do not believe in the traditional trinity, which causes no end of confusion, 

and the confusion permeates some churches to a point where they think confusion is 

GOOD and you’re SUPPOSED TO BE confused. How insane is that? Tertullian, an early 

church figure, was said to state “I believe it (the trinity) because it doesn’t make sense”. 

That, to me, is completely retarded. I don’t care if he was a respected figure in the 

church; that is not scriptural and it is nonsensical, yet so many entire denominations fully 

embrace this moronic idea. 

IF one follows the bible, and that’s a big IF, they would obtain their salvation from what 

the bible says. Believe the gospel in your heart. Confess it with your mouth. Repent from 

your sins. Receive the Holy Spirit. Be baptized in the name of Yahshua (Jesus) unto the 

remission of sins. 

It IS possible to find the Oneness of God, the “twoness” of God, and the “threeness” of 

God in the bible, and if you really need to, call that “threeness” a “trinity”. But I don’t use 

it because it implies several other things that are not in the bible and cause no end of 

confusion and contradiction, which critics pounce upon with both feet. 

And the un-Christian treatment of Christians who do not conform to their traditional 

idea of the trinity is not of God. God’s “threeness”, his manifesting in three basic ways 

and relationships with humans, is according to our understanding and how we are 

taught, and our salvation is a completely separate matter. I know there are so-called 

“saints” that unscripturally made up “you’d better believe in the trinity or you’ll go to 

HELL!!!” ideas, but I really don’t care what any so-called “saint” said and just stick with 

the scriptures. What they say and don’t say. Adding things to the bible that aren’t there 

IS a sin. Even if that person is supposed to be a “saint”. 

------------------ 

 

Stephen Arthur Noel DSouza 

No - not at all. In fact even if our level of intellect and knowledge of the Holy Trinity is 

almost zero we can be saved if we believe in Jesus and do His will: 

BLOOD = LIFE. Thus Jesus via His DEATH and by shedding His BLOOD for us on the cross gave 

us NEW LIFE. Via this NEW LIFE we are grafted onto the TREE OF LIFE and must be fruitful 

through Him - John 15:1 ”I am the true vine, and my Father is the gardener. 2 He cuts off every 

branch in me that bears no fruit, while every branch that does bear fruit he prunes so that it will be 

even more fruitful. 

Paul clarifies that Faith can provide SALVATON - PROVIDED it is followed up with GOOD 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Stephen-Arthur-Noel-DSouza
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DEEDS - Galatians 5:6 For in Christ Jesus neither circumcision nor uncircumcision has any value. 

The only thing that counts is faith expressing itself through love. 

Matthew 7:21 Not everyone that saith unto me, Lord, Lord (FAITH), shall enter into the kingdom of 

heaven; but he that doeth the will of my Father which is in heaven (GOOD WORKS THROUGH 

OUR FAITH). 

1 John 2:3 We know that we have come to know him if we keep his commands. 4 Whoever says, “I 

know him,” but does not do what he commands is a liar, and the truth is not in that person. 

 

Stephen, 

There are two matters you need to look into. 

Throughout the Bible, blood = death. Reread you contribution and you will see that it makes sense. 

Read” The Meaning of the word “Blood” in Scripture” by Alan Stibbs. 

Thus the blood products in a medical procedure do not align with the Biblical prohibition, because of 

that, medically-provided blood does not indicate the previous owner had died. 

In the Bible, the presence of blood indicated death, usually a violent one. 

Secondly “faith” does not relate to mental ability. The meaning of the Greek is better understood 

when it is rendered as “allegiance”. See the two books by Matthew Bates. (Google: Allegiance Bates). 

Doug 

---------------------- 

Dean Cooper 

· 

2h ago 

Owner and founder of Calvary Bible Study. at Www.calvarystudy.info (2008–present) 

Good and interesting and important question. 

The question really is, WHO is God? 

Is He one God among many Gods? 

Was He once a man on another planet who had to earn His way to BECOME a God? 

How would we KNOW who the Biblical God is? 

Do we listen to MAN? 

Do we listen to man-made organisations like the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society? 

No, we open the Bible and read the PLAIN text. 

Ignore the word “trinity”. its not important. 

God is everlasting, eternal, without beginning or end. God is unchanging, infinite, 

omnipresence, omniscient , self-existent, self-sufficient, immaterial and omnipotent 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Dean-Cooper-21
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There is only ONE God. 

The Bible says that there is a personage/entity called the Father and He is God. Matthew 

6:9, Jeremiah 31:9 

The Bible says that Jesus is God. John 8:58, John 1:1, John 20:28, Hebrews 1:8, Isaiah 44:6 

( crossreference Revelation 1:17 ) 

The Bible says that the Holy Spirit is God. Acts 5:3,4. Romans 8:11 

The Bible also says there is ONE God. DEUTERONOMY 6:4, DEUTERONOMY 4:35,39, 

DEUTERONOMY 32:39, 2 SAMUEL 7:22, 1 KINGS 8:60, 2 KINGS 5:15 , 2 KINGS 19:15, 

NEHEMIAH 9:6, PSALM 18:31 ( Which also states Jesus is God ), PSALM 86:1, ISAIAH 

37:16,20, ISAIAH 43:10,11, ISAIAH 44:6,8, ISAIAH 45:21, ISAIAH 46:9, HOSEA 13:4, MARK 

12:29-34, ROMANS 3:30, 1 CORINTHIANS 8:4-6, 1 TIMOTHY 2:5. 

Therefore, somehow, these three entities constitute the one, eternal, everlasting God. 

We are not told HOW God is God, that is not important. God just tells us thats the way it 

is. 
-------------------------------- 

 

I suppose you know the true meaning of “begging the question”. 

You presume there is a God. 

You presume that this God communicated through the Hebrews and Jews. 

You presume the texts are the same as when they were initially written. 

You assume the Protestant Bible is the true Bible. 

You assume they are telling the truth. 

You assume that the Bible tells you what God is saying. 

Apart from the NT passages, all of the texts that you list under “The Bible also says there is ONE 

God” are products of the minority Yahweh-alone priests/scribes at the time of the Babylonian era and 

their contact with Zoroastrianism. These verses were part of that group’s propaganda as they argued 

against the rest of the Israeli nation and in the face of Zoroastrian teachings about the gods. They are 

religious political propaganda for that moment in their history.  

So Jesus was not a human? 

Doug 

 
 

Dean Cooper 

Original Author · 15h ago 

The difference is, i have evidence that the Bible is the word of God. 

You make more assumptions. 

“are products of the minority Yahweh-alone priests/scribes at the time of the Babylonian era and their 

contact with Zoroastrianism.” 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Dean-Cooper-21
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prove it. 

------------------ 

Dean, 

My position is an amalgam of information provided by numerous Bible Scholars. The following are some of my 

immediate resources. 

Further resources and reference materials are provided at the end of the list. 

Doug 

“Opening The Books Of Moses”, Diana Edelman and others 

“Early Judaism: A Comprehensive Overview”, John J. Collins; Daniel C. Harlow 

“Discovering Second Temple Literature: The Scriptures and stories that shaped early Judaism”, Malka Z. 

Simkovich 

“Monotheism And The Prophetic Minority: An Essay In Biblical History And Sociology”, Bernhard Lang 

“The Formation Of The Hebrew Bible: A new reconstruction”, David McLain Carr 

“The Cambridge Companion To The Bible”, Howard Clark Kee and others 
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----------------------- 

so still the word of men. 

the JW’s have no idea what the Bible really says, so you need to get out of that cult as soon as 

possible. 

Can you PROVE anything i said wrong? 

---------------------- 

You are great at making assumptions. I have been writing against the Watchtower Society since 1964. 

Yes, I am THAT old. Look at the links I provided and get your facts right. The term jwstudies simply 

means they are studies aimed at JWs, not by JWs. 

The Bible is just the words of men, people of a distant culture and now extinct. 

“still the word of men”. You are prepared to judge their word without reading what they said. I ran 

into the same attitude with JWs. They are only permitted to understand through the material produced 

by the Watchtower. Everything else is of the Devil and must be judged as such without reading or 

listening. The Church of Rome did the same, banning books and burning them. 

“still the word of men”. Yes, I do read and listen to the word of men and women because, being homo 

sapiens, that is how our species communicates. 

How will you be able to convince me of your position without using “the word of men and women”? 

Doug 

 

https://jwstudies.com/Interim_People.pdf
https://jwstudies.com/Interim_Literature.pdf
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============================= 

Are the Elohim power type angels? 
The supreme God, named EL, and his spouse, named Asherah, had 70 sons, all gods. Together the 

cohort was known as the Elohim (see Genesis 1). (Yahweh was not of that Elohim; it was imported 

from another source). 

When the Israelites moved to Yahwist monotheism following the 6th century BCE neo-Babylonian 

Exile, they demoted the other Gods, and they became known as angels. This is the source of the 

“angels” that with amazement and dismay I see some people think are real. 

Doug 

======================== 

Is Isaiah 42 talking about a person? 
Second Isaiah (from chapter 40 on) was written in the context and aftermath of the neo-Babylonian 

Exile. 

There are four Servant songs and the identification of the Servant ranges from the nation as a whole, 

which is indicated at their start, or some unnamed king who would rescue the nation. The writers 

would not have envisaged a long period elapsing after they had put their word on the scroll. I supply 

the following from a highly respected Biblical Scholar: 

“It is difficult to give a precise answer to the question whether not the Servant Songs (Isa. 42:1-4; 

49:1-6; 50:4-9; 52:13-53:12) refer to a kingly figure as Messiah. Many scholars are not inclined to 

allow here an essential connection with the expectation of a future Savior king.” (New International 

Dictionary of New Testament Theology (Abridged Edition), Verlyn D. Verbrugge, page 611) 

========================== 

Is Jonah dead and resurrected or does he survive the whale? Do the 
Assyrians repent so readily because he is from The Twilight Zone? 

To know if Jonah was considered as being resurrected, you would need to determine when the Book 

of Jonah was written and then you would need to determine when Jews began to believe in 

resurrection, not that all sections of Judaism ever did. 

So I suppose you would also need to determine which Jewish sect created the story and whether they 

had accepted the new post-Exilic idea of resurrection. 

Best of luck. 

Doug 

========================== 

 

Don Daniels 

· 

October 24 

Most people say the Bible is inaccurate, but what about 2 Timothy 3:1-5? 
Aren’t we seen that today? 

 

What does it say again? 

You must understand this, that in the last days distressing times will come. 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Don-Daniels-7
https://www.quora.com/Most-people-say-the-Bible-is-inaccurate-but-what-about-2-Timothy-3-1-5-Aren-t-we-seen-that-today/answer/Don-Daniels-7
https://www.quora.com/Most-people-say-the-Bible-is-inaccurate-but-what-about-2-Timothy-3-1-5-Aren-t-we-seen-that-today
https://www.quora.com/Most-people-say-the-Bible-is-inaccurate-but-what-about-2-Timothy-3-1-5-Aren-t-we-seen-that-today
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2 For people will be lovers of themselves, lovers of money, boasters, arrogant, abusive, 

disobedient to their parents, ungrateful, unholy, 

3 inhuman, implacable, slanderers, profligates, brutes, haters of good, 

4 treacherous, reckless, swollen with conceit, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God, 

5 holding to the outward form of godliness but denying its power. Avoid them! 

Yes, we are definitely seeing that today. 

We were also seeing it 100 years ago. 

And 200 years ago. 

And 500 years ago. 

And 800 years ago. 

And 1000 years ago. 

And 1200 years ago. 

And 1500 years ago. 

And 2000 years ago. 

And 5000 years ago. 

And all the time in between. In most cultures, whether it was Roman, Greek, Persian, 

Egyptian, Chinese, Indian, Mayan, or wherever. 

In fact…. can you a point to a time in human history, before or after the time of Jesus, 

when we were not seeing this? 

It seems to me that 2 Timothy 3:1-5 is just describing normal human behavior, in most 

cultures 
---------------------------- 

Maurizio Deufemia 

Don Daniels - although your comment is true that we can see this in every generation, 

It’s happening more rapidly today, including: the rise of false prophets and teachings, the 

love of many believers growing cold (lukewarm), Christian morals becoming less 

accepted, the number of Christians losing their faith, famines etc… So when you take all 

the signs of the end times together and in context you will find that we are close to the 

end in the 21st century 
------------ 

2 Timothy does not mention growth or decline. The anonymous writer held the common position that 

they at that time were living in the Last Days. 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Maurizio-Deufemia
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Ever since the 3rd century BCE, many Jews believed this to be the situation, that the divine 

intervention was imminent, in their own day. 

They inherited the eschatological ideas—including resurrection— from the Persians, while their idea 

of consciousness in death came from the Greeks. 

This ultimately resulted in the explosion of eschatological expectations among many Jews in the 3rd 

century BCE. 

The writer of Ephesians was one of those Jews who were swept up in the expectation that they were 

living in the Last Days. 

The lesson that history teaches is that people do not learn the lesson that history teaches. 

Doug 

------------------ 

Maurizio Deufemia 

Tue 

Doug Mason - Although there are stories about the resurrection and end times that pre-date Jesus, all 

these stories are mythical. The stories that came from the Persians and the Greeks were often 

arbitrary. The stories changed slightly as different generations told them. Jesus on the other hand had 

witnesses in everything He did. Including His resurrection. We have eyewitness testimonies. The 

Persians and Greeks didn’t. Not to mention Jesus bringing a New Covenant that none of the mythical 

gods did… 

In terms of the last days accounts. The first Christians in the 1st century knew they were in the last 

days until Jesus’ second coming. So the Jews in which you talk about in the 3rd century came much 

later. The main reason why Jesus’ disciples didn’t write down the new testament straight away was 

because they thought the end days and Jesus’ second coming was imminent. However, once they 

realised it wasn’t, they started to write down their accounts. This all happened in the 1st century 

----------------------- 

Doug Mason 

Hi Maurizio, We do not have any eyewitness accounts of Jesus. Not one NT writer either saw or 

heard Jesus. 

The people of the 3rd century BCE lived centuries before Jesus. They fully believed they were living 

in the Last Days and that the divine intervention was imminent. Some withdrew from society in 

preparation, such as the communities of the Dead Sea (known as “Essenes” although that is not fully 

confirmed). 

How do you know the reason that neither Jesus or his Disciples wrote anything? 

Why did Paul expect it to be imminent? Why did the writer of Revelation (end of first century) say 

that it was imminent — “soon”? 

Doug 

-------------------- 

Edward Murray 

Not so fast: John 21 KJV Jesus showed himself several times to his disciples, do you know how many 

of them there were: This is now the third time that Jesus shewed himself to his disciples, after that he 

was risen from the dead. This is from verse 14 of John chapter 21 KJV; Then Jesus stated this: This is 

the disciple which testifieth of these things, and wrote these things: and we know that his testimony is 

true. And there are also many other things which Jesus did, the which, if they should be written every 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Maurizio-Deufemia
https://www.quora.com/Most-people-say-the-Bible-is-inaccurate-but-what-about-2-Timothy-3-1-5-Aren-t-we-seen-that-today/answer/Don-Daniels-7?comment_id=169289333&comment_type=2
https://www.quora.com/profile/Doug-Mason-46
https://www.quora.com/profile/Edward-Murray-59
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one, I suppose that even the world itself could not contain the books that should be written. Amen. 

Amen means that is that or so be it, have a great day,,,yiC 

----------------- 

Doug Mason 

John’s Gospel was written at the end of the first century, some 70 years after the Jesus-event. 

The authors had been kicked out of the synagogue over their High Christology and what you read in 

their Gospel is their manifesto against the other Jews who were rejecting their message. Their 

denigration included the followers of Thomas. 

They placed their position onto Jesus’ lips and they used stories to portray their own experiences of 

being ostracised. 

------------------- 

Maurizio Deufemia 

5h ago 

Doug Mason - regarding this issue. Why would the disciples of Christ spread ‘their’ message if they 

were already Jews? Meaning, they already thought they were saved and obeying God’s law from the 

OT? Why would they risk their salvation in sharing the NT? It’s because this was Jesus’ Word not theirs. 

And they believed Jesus was God in the flesh and they died for their belief 

-------------------- 

Jesus was a Jew. Paul was a Jew — a Pharisee — and he did not change from being a Jew. The 

writers of the other documents were Jews, apart from probably “Luke” (likely about 120 CE) and 

likely 2 Peter (as it was written about 150 CE.) 

There never was a single homogeneous Judaism, just as it is today, with a spectrum of beliefs and 

practices. This is the same situation today with Christianity. Each might be likened to a river but 

within that river there is any number of individual currents and ripples.  

The Judaisms at the time of Jesus were quite unlike the Judaisms of the pre-Exilic and early post-

Exilic periods. The Judaisms of Jesus’ time was driven by the eschatology (etc.) that exploded in the 

3rd century BCE.  

The disciples did not write anything. Each Gospel narrative reflects the particular situation existing at 

the time it was written (Mark 70, Matthew 85, John 100, Luke 120 [contra Marcion]) as they and the 

Rabbinic Jews were drifting apart. (Rabbinic Judaism emerged from the Pharisees, hence the political 

anger included in the Gospels.) 

Doug 

 

================== 

 

 

If sin cannot enter into God’s presence, why is Lucifer permitted to present 
himself before the throne? 

I presume you are referring to “the satan” in the Book of Job (the LXX uses “diabolos”). The term 

“Lucifer” does not appear anywhere in the Bible.  

https://www.quora.com/profile/Doug-Mason-46
https://www.quora.com/profile/Maurizio-Deufemia
https://www.quora.com/Most-people-say-the-Bible-is-inaccurate-but-what-about-2-Timothy-3-1-5-Aren-t-we-seen-that-today/answer/Don-Daniels-7?comment_id=169505580&comment_type=2
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This “the satan” is one of the sons of God. “The satan” acted on behalf of God; its actions were 

limited to that which God authorised. “The satan” was nothing more than a Public Prosecutor  

Do not confuse “the satan” with the later leader of the evil spirits, who was invented a few centuries 

after the Book of Job was written. That Leader went by several names apart from Satan, the most 

popular being Mastema. Other names included Azazel, Belial, Semyasa, and so on. 

------ 

The following is from “Discovering Second Temple Literature: The Scriptures and Stories That 

Shaped Early Judaism” by Malka Simkovich, pages 258-259. The Jewish Publication Society 

In the Hebrew Bible, the word satan usually refers to a divinely sent stumbling block that is meant to 

test or punish a biblical character. The exception to this appears in the book of Job, in which a figure 

called “the satan” is a member of God’s heavenly court who believes that Job is not as righteous as 

God believes him to be, and who therefore suggests that God test Job’s virtue by stripping him of his 

wealth and family. 

While the satan’s plan in Job can be interpreted as sinister, it is a far cry from the evil character that 

appears in later material. Moreover, the fact that the satan in the book of Job is referred to as “the 

satan” rather than “Satan” allows for the possibility that the word “satan” in Job is not an angelic 

name but rather a prosecutorial role that one of God’s angels fills. Nevertheless, the satan’s role in Job 

may have been the precedent that later Jewish authors built upon, since nowhere else in the Hebrew 

Bible is a satan depicted as part of the divine retinue who tries to test the limits of human goodness. 

This trait would become central to the depiction of the devilish figure who goes by many names in 

late Second Temple literature. 

------ 

The following is from “Life After Death: A History of the Afterlife in the Religions of the West” by 

Alan Segal, page 148. Doubleday 

The character of Satan, as he appears in Christianity and apocalyptic literature, is totally lacking in the 

book of Job. The character, who appears in the prose introduction, is not Satan but “the satan,” a 

phrase which in Hebrew means only “the antagonist” or “the adversary,” not a proper name of a 

character, and must be taken as a technical courtroom term such as “the prosecuting attorney.” In any 

event, since “the antagonist” appears consistently with the definite article (the), no one with the proper 

name Satan appears here. Hebrew usage of the definite article is quite like English in this one respect. 

----------------- 

Denise Mazzei 

Isaiah 14:12 does mention Lucifer by name, which was his name before he sinned. Bible 

KJV 
----------------- 

“But the LORD will have compassion on Jacob and will again choose Israel, and will set them in their 

own land; and aliens will join them and attach themselves to the house of Jacob. … When the LORD 

has given you rest from your pain and turmoil and the hard service with which you were made to 

serve, you will take up this taunt against the king of Babylon: … Your pomp is brought down to 

Sheol, and the sound of your harps; maggots are the bed beneath you, and worms are your covering. 

How you are fallen from heaven, O Day Star, son of Dawn! How you are cut down to the ground, 

you who laid the nations low!” (Isaiah 14:3–4, 12, NRSV) 

“The Lord will have compassion on Jacob; once again he will choose Israel and will settle them in 

their own land. Foreigners will join them and unite with the descendants of Jacob. … On the day the 

Lord gives you relief from your suffering and turmoil and from the harsh labor forced on you, you 

will take up this taunt against the king of Babylon: … All your pomp has been brought down to the 

grave, along with the noise of your harps; maggots are spread out beneath you and worms cover you. 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Denise-Mazzei
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How you have fallen from heaven, morning star, son of the dawn! You have been cast down to the 

earth, you who once laid low the nations!” (Isaiah 14:1, 3–4, 11–12, NIV)  

“For the Lord will have mercy on Jacob, and will yet choose Israel, and set them in their own land: 

and the strangers shall be joined with them, and they shall cleave to the house of Jacob. … And it 

shall come to pass in the day that the Lord shall give thee rest from thy sorrow, and from thy fear, and 

from the hard bondage wherein thou wast made to serve, That thou shalt take up this proverb 

against the king of Babylon, and say … Thy pomp is brought down to the grave, and the noise of thy 

viols: the worm is spread under thee, and the worms cover thee. How art thou fallen from heaven, O 

Lucifer, son of the morning! how art thou cut down to the ground, which didst weaken the nations!” 

(Isaiah 14:1, 3–4, 11–12, KJV) 

=================== 

How do atheists view the similarity between the Messiah of the Old 
Testament and the Jesus of the New Testament? 

There is no “the” Messiah in the OT. The term “messiah” relates to the anointing of a person, 

particularly as king or priest, as they were representatives of the Divine. At one stage a prophet was 

anointed as well as the non-Jew Cyrus. 

The idea of an eschatological Messiah arose in the 3rd century BCE with the rise of apocalypticism 

and eschatology within Judaism. The only OT book that reflects this is Daniel, which was formed in 

the 2nd century BCE. 

BTW. It is more than probable that Jesus was born and raised in Nazareth. The two birth narrative 

cannot be reconciled. 

Doug 

============== 

 

What is the original translation of Deuteronomy 28:53? What does it mean? 
Deuteronomy was produced when the power of Babylonian was increasing.  

Chapter 28 follows the pattern wherein the writers were blaming the general populace for their 

situation (e.g. verses 45–47), telling them that their dire condition resulted from their failure to obey 

the priestly class. 

The priestly class made promises that relied on the people following the instructions set out by the 

priestly class (verses 1–14; 45, 47, 58) 

Verse 53 is part of the series of threats thrown at the populace. by the priests. 

Read all of Chapter 28. 

Doug  

================ 

 

Why were the 144,000 chosen in Revelations? 

Romeo Madrid 

, Piano and Violin Tutor (1991-present) 

Answered November 6 

After Satan deceived Eve and Adam joined her. Then, The next project of Satan is to 

entice the other faithful angels to join him by coming down to earth and corrupt 

humans, thus becoming enemies of the true God. 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Romeo-Madrid
https://www.quora.com/Why-were-the-144-000-chosen-in-Revelations/answer/Romeo-Madrid
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Naturally, the faithful angels decreased in number while Demons increased. 

But God set up a kingdom to restore his sovereignty, that is why he declared his first 

prophecy in the bible at Gen 3:15. 

Soon after Jesus was baptized and commenced his ministry he began to choose the 12 

apostles and trained to how to preach the good news of the kingdom. Naturally, many 

followers of Jesus and his apostles resulted in a great crowd of followers. 

Then after the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ, the disciples increased. So by the 

time Jesus stated his great commission before he ascended to heaven about 500 

witnesses saw his ascension to heaven, never to be seen again. The apostles 

remembered their master’s promise of a helper, the holy spirit. 

True to his promise, during the celebration of Pentecost, 120 apostles with the disciples 

were gathering in a room, they were filled by the holy spirit. 

The outpouring of God’s spirit upon them at Pentecost greatly strengthened the 

apostles. The first five chapters of the Acts of Apostles testify to the great fearlessness of 

the apostles and their boldness in declaring the good news and the resurrection of Jesus 

in spite of jailing, beatings, and threats of death from their rulers. During those early 

days after Pentecost, the dynamic leadership of the apostles, under the power of the 

holy spirit, resulted in amazing expansion in the Christian congregation. 

Beginning from Pentecost in 33 C.E. God is choosing the members of his kingdom to rule 

with Christ for a thousand years. That is why John, the apostle had a vision of the exact 

number of them to be with Jesus Christ in heaven as stated in Rev. 7, and 14. 
-------------- 

There was no Satan that deceived Eve. 

—————- 

The “exact number” is made up of exactly 12,000 from exactly each of the 12 tribes. 

At Revelation 7:2–3 the question is asked who can prevail on earth from the coming devastation. The 

answer is that these 144,000 Jews would receive a mark so they will be protected. They are on earth, 

that is the reason they need to be protected. They are not in “heaven”.  

Following that, the seer witnessed a great crowd in heaven before the throne. They had gone through 

great persecution. 

At Rev 14, the 144,000 are standing with a lamb on Mount Zion, which is on earth. These 144,000 

Jews have not been defiled with women. What misogyny! No women among them, just virgin men. 

Pure, truthful men (only). 

If 144,000 is literal then so is the rest. 

Doug 

-------------- 

Romeo Madrid replied to your comment on an answer to: “Why were the 144,000 chosen in 

Revelations?” 
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The apostle wrote: “He is not a Jew who is one on the outside, nor is circumcision that which is on the 

outside upon the flesh. But he is a Jew who is one on the inside, and his circumcision is that of the 

heart by spirit.” (Ro 2:28, 29) Why, too, would there be no mention of any ‘sealing’ of the Gentile 

Christians in this divine vision? And why would not the Gentile Christians be able to master the new 

song sung by the 144,000? (Re 14:3) It thus seems clear that the 144,000 sealed ones are of spiritual 

Israel, not fleshly Israel—hence include both Jewish and Gentile Christians.—Ga 6:16. 

Their Identification. The key to the identification of the “great crowd” is found within the description of 

them in Revelation chapter 7 and in obviously parallel passages. Revelation 7:15-17 speaks of God as 

‘spreading his tent over them,’ of their being guided to “fountains of waters of life,” and of God’s 

wiping “every tear from their eyes.” At Revelation 21:2-4 we find parallel expressions: ‘God’s tent being 

with mankind,’ his ‘wiping every tear from their eyes,’ and ‘death being no more.’ The vision there 

presented is concerning persons not in heaven, from where the ‘New Jerusalem comes down,’ but on 

earth, among mankind. 

This poses the question: If the “great crowd” are persons who gain salvation and remain on earth, how 

could they be said to be ‘standing before God’s throne and before the Lamb’? (Re 7:9) The position of 

‘standing’ is sometimes used in the Bible to indicate the holding of a favored or approved position in 

the eyes of the one in whose presence the individual or group stands. (Ps 1:5; 5:5; Pr 22:29, AT; Lu 

1:19) In fact, in the previous chapter of Revelation, “the kings of the earth and the top-ranking ones 

and the military commanders and the rich and the strong ones and every slave and every free person” 

are depicted as seeking to hide themselves “from the face of the One seated on the throne and from 

the wrath of the Lamb, because the great day of their wrath has come, and who is able to stand?” (Re 

6:15-17; compare Lu 21:36.) It thus appears that the “great crowd” is formed of those persons who 

have been preserved during that time of wrath and who have been able to “stand” as approved by 

God and the Lamb. 

The Lamb’s guiding them to “fountains of waters of life” finds a parallel at Revelation 22:17, which 

says: “The spirit and the bride keep on saying: ‘Come!’ And let anyone hearing say: ‘Come!’ and let 

anyone thirsting come; let anyone that wishes take life’s water free.” The “bride” is clearly identified in 

the Scriptures as the anointed Christian congregation, espoused to the heavenly Bridegroom, Christ 

Jesus. (Eph 5:25-27; 2Co 11:2; Re 19:7-9; 21:9-11) The invitation to “take life’s water free” presented by 

the heavenly “bride” class is obviously open to an unlimited number of persons, “anyone that wishes.” 

Likewise unnumbered are the “great crowd,” the vision at Revelation 7:9 thereby harmonizing with 

that at Revelation 22:17. 

The sum of the evidence, therefore, points to the “great crowd” as representing all those persons who 

are not of the heavenly “bride” class, or 144,000 sealed ones, but who stand approved at the time of 

the “great tribulation” and are preserved alive on earth. 

------------ 

I fail to see how Galatians can be associated with Revelation. The former is a Pastoral letter, a 

personal apologetic, whereas Revelation is an apocalypse in the style of literature from the 3rd 

century BCE on. 

Paul died in 64CE and the Revelation was composed more than 30 years later. Paul was not aware of 

Revelation and there is no indication that the writers of Revelation were aware of or made use of 

anything from Paul. The same can be said of the Gospel writers. 

There is no indication that the writers of Revelation belonged to the same sect that Paul belonged to or 

that the writers of Revelation shared Paul’s views.  

While Paul and Revelation’s authors were Jews, his idea was for the Gentiles to be joined onto the 

tree of Jews and in this way all Israel would be saved, whereas the writers of Revelation were strict 
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Jews who specifically identified exactly 12,000 from each of 12 Jewish clans. At Rev 7 these virgin 

men are presented in answer to the question of who would be saved from the terrors taking place on 

Earth, and at Rev 14 they are first fruits of humanity, and they were located on Mount Zion, a hill 

outside Jerusalem’s walls. 

There is, however, one aspect they all shared, including the Gospel writers: the End; the Divine 

Intervention; the Coming of Jesus is imminent, that it was about to take place in their own day. They 

were writing to their contemporaries. They were not thinking of any future generations. 

After Paul’s death, when it was clear that his promise to the Thessalonians had failed, an anonymous 

author had to contradict him with the letter now known as 2 Thessalonians. 100 years after Paul’s 

death the author of 2 Peter also tried to pour caution on their unfulfilled expectation. But this has not 

prevented people in each and every generation since then, including our own, continue to grasp that 

failed expectation.  

 

 

Romeo Madrid replied to your comment on an answer to: “Why were the 144,000 

chosen in Revelations?” 

Remember that “all scriptures is inspired of God”. So the Holy spirit that guided all the 40 

writers of the bible was inspired by this one spirit, God’s spirit. 

That is why when you read and analyze all the 66 books, there is an underlying theme that 

unifies them. That is God himself created a kingdom that will glorify and vindicate his Holy 

name and His sovereignty by means of Jesus Christ that will clear his father’s name of 

reproach and slander brought out by the rebellious angel Satan (who planted the seed of 

doubt in Eve’s heart) who undermined the highest authority in the whole universe for the 

purpose of controlling humans on this planet earth. 

Therefore, the writers were 40 different persons with different personalities and backgrounds 

who came from different periods in history; but the real author of the whole bible is God 

himself according to His own purpose. 

------ 
 

Thank you, Romeo. 

1. Who the people who decided which was “Scripture”? 

2. What is your understanding of “theopneustos”? (I believe it to be an adjective, not a verb.) 

3. To which “Scriptures” was Timothy being referred to? 

4. Who decided there would be 66 books? When? 

5. Did God select the Protestant canon? 

6. Which text is reliable? Why? 

7. Where did you get the idea that it was Satan who planted doubt in Eve’s mind? 

Regards, 

Doug 

-------- 

Romeo: 

Satan planted doubt in Eve’s heart regarding the authority of God, by saying that when 

she eat of the fruit, her eyes would be opened and she’d become like God. 
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Satan wanted to remove the close relationship of the innocent man from their God 

because He wanted to own that authority from the creator so he can deceive them. 

Definitely, Satan’s desire and purpose is selfish. He did not care that man would die 

when they disobeyed God. He did not care calling God a liar and slandering His 

reputation. 
-------- 

The Bible does not say that “Satan planted doubt in Eve’s heart”. I refer you to 2 Corinthians 11:3 

where Paul says it was Serpent. 

See page 11 ff of: 

https://jwstudies.com/Revolutions_Part_5__Satan__Lucifer__Devil.pdf  

The Bible does not say it was Serpent’s objective to “remove the close relationship”. Rather, Serpent 

promised they would be even closer, because they would become one of the gods. Later, YHWH EL 

confirms that this was the issue (Gen 3:22), saying that He agreed that they would become like the 

Gods, knowing everything (“good and evil” means “everything”). 

Doug 

----------- 

 

You’re right the bible did not say directly but it was implied (by reading between the 

lines). 

Satan did not show, reveal himself to Eve because he is a spirit creature. Instead, like a 

ventriloquist, ( sometimes a criminal uses a dummy to hide himself) he used a serpent to 

speak to her. 

Satan the Devil. At Revelation 12:9 and 20:2 God’s principal opposer, Satan, is referred to 

as “the original serpent,” evidently because of his employing the literal serpent in 

Eden as his means of communication with the woman. (Ge 3:1-15) As “the original 

serpent,” he is also the progenitor in a spiritual sense of other opposers; hence Jesus’ 

classification of such ones as “serpents, offspring of vipers.”—Mt 23:33; compare Joh 

8:44; 1Jo 3:12. [it-2 898] 
 

------------- 

Romeo, 

As you rightly point out, the Hebrew Scriptures do not associate Eve with any satan. Indeed, apart 

from those two chapters of Genesis, the Hebrew Scriptures make absolutely no further mention of 

Eve. And those Scriptures show scant interest in Adam. 

The earliest person who linked Eve and Satan lived around the time that Revelation was written. 

https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/biblical-topics/bible-interpretation/how-the-serpent-

became-satan/  

The Satan you are thinking of was invented in the 3rd century BCE, well after the bulk of the Hebrew 

Scriptures were written. This invented leader of this invented spirit world had several names, the most 

common being Mastema; other names included Azazel, Beliar, Semyaza, and of course Satan. The 

word Devil comes from the 2nd century BCE Greek translation, the Septuagint (LXX). 

https://jwstudies.com/Revolutions_Part_5__Satan__Lucifer__Devil.pdf
https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/biblical-topics/bible-interpretation/how-the-serpent-became-satan/
https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/biblical-topics/bible-interpretation/how-the-serpent-became-satan/
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Because the New Testament writers were part of that late Second Temple Period, they made use of 

the concepts and literature created during that period, which included 1 Enoch, Jubilees, etc., etc. 

The Matthew Gospel was written about 85 CE when a clear demarcation had developed between 

those authors and the Pharisees, so they wrote their hatred of the Pharisees into their Gospel. 

Doug 

 

qqqqqqqqqqq 

==================== 

Why are the Apocrypha not part of the Bible? Who decided they shouldn’t 
count? 

We do not know when or how the Hebrew Scriptures were canonised. Why was any accepted? 

The Bible was not canonised by the time of the New Testament writers and they freely made use of 

the Apocryphal writings that did not ultimately form part of the Canon. 

How do Jews today — and I mean scholars and serious believers — relate to the Tanakh compared 

with their non-canonised literature produced during the subsequent centuries CE? 

Doug 

 

=============== 

 

Where did you learn that 120 years is not referring to our actual lifespan? 
Please give details:) And why have all the countless councils that translate 
the Bible not translated it well for readers in literally any translation? Seems 
odd? Thanks! 

Hi, 

The texts kept being edited and amended from the moment the ink dried on an original scroll. No one 

knows what was originally written. 

It is not possible to translate idioms of one culture to another today, and it is impossible to do so from 

a culture and a people that is long extinct. 

The deliberate and accidental changes resulted from the actions of groups and individuals; I do not 

know of any “Council” translating a Bible. 

And there is not just one “Bible”. The Protestant canon is just one version. And there is no agreed text 

(compare Erasmus’ Textus Receptus versus Westcott-Hort versus Nestle/Aland, etc. or between the 

various Septuagints and the corresponding texts in the DSS and the Masoretic Text. 

Nothing odd about it. People wrote and rewrote the texts to suit their immediate religious agenda 

(power politics). Just write that “God says” and you have the masses over a barrel. 

As for “lifespan”: the writers did not write literal documentaries; they wrote stories that achieved their 

religious objectives. 

Doug 

====================== 

 

Why does Paul use different prepositions regarding the origin of the first 
and second humanity in 1 Corinthians 15:47? 
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Hebrew poetry is made up of patterns of ideas, sometimes repeating, others contrasting. I Corinthians 

15:47 is in the midst of such poetry, in which Paul is contrasting the earthly Man (namely Adam) and 

the spirit Man (namely Jesus Christ): 

——— 

So it is with the resurrection of the dead. 

What is sown is perishable, 

what is raised is imperishable. 

It is sown in dishonor, 

it is raised in glory. 

43 It is sown in weakness, 

it is raised in power. 

It is sown a physical body, 

it is raised a spiritual body. 

If there is a physical body, 

there is also a spiritual body. 

Thus it is written, 

“The first man, Adam, became a living being”; 

the last Adam became a life-giving spirit. 

But it is not the spiritual that is first, 

but the physical, and then the spiritual. 

47 The first man was from the earth, a man of dust; 

the second man is from heaven. 

As was the man of dust, so are those who are of the dust; 

and as is the man of heaven, so are those who are of heaven. 

Just as we have borne the image of the man of dust, 

we will also bear the image of the man of heaven. (1 Corinthians 15: 42–49, NRSV). 

——— 

A chiastic analysis shows that each central verse (43 and 47) is the focus of each stanza. The prior 

verses are similarly structured. 

Study of the introduction of the idea of resurrection into Judaism is enlightening. Paul was a Pharisee, 

who accepted the concept of resurrection. Other Jewish sects did not accept it (see “Life After Death” 

by Alan Segal) 

Doug 

=============== 

Will God preserve a different place set apart for those who accept the Mark 
of the Beast? 

There will be no future “mark of the beast”.  

Verse 18 clearly identifies the beast as a human and this human has the number 666 (or 616), a clear 

indication that it refers to the Roman Emperor Nero. 

Revelation was written in code to the identified people of that time, for those people, for that time. 

They did not expect any long-term future before the culmination, because they were fully convinced 

that Jesus was “coming soon”. 
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The authors followed the pattern set before them by the writers of Daniel who likewise wrote in code 

when depicting the leaders of their time who were persecuting the Jews, notably Antiochus 

Epiphanes. 

Doug 

============================= 

 

Why do they say that there isn’t a complete copy of the Enoch scroll (“Book 
of Giants”) extant, since from what I understand, it is part of the Canon of 
the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church? 

The Book of Enoch had a long evolution and is composed of several parts. The Ethiopian Enoch is 

only one version. I suggest that you read articles such as at the Jewish Encyclopedia: 

http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/articles/5773-enoch-books-of-ethiopic-and-slavonic 

The Book of Enoch is critically significant in the development of the first century CE Jesus-Followers 

and it was referenced by NT authors. 

It was instrumental in the era that ushered in apocalyptic eschatological literature and is far more 

significant to Christianity than are the Hebrew Scriptures, apart from Daniel, which was, broadly 

speaking, contemporary with 1 Enoch. 

Doug 

 

Bill Ross 

Hi Doug and thanks for the learned response. I’ve read the other Enochs as well. But the one that is 

commonly discussed with regard to the NT studies and also that is canonical to the Ethiopians is the 

first one, Book of Giants. I could be mistaken but that is my understanding. Obviously the text they 

use is not in English but I’m wondering why theirs is complete. 

Yes, Enoch is incredibly fundamental to the NT. It is hard to overstate its influence. 

------------------- 

Hi Bill, 

We should extend that level of scrutiny to the structures and history of each canonised literature, 

whether it be the Torah, Deuteronomic History, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezra/Nehemiah/Chronicles, Daniel 

and so forth. 

On top of that, it is important to recognise the ongoing editing and alterations to the texts throughout, 

ever since each was written. 

I am often bemused by people at Quora employing the term “The Bible” as if there were only one. 

And without any evidence, use the term “Word of God”. 

The literature is great. The poetry wonderful. They provide an insight into the lives and thoughts of 

people who are long extinct. Their ideas protect us from people who would wish to employ the same 

tactics. They left a wonderful legacy. So did Shakespeare. 

Doug 

---------- 

Bill Ross 

Shakespeare was/is rich but doesn’t get inside your head quite the same! 

http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/articles/5773-enoch-books-of-ethiopic-and-slavonic
https://www.quora.com/profile/Bill-Ross-22
https://www.quora.com/profile/Bill-Ross-22
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Doug Mason 

Actually he doesn’t get into my head. 

Sorry, did you mean “does”? 

-------------- 

Hi Bill, 

I was simply using him as an example of the producer of literature. He is not for me, however. 

The Bible is literature and its purpose for me is to get inside their heads. I see how the powerful used 

superstition and mythologies, inventing stories to influence the susceptible, which in turn protects me 

today from those who wish to employ the same methods. 

I enjoy the poetic forms and such, but I do not let it get into me. In each instance, they were writing to 

and for their own immediate community with the objective of obtaining immediate, local responses. 

I am also interested to see how they were so closely associated with and influenced by their 

neighbours, particularly the Babylonians, Persians, and Greeks, even translating their Holy Literature 

into Greek and importing Greek ideas. 

So I am interested in their religious politics, history, grammatical features, imagery, methods of 

creating history, and so forth. But no, it no longer is “inside me”. 

Doug  

 

 

===================== 

 

Why are good works and compliance of duties and responsibilities part and 
parcel of salvation? 

A great question. 

If all that is required is “Jesus’ death and resurrection”, then you would have universal salvation. 

If one only needs to “believe” (“accept”) then salvation becomes a mental intellectual exercise.  

If one only needs to “believe” is it OK to then commit crimes, seeing that Jesus has “paid the price” 

and one can once more say, “I believe”? 

If “doctrine/teachings” become involved, then how precise and accurate does one’s intellect have to 

be before God accepts a person? Does a Bible writer says that one’s doctrine must be precisely 

accurate for God to extend love? 

Bates addresses the issue saying that the Greek word understood as “believe/faith” needs to be 

understood as “allegiance”. That would appear to address the “mental / intellect / doctrine” aspect but 

would that then render the efficacy of Jesus’ bloody end and resurrection inadequate? 

Does any Bible writer describe the mechanics involved why God required Jesus to die? 

BTW. Why do some people only point to Jesus’ death while ignoring the resurrection element? 

Doug 

PS. Recall the sheep and the goats at Matthew 25 

----------------------- 

David Chord 

11h ago 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Doug-Mason-46
https://www.quora.com/profile/David-Chord-1
https://www.quora.com/Why-are-good-works-and-compliance-of-duties-and-responsibilities-part-and-parcel-of-salvation/answer/Doug-Mason-46?comment_id=170462424&comment_type=2
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I’m sorry you completely misunderstand! 

To illustrate let me give an example. 

When a couple gets married and they say their vows, they usually both promise to love their spouse 

until death parts them which by inference means no matter what happens…. but for the sake of clarity 

let’s say they specifically agreed to love each other no matter what happens except adultery. 

Now. Two couples get married saying the words “I promise to love you, no matter what happens 

except if you’re unfaithful” (I know I’m an old romantic) 

The question is Did all four parties in the two marriages really mean it? 

Well, I feel sure if you asked them at the time, they’d all be pretty adamant they did. However, the 

truth is they don’t know and we don’t know they did, UNTIL they die…. and the reality is that at least 

50% of people that effectively say these words, THINK they mean it but when life happens and their 

feelings change they end saying things like “I just don’t love them anymore”. 

In other words, when they made the promise they really didn’t mean it. In fairness it’s probably more 

to do with not understanding what they’re promising than feeling, but the result is the same. They did 

NOT live up to their promise that they were ADAMANT they would. 

Why is this important? …. because if you make the promise and mean it, you’ll do everything in your 

power to make sure you keep your promise. In other words, the promise was an expression of heart 

and heart dictates subsequent actions. It’s impossible for someone who made their marriage promise 

knowing what it meant to then simply turn around and say they want out. 

In like manner, the profession of faith is an outward expression of a inner conviction that will result in 

change. The change is so great that the bible even makes clear distinction between the OLD self and 

the NEW self….. and if there isn’t that change the profession of faith isn’t real. We are not only capable 

of fooling others about a fake faith, but also capable of deluding ourselves. In fact the first person we 

lie to and the person we lie to most is nearly always ourselves! 

Thus, faith alone is required for salvation but the faith that leads to salvation produces the fruit 

required to adhere to Christ and biblical commands…… not to achieve or contribute to salvation but 

rather as an outworking of the change salvation brings! 

-------- 

Hi David,  

So you are telling me that salvation depends on the intellect — yet the sheep at Matthew 25 said their 

actions were taken without being conscious of any faith motive. 

You tell me I “do not understand”. 

https://jwstudies.com/Revolutions_Part_4__Christian_Salvations.pdf  

-------------- 

No I didn’t say that salvation depends on intellect! 

Maybe you didn’t read…”Thus, faith alone is required for salvation…” 

..and Matthew 25 FULLY supports this “Then the King will say to those on his right, ‘Come, you who 

are blessed by my Father; take your inheritance, the kingdom prepared for you since the creation of 

the world.” 

https://jwstudies.com/Revolutions_Part_4__Christian_Salvations.pdf
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…On His right 

…Come you who are blessed 

Who are these people if not the righteous who have put their faith in Christ? 

Irrespective, of this, it doesn’t change the truth that FAITH is the only requirement for salvation. As I 

explained, the right kind of faith has works such as feeding the hungry, etc. 

…but it’s kind of ironic that a JW would pick this up, since JWs do little to nothing to find and feed the 

poor, help the homeless, etc. They are content to know that there are many people in such need but if 

they don’t cross their path, it’s not up to them to find and feed them. READ MATTHEW 25 and show 

us where it says we shouldn’t go looking for such people! 

Better yet go back to your KH and demand that as a group then as an organisation, you start obeying 

bible in this regard! 

-------- 

Your ignorance is showing. 

I have spent the past 56 years exposing the errors of Jehovah’s Witnesses. Your guesswork does your 

credibility no good. 

I suggest that you actually access the link that I provided. 

Yes, I did read the link you suggested. 

--------------------- 

David Chord 

2h ago 

Apologies Doug, but I ain’t go to read a huge long article from nobody unless I have looked for it, 

especially one on a website jwstudies 

Irrespective, if we’re passing out marks for ignoring and guess content, you started the process in 

claiming that “So you are telling me that salvation depends on the intellect” 

So I might I suggest you apologies too! 

---------------------- 

David, 

I still say that you require mental assent before you can access salvation. (The word “heart” in 

Biblical times is understood today as “mind”.) 

The rear of the Study contains a detailed Contents, virtually an Index, so you do not have to read it 

from page 1 through. 

Key people, of course, include Anselm through to the Reformers, while the Orthodox Church’s 

soteriology is most interesting. 

Page 3 of my Study shows that I have yet to complete work on that critically important Second 

Temple Period. 

I have been working on this Study for 2 years and I have decided that whatever stage it is at, I will end 

working on it Christmas 2021 (Covid willing along with cancer and age (80)). 

I will appreciate any contributions and recommendations for my current Study. It will be in 5 Parts: 

Significance of the Second Temple Period; People; Literature; Spirit world; Messiahs. 

https://www.quora.com/profile/David-Chord-1
https://www.quora.com/Why-are-good-works-and-compliance-of-duties-and-responsibilities-part-and-parcel-of-salvation/answer/Doug-Mason-46?comment_id=170567744&comment_type=2
http://jwstudies.com/
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Regards, 

Doug 

 

============================= 

Why is 666 called as devil’s number? 
The writers of Revelation wanted to warn their followers and, like the writers of Daniel, they used 

coded language to do so without alerting the authorities. 

At times, the imagery is plain and simple, and it is clear that Rome is being targeted. 

The Jews use letters to represent numbers and their recipients would have known the name of the 

individual that the writers were pointing to. The writers of Revelation made it very clear that they 

were pointing to a human (the number of a man). 

Some sources suggest the number in Revelation was 616. 

Another thought relates to the number 6 indicating incompleteness. If that was their intention, that 

incomplete state would be greatly strengthened by tripling it. 

So, the number had a meaning for its recipients at the time, and that is all that matters. 

Doug 

=================== 

How biblically accurate are the Left Behind books to end times prophecy? 
Stef, 

Ever since the 3rd century BCE (that’s before the time when Jesus was born), ever since then, people 

have expected the final divine intervention was imminent, in their own day. 

Their success rate is zero, zilch. A total and complete failure. 

Writing decades after Jesus preached, the Gospel writers wrote that he expected the End was 

imminent. Because it had not taken place by their time, this indicates Jesus actually said this. Paul 

expected the imminent Coming. Revelation ends with “Jesus is coming soon”. 

There has always been a time when people were fully convinced the End was imminent or that it had 

begun. 

History just keeps being repeated. People do not learn and are thus taken in again and again. 

Relax. 

Doug 

=================== 

 

What is the exact genesis of covid 19, have they found the exact cause and 
how it got spread? 

It is well established that bats, which are mammals, harbour a number of Corona viruses. It takes little 

imagination to see how the virus would jump to other animals, especially mammals, including 

humans, to become yet another zoonotic infection. 

It’s not just contact — people eat them. 

The common influenza comes from birds. 

In Australia, we have a deadly 100% fatal infection that comes from bats and it’s transferred through 

horses (the Hendra virus). 
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The issue with the present pandemic is that in the course of human evolution, humans have not 

encountered this virus before and hence do not have a defence.  

It is highly contagious and it takes every opportunity. The present reaction to it must be to stop it 

spreading from one person to another. We did this by having a 112-day lockdown. In July we were 

experiencing 700 new cases per day and climbing. Today was our 20th day of double donuts- 0 new 

cases and 0 deaths. Our State’s population of 5 million has 3 active cases. 

Our neighbouring state has entered an intense lockdown because they have 20 cases. 

Rather than looking for someone to “blame”, address how to manage through physical isolation, 

including well-fitting masks (KN95). 

Doug 

Melbourne, Oz 

========================== 

Why do people not understand that the Bible was not meant to be 
interpreted in a way that suits your comfort, unless your comfort zone is to 
be perfect (literally) as your father is in heaven (not just complete as we 
want to believe)? 

The Bible is not a guide to our moral lives but a window into a culture that vanished long ago. The 

following are from page 121 of “Life after Death”, by Alan Segal 

“The Bible cannot be fully understood without seeing it in its historical context—Egypt, 

Mesopotamia, and Canaan for the First Israelite Commonwealth period (ca. 1200 BCE-586 BCE), 

Persia and Greece for the Second Temple period (515 BCE-70 CE). In this context, it is not the 

familiar guide to our moral lives but a strange and sometimes off-putting window into a culture that 

vanished long ago. … 

Reading the Bible, we must be sensitive to both the constitutive and the polemical role of mythical 

narratives.” 

 

“The Bible… [is] an anthology selected from a greater output of ancient Israelite literary works for a 

specific, theological purpose. … When we look behind the voice of the redactor, or the editor, we 

often see a great deal of similarity between Israel and the cultures around it.” 

From page 23: 

“Archaeology suggests that YHWH’S cult really did not take hold completely until after the Israelites 

returned from Babylonian captivity in 539 BCE and that, indeed, much of the writing of Bible was 

edited or formulated then.” 

===================== 

Genesis / The Book of job What natural and cultural phenomena does the 
Fall explain? How is it similar to, and different from, the story of Enkidu? 

The Torah, which includes Genesis, is the product of the returning Exiles who had been in Babylon. 

The Book of Job likewise comes from that post-Exilic culture, where it provides an explanation for 

the parlous condition of “God’s people”, the Hebrews. It employs the imagery of a typical Eastern 

court at that time. 

You are quite astute asking about the culture at the time, although you would need to prove that they 

possessed the concept of a “Fall”.  

Doug 

====================== 
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What are the individual and communal dimensions of salvation? 
When you go to page 3 of the following, you will see a series of Papers dealing with the topic. 

https://jwstudies.com/Revolutions_Part_1__Israelite_Judahite_Salvations.pdf 

Doug 

====================== 

 

Is II Peter 3:10 proof that the rapture and the tribulation will not occur? 
https://www.quora.com/Is-II-Peter-3-10-proof-that-the-rapture-and-the-tribulation-will-not-occur  

https://www.quora.com/q/obvioussignsignored?__ni__=0&__nsrc__=4&__snid3__=14085290797&_

_tiids__=15446284  

Context is everything. We have to seek the reason for that statement at 2 Peter. 

Apocalyptic expectations blossomed from the 3rd century BCE. They and every generation since then 

were fully convinced that the divine intervention was imminent in their own day. Paul thought so and 

the later Gospel writers thought so. 

When Paul’s expectations expressed to the Thessalonians failed - even Paul died — someone penned 

“2 Thessalonians” to address the disappointment. 

2 Peter was written about 100 years after Paul’s time, and people were naturally doubting the 

statement that “Jesus was coming soon”, as expressed in Revelations. 

So the authors of 2 Peter were forced to express themselves in this manner. 

I am sorry to say, but their opinions went to their graves with them, which is where they should stay. 

Doug 

======================== 

 

In Psalms 31:5, what does “my spirit” mean? 
Hi Bill, 

I do not know when the Psalm was composed/edited. From verses 9 (“soul and body”) and 17 (“let the 

wicked be put to shame; let them go dumbfounded to Sheol”) my initial assumption is that it was 

composed following the Persian influence as these concepts do not reflect the Hebrew Scriptures. 

Could Hellenistic concepts have played an influence along the way during subsequent editing?  

For example, for the Hebrews Sheol was not reserved for the “wicked” alone; it was the common 

abode of all. Also for the Hebrews, a person did not “have” a soul; rather, a person “was” a soul. 

It is not good enough to say the Psalm was composed by David. Retrospective attribution is not 

unknown. Perhaps the Psalm is speaking of the low state that the nation had reached. 

Doug 

PS. After writing the above, I came across this: 

https://www.afterlife.co.nz/articles/psalm-315/  

=========================== 

What does blood symbolize in the Bible? 
The word “blood” in the Scriptures represents Death, and usually a violent death. When Christians 

speak of “being saved by the blood of Christ” they are referring to his torturous death. 

https://jwstudies.com/Revolutions_Part_1__Israelite_Judahite_Salvations.pdf
https://www.quora.com/Is-II-Peter-3-10-proof-that-the-rapture-and-the-tribulation-will-not-occur
https://www.quora.com/q/obvioussignsignored?__ni__=0&__nsrc__=4&__snid3__=14085290797&__tiids__=15446284
https://www.quora.com/q/obvioussignsignored?__ni__=0&__nsrc__=4&__snid3__=14085290797&__tiids__=15446284
https://www.afterlife.co.nz/articles/psalm-315/
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“Since we have now been justified by his blood, how much more shall we be saved from God’s wrath 

through him!  

For if, when we were God’s enemies, we were reconciled to him through the death of his Son, how 

much more, having been reconciled, shall we be saved through his life!” (Romans 5:9–10, NIV) 

Search for the other appearances of “blood” in Romans. 

In the Eucharist, the wine represents Jesus’ spilt blood, not his life. 

When the priest presented the blood at the altar, it showed that the previous owner was dead. 

Read: “The Meaning of the Word ‘Blood’ in Scripture”, by Alan Stibbs. 

Leon Morris has articles and books of high repute and he holds to that view, including: The Journal of 

Theological Studies. New Series, Vol. 3, No. 2 (October 1952), pp. 216-227 (12 pages) 

See also, 

https://jwstudies.com/Blood_is_a_religious_issue.pdf  

Doug 

=============================== 

 

How are the Pharisees and Sadducees leaven? 
The Gospels were written 40 to 70 years after the time of Jesus. Judaism had long been riven by 

division and the Gospels are the work of one (splintered) Jewish sect. Their literature reflects their 

situation they were facing. 

The Pharisees were evolving into Rabbinic Judaism while the Sadducees had lost their relevance 

because the Temple had been destroyed. 

The Gospel writers wove their disdain of the other Jewish sects into their narratives, often putting 

their thoughts onto Jesus’ lips and circumstances. 

The Sadducees, who were likely descendants of the Zadokites of Ezekiel’s time, accepted the 

Scriptures, and they were correct when they said that the Hebrew Scriptures do not include references 

to resurrection, apart from Daniel 12, which was written very late, long after the Sadducees were 

formed.  

The Pharisees’ belief system accepted tradition, hence their acceptance of resurrection. The 

description of the Pharisees by Josephus portrays them in very positive terms. 

Doug. 

===================== 

 

How long was Daniel in Babylon? 
Do you mean “really” or “according to the Book of Daniel”? 

Really: zero. This is religious mythology designed to strengthen the will of the people under duress 

by Antiochus Epiphanes IV (165–164 BCE). 

According to the Book of Daniel: From the third year of Jehoiakim (609–598 BCE) until the 

mythical Darius after 539 BCE, hence approximately 70 years. One would need to determine whether 

the authors of Daniel employed accession-year reckoning or non-accession year reckoning. Jerusalem 

was destroyed in 587 BCE. 

Doug 

================== 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/i23951164
https://jwstudies.com/Blood_is_a_religious_issue.pdf
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Who was the greatest king of Judah? 
According to the bias displayed by the writers of the Hebrew Scriptures, anyone who agreed with 

their political agenda. I think that if you asked Jeremiah/Baruch they would say they yearned for 

Josiah. 

The “bad” kings were anyone who did not support the authors. Since most were from Judah, all the 

kings of their northern neighbour Israel (Samaria) were evil. 

Doug 

==================== 

Why was Judas Iscariot predetermined as the traitor apostle? 
Why was Judas required to identify Jesus when the Sadducees and Pharisees were fully aware of him? 

The dominant understanding at the time was that Messiah would be a King like David who would 

arise and remove the Roman yoke. The people are said to have hailed him as such and the Romans 

considered Jesus to claim to be the Jews’ King. 

Is it possible that Jesus and Judas were cooperating to achieve that end? 

Aspects of the stories were reconstructions; the Gospel writers could never agree on the stories 

associated with Jesus’ birth, death, or resurrection. They were not writing literal documentaries. 

So is it possible that when Jesus and Judas’s plot failed, that the Gospel writers, who lived several 

decades later, constructed a religious narrative that accommodated the actual outcome? 

Why was Judas needed? 

Doug 

====================== 

What are the characteristics of Daniel? 
For centuries, Prophets were promising the Jews that God will restore them and bless them. They 

were a minor people living in the shadow of the powerful. They were shattered by and subjected to a 

series of oppressors: Assyria, Egypt, Babylon, Persia (who treated them better than others) and 

Greece.  

To address their disappointment and utter frustration, they looked to God for his direct and immediate 

intervention. In the 3rd century BCE, Jews adapted concepts from the Persians and the Greeks, 

modifying them to their own perceptions, and they produced literature that included elements of 

eschatology — the Last Days have arrived. 

The immediate concern of the authors of Daniel was the oppression under Antiochus Epiphanes and 

their stories were designed to provide moral support — without raising the suspicion of their 

overlords. 

Daniel was formed in that environment, but it did even more, as it was the first fully apocalyptic 

writing — events portrayed on a world-wide scale. 

Daniel’s authors made correct “predictions” of past events but they failed to correctly predict the 

outcomes of current events (Kings of the North and South, for example — the Ptolemaic and Seleucid 

empires). 

Probably the most important contribution by Daniel is the introduction of the concept of 

“resurrection” where the “wise ones” (themselves) would partake. (Chapter 12). 

Doug 

====================== 
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How would Judaism interpret Isaiah 9:1 “He will honour Galilee”? Can it 
apply to Hezekiah? Or Isaiah’s son? 

The opening of Isaiah 9 links directly with the final sentences of chapter 8, thus: 

“They will turn their faces upward, or they will look to the earth, but will see only distress and 

darkness, the gloom of anguish; and they will be thrust into thick darkness. But there will be no gloom 

for those who were in anguish.” (Isaiah 8:21–9:1, NRSV). 

A poem follows which at verse 6 references Isaiah’s son. 

Doug 

I later acknowledged that the son most likely referred to a descendant of Hezekiah. DM 

=========================== 

What was the historical context of the Book of Enoch? 
When the Hebrews were taken into Exile and Captivity by the Babylonians, prophets promised them 

that God would restore them to their rightful role as his chosen people. 

The reality was the opposite. They continued to be subjects of the great power of Persia, with whom 

they had a reasonable relationship, and Greece, who had a major impact on them. Greece’s impact 

was so great that the Jews (as they had now become known) had to translate their Scriptures into 

Greek (the Septuagint; LXX). 

For some reason, in the 3rd century BCE, some 300 years after their Babylonian experience, the Jews 

experienced an unprecedented outburst of religious fervour, which included the adaption of Persian 

messianism and eschatology (the Jews however made it apocalyptic), the infusion of Greek thinking 

(consciousness in death;, resurrection; etc.), creation of a spirit world with an evil leader, a war within 

heaven, and so forth. 

These ideas were absolutely unprecedented in Jewish thought. The novelty was astounding. 

This created Jewish sects such as the Pharisees, Essenes, and so forth. 

1 Enoch was among several writings from that period. It developed over the subsequent centuries and 

some of it reflects later Christian insertions. 

New Testament writers made use of 1 Enoch and other writings that were produced during that latter 

Second Temple period. 

Elements of the early Church recognised 1 Enoch as Scripture and today it is still included in Bibles 

used by millions of Christians. 

Several books are available which address the Christian use of 1 Enoch. 

The following is from: https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/biblical-artifacts/dead-sea-

scrolls/scroll-spotlight/#4 

Qumran Cave 4 yielded fragments of 11 Aramaic manuscripts of parts of 1 Enoch that cover perhaps 

one fifth of the Ethiopic text, as well as nine Aramaic manuscripts of “the Book of the Giants,” a text 

not included in 1 Enoch. 

The 1 Enoch manuscripts attest both to how closely the Ethiopic text corresponds to its Aramaic 

prototypes in some places and to where it differs in others. The Giants fragments indicate that the 

Enochic tradition was richer than 1 Enoch suggests. Missing at Qumran are fragments of the Book of 

Parables (1 Enoch 37–71), a Jewish text that provides a context for New Testament “Son of Man” 

christology. 

The absence of the Book of Parables from Qumran probably indicates that this expression of Enochic 

theology developed in circles different from those directly ancestral to the group that collected the 

texts at Qumran. The other Enochic writings were authoritative at Qumran, however, and were 

popular among early Christian writers as well. The Enochic texts remain a canonical part of the Bible 

of the Ethiopian Church. Doug 

https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/biblical-artifacts/dead-sea-scrolls/scroll-spotlight/#4
https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/biblical-artifacts/dead-sea-scrolls/scroll-spotlight/#4
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Are we living in the time of the great deception biblically? 
The Great Deception is to say that the Bibles have anything to do with today. The Great Deception is 

calling Bibles the words of God. 

Bibles only allow us to enter into the thoughts, experiences and literature of some past Middle Eastern 

people who are now long dead and extinct. They were only writing for their own immediate 

communities, not writing to us, for us, or about us. 

The following is from “Life after death”, page 121, Alan Segal: 

“The Bible cannot be fully understood without seeing it in its historical context. … In this context, it 

is not the familiar guide to our moral lives but a strange and sometimes off-putting window into a 

culture that vanished long ago. … 

“Reading the Bible, we must be sensitive to both the constitutive and the polemical role of mythical 

narratives.” 

Doug 

======================= 

 

What are your thoughts on the Bible verses Psalm 51:1-19? 
The context is the devastated state of the Temple by the Babylonians (verse 18). The priestly class 

said that the Hebrews’ tenuous condition resulted from God’s displeasure with them, so here was an 

opportunity to get the people to align themselves with the aims of the minority priestly class.  

If the decree to rebuild the temple came in the form of the promises by Jeremiah, maybe this 

incantation is in that context. I suggest the Psalm is similar in fashion to the prayer in Daniel when he 

pleaded over the devastated state of Jerusalem’s temple, also placing the blame on the people for 

failing to listen to the priestly class. 

Doug 

======================== 

 

What day is the original Sabbath? 
For me, the question is: When were the people first told about the Sabbath? 

It would have been introduced during the Second Temple period, with Genesis 1:1–2:4a and the 

Decalogue(s) being written to give it legitimacy. 

It could be argued that Ezra provided the driving influence but would an official from the Persian 

court have initiated the move? It’s hard to say, but given the other religious festivals he ostensibly 

initiated, I guess it’s not absolutely impossible. (Thinking aloud is allowed). 

Doug 

================= 

 

Why was the Book of Revelations written when it says basically the same 
prophecy as the book of Daniel and numerous other instances of end times 
prophetic work between the disciples and the prophets? 

Each group of writers was writing solely for their own generation, their own community. In the case 

of the eschatological writers, each was applying the Last Days to their own times. 

The germ of the Last Days was sown by the Zoroastrians when the Jews were dominated and 

influenced by the Persians. But it did not flourish until the burst of eschatological writings in the 3rd 

and 2nd centuries BCE. No one really knows what initiated this move, although it could have been 

associated with the intense oppression by the Greeks. 
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Therefore at that time we see literature such as 1 Enoch emerging, and others, including Daniel. 

Daniel, took a great leap when the writers saw things on a world-wide apocalyptic scale. They 

introduced completely novel ideas such as resurrection of some good people (themselves) and of 

some evil people. 

Revelation is basically an amalgam of these eschatological positions couched within apocalyptic 

symbols. They were referring to their own times. 

Today we see the same thing happening, where “prophets” point to present-day events in apocalyptic 

terms couched as “fulfilment” of the Last Days (“Israel”, etc.). So, even though people have these 

earlier apocalypses, they keep writing their own. People have forever done this. In the 19th century 

the “proof” was the Ottoman Empire. 

Doug 

====================== 

 

Were the Old Testament saints limited only to the Israelites according to the 
Bible or were any gentile nations included in the contract with God? 

The Hebrews were monolatrists / polytheists who said that YHWH EL had been allocated to them as 

their main god and that the other nations had been allocated their national god. 

Consequently, when they were at war with a neighbour, it was a fight between their own god their 

enemy’s god. 

They were quite exclusivists, which is common to all religions, including today’s. Apostle Paul 

expected the Gentiles to be cleaved onto Israel so that in this way all Israel would be saved. 

Although the Christian, Jewish, and Islamic community leaders of Melbourne work in harmonious 

partnership, which I commend them for, this does not extend to having a homogeneous set of beliefs. 

If God loves everyone, then why try to convert someone to any set of beliefs? 

Doug. 

=================== 

Did Moses shatter the original Ten Commandments in a fit of rage or was he 
following God’s wishes? 

There are three different stories about three different versions of the Ten Commandments. The version 

broken by Moses appears at Exodus Chapter 34 and is specifically called “Ten Commandments”. The 

version as Exodus 20 was not written on stone tablets. 

To seek a reason for Moses’ anger, one would need to identify the authors and determine their 

motives. What message did they intend to pass onto their contemporary community? What was the 

object of their anger? What was taking place in their community that caused them to write this story? 

Were they objecting to the calf? If so, what did that calf represent as taking place within their 

community? Were they saying, through Moses’ action, that the community had “broken” something 

or “broken” a relationship? 

Whatever the reason, one must remain in the immediate context and not meander off to some other 

context or philosophies centuries or millennia later. 

Doug 

 

====================== 
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If you were around during the great flood, and living the way that you are 
living now. Do you think that you would have perished in the flood with the 
rest, or do you think that you would have been a Noah who was saved by 
God? Why? 

The Noahic Flood story is a myth; it never happened, especially as described in the Bible’s two Flood 

stories. 

The NT writers reckoned people carried on living normally (marrying and so forth) and had no idea 

there was going to be a Flood. Noah was too busy in his backyard building the ship to make the call 

and he was out collecting the animals, birds, reptiles and insects, and the people did not notice 

kangaroos bounding past them and up the gangway. 

Even if I had heard him, I would not have heeded. I have no intention of living forever. This is the life 

to cherish. Remember me in a few billion years time when you witness our galaxy collide with its 

neighbour and when the sun expands and dies. I will give that a miss, thank you. 

Doug 

 

======================= 

 

Are Christians exempted from the Great Tribulation? 
Yes, they will, because everybody is exempt. It’s not going to happen. 

The writers of Gospels and Revelation were talking about their own day, not later.  

Relax. Treasure this life without looking over your shoulder for Divine Wrath heading your way. 

Concentrate on what humans are actually causing today. 

This life is precious. Appreciate it. 

Doug 

======================= 

 

Could Jeremiah 30:3 be a reference to the modern state of Israel? Also 
Hosea 3:4 & 5, Micah 4, Ezekiel 36 & 37, Jer 30 & 31, & Isa 11. 

In each case, the writing group was making promises to their own immediate communities. With 

Jeremiah, the people had been virtually eliminated by the Assyrians and by the Babylonians. It would 

not be much of a promise to tell them to hang on because God was going to wait for 2500 years before 

he would do anything. 

These priestly scribes at the time were giving the same promises of hope that religious leaders have 

always done, whether to an Egyptian pharaoh or to at 21st century Christian.  

Jeremiah had no idea about the Balfour Declaration nor about the various names that were being 

proposed for this State — decided on a vote of 7 to 3. 

The following is from (see the whole article): 

https://www.haaretz.com/.premium-why-is-israel-called-israel-1.5353207  

“How the modern state almost came to be named ‘Tzabar’ 

“As for the modern State of Israel, its beginnings lie in the 19th century, when the Jewish nationalist 

movement Zionism took shape. Members of the movement usually referred to the hoped-for nation to 

be formed in Palestine as “the Jewish State,” as it was called by Theodor Herzl (in German) - “Der 

Judenstaat.” …  

https://www.haaretz.com/.premium-why-is-israel-called-israel-1.5353207
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“Neither Ben-Gurion nor Sharett were first to call the nation “State of Israel” (“Medinat Yisrael”). 

That honor belongs to a rather obscure Jewish Galician writer named Isaac Pernhoff, who in response 

to Herzl’s utopian outline of the Jewish state “Altneuland,” published his own alternative view under 

the title “Shney Dimyonot” (“Two imaginings”). In this short 1896 article, Pernhoff predicted that the 

Jewish state in Palestine would be called “Medinat Yisrael” - the State of Israel. And so it was. 

=================== 

Jace Brown 

What are you called to do so as a member of Jesus' sheepfold?  
 

John 14:15 

“If you love me, obey my commandments." 

 

It’s so blatantly obvious what Jesus wants us to do as he had said in the 4 Gospels. 

But people in the Churches Universally do not give a flip about what he taught. 

This is why you simply cannot trust the “Church”. 

Just obey what he taught his followers to do… Amen! 

--------- 

Doug Mason 

You “cannot trust the ‘Church’” but you can trust its books, namely its Bibles, that it constructed? 

---------- 

Jace Dawn 

The Bible was not written by God, 

Not written by the Churches. 

But written by men over thousands years of different scrolls. 

The Churches just pasted them together. 
------------ 

Doug Mason 

I fully and wholeheartedly agree. My statement showed the inconsistency of the initial post, where it 

was claimed that the Bible should be acknowledged while the Church should not be. 

It was the Church that gave the Bible to the Poster. As with the JWs, the Bible is accepted but the 

source of the Bibles — namely the Churches - is not. 

The Churches decided which of the human writings it would include in its listing, with different 

groups accepting their own list of writings. 

Doug 

----------- 

I actually mentioned the 4 Gospels. The rest of the Bible is unimportant in comparison. 

https://www.quora.com/q/hgjgnewmwuvhwjpz/What-are-you-called-to-do-so-as-a-member-of-Jesus-sheepfold
https://www.quora.com/q/hgjgnewmwuvhwjpz/What-are-you-called-to-do-so-as-a-member-of-Jesus-sheepfold
https://www.quora.com/q/hgjgnewmwuvhwjpz/What-are-you-called-to-do-so-as-a-member-of-Jesus-sheepfold
https://www.quora.com/q/hgjgnewmwuvhwjpz/What-are-you-called-to-do-so-as-a-member-of-Jesus-sheepfold
https://www.quora.com/profile/Doug-Mason-46
https://www.quora.com/profile/Jace-Dawn-1
https://www.quora.com/profile/Doug-Mason-46
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The 3 synoptic Gospels (Matthew, Mark and Luke) are eyewitness accounts of what Jesus 

taught and did in his life and they are all remarkably similar despite being rather 

different, so they didn’t copy over each other’s shoulders, but they all say basically the 

same story and the same teachings. 

John is a very different Gospel to the three because he decided to record different things 

to the rest, making it a great complement to the three. 

The rest of the Bible has 1 witness for all the things that happened, so it pales in 

comparison. 
---------- 

No writer saw or heard Jesus. Jesus did not write anything. His disciples did not write anything.  

Each group of writers — all anonymous — was writing to and for its own community, reflecting its 

own needs as they stood at the time they wrote. 

The Johannine community was expelled by the hierarchy over their High Christology, and their 

Gospel is a polemic in the form of a documentary that reflects their own experiences. 

It is not possible to isolate any Gospel from its environment and it can only be understood in the 

context of the latter Second-Temple period. 

Jesus was a swarthy Middle Eastern Jew living in a culture quite different to ours. 

It is impossible to fully comprehend anything in the Bible without having a decent grasp of the 

contemporary conditions. 

Most of the New Testament was written by or attributed to a Pharisee. 

“A text without a context is the pretext for a proof text”. 

Doug 

=================== 

 

 

Hi Bill, 

Each of us has our own model and if that one satisfies you, I am happy with that. 

In my Model, which I do not demand anyone else has to accept, is that the Johannine 

community’s “Gospel” is a declaration by one Jewish community of their faith. I guess I 

might call it an Apologetic. The words “uttered” by Jesus, the narratives, and so forth are 

their words placed on Jesus’ lips and with his actions. They were not unique in doing that. 

================= 

 

According to the Bible (and not Dante), what is Hell like? All this brimstone 
and torture sounds non-biblical. 

Hi, 

The Hebrew Scriptures treated Sheol as the common destination for all, where there was no 

consciousness. 
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The ideas of consciousness in death, of resurrection, of “soul”, and of a future life in “paradise” (a 

Persian word and concept), came after the vast bulk of the Hebrew Scriptures was written. Indeed the 

only location in the Bible where resurrection appears is in the Book of Daniel, which was formed in 

the very late part of the Second Temple Period, in the 2nd century. By that time, the Hellenistic 

influences had infiltrated. And that Hellenist influence continued. 

The idea of an evil leader of fallen angels was also invented in the latter part of the Second Temple 

period (Mastema; Azazel, Semyasa, Satan, etc.). As time passed, people kept adding to the 

superstition. My cynical self suggests that the religious leaders found these superstitious stories 

handy, very handy. 

Rather than look at the “brimstone and torture” from the view of that outcome, research its ongoing 

incremental development through the centuries. 

I wonder (thinking aloud) if these stories play on people’s terror with their death? 

Doug 

================= 

 

How can the graphic imagery of Revelation be interpreted without taking it 
too literally? 

From their encounter with the Persians, Jews accepted the concept of resurrection. From their 

Hellenist overlords, Jews adopted ideas such as “soul” and consciousness in death.  

The study of theology that is concerned with death, judgement, and the final destiny is known as 

“eschatology”. 

In the 3rd century BCE, eschatological fervour blossomed among the Jews and they started producing 

eschatological literature, such as 1 Enoch and Daniel, among others. By the time of Jesus, the 

eschatological expectation was in full swing (note the Qumran communities), and it included Paul, the 

Gospel writers, and the community that created the Book of Revelation. 

The Jews added a massive twist by making the eschatological end in a totally worldwide destruction, 

namely apocalyptic The Greek name of the Book of Revelation is “apocalypse” and it was totally 

focused on their own time, not later. 

So the ideas gradually evolved from the sparks that were laid by Persian and Hellenist influences. The 

ideas are the creation of imaginative minds, nothing more. They play on a person’s fear — terror — 

of their death. And religions are only too happy to benefit. 

So, don’t worry. These are as unreal as Mary Shelley’s imagined monster.  

Treasure this life. 

Doug 

==================== 

 

From what evidence do scholars infer that the Gospel of John was written 
after the synoptics? 

(Truncated: see: https://www.quora.com/From-what-evidence-do-scholars-infer-that-the-Gospel-of-

John-was-written-after-the-synoptics ) 

-------------------- 

Doug Mason, former Technical Writer; Soldering Trainer; Electronics T 

I highly recommend two books, “The Community of the Beloved” by Raymond Brown and “The 

Gospel of John in Christian History: Essays For Interpreters” by J. Louis Martyn. 

https://www.quora.com/From-what-evidence-do-scholars-infer-that-the-Gospel-of-John-was-written-after-the-synoptics
https://www.quora.com/From-what-evidence-do-scholars-infer-that-the-Gospel-of-John-was-written-after-the-synoptics
https://www.quora.com/profile/Doug-Mason-46
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There you will find the explanation for the late date of the Johannine community. 

Doug 

------------------ 

Bill Ross 

Hi Doug. Thanks so much for the relevant recommendations. I’m reading the preview on 

google books and lo and behold Brown remarks specifically about John’s silence 

regarding the kingdom of God, the Ecclesia, the Twelve apostles, the virgin birth and the 

bread and cup at the last supper, and says that their omission “can scarcely be 

accidental”. He seems to infer from their absence that John’s community might have 

been a separate sect of some sort (see page 21). Personally, I think that those were 

fictions developed after his own simpler construct. In footnote 26 on the same page, he 

notes that the Catholic Church’s official stance is that the gospels are only “sorta kinda 

historical” which I found interesting. 

Again, thanks for the recommendations. 
----------------- 

Doug Mason 

Hi Bill, 

Then you might find this interesting: 

https://jwstudies.com/JOHANNINE_SOTERIOLOGY_AND__CHRISTOLOGY.pdf 

Doug 

--------------- 

Bill Ross 

· 

Sun 

Hi Doug. I have a more cynical view of the gospels than your generous treatment. IE: You 

see in it a history that is valid enough to be analyzed on face value. I consider it a 

fabrication from verse 1:1 onward. All the characters and narratives are imaginary or 

caricatures. The conversations never happened. The miracles never happened. It is no 

more real than Tolkein’s Middle Earth. 

John was composed in order to recast Judaism as a vehicle for a Greco-Roman age 

based on Greco-Roman philosophy, society and mores. It was written after the Jewish 

revolt c. 70 AD/CE, casting blame for the destruction of Jerusalem and the temple on the 

non-Hellenized Jews for their stubborn adherence to the literal reading of Moses. They 

are villainized as the spawn of Satan and Christ-killers for resisting Hellenization. 

As such, John represents a no holds barred frontal attack on 2nd temple Judaism and the 

construction of a Messiah cast in Philo’s conception of the LOGOS. Out with the old, in 

with the new. One can see why John may not have been a welcome book among Jews. 

History shows that Christians were anti-Jewish and persecuted Jews, not the other way 

around. 
-------------- 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Bill-Ross-22
https://www.quora.com/profile/Doug-Mason-46
https://jwstudies.com/JOHANNINE_SOTERIOLOGY_AND__CHRISTOLOGY.pdf
https://www.quora.com/profile/Bill-Ross-22
https://www.quora.com/From-what-evidence-do-scholars-infer-that-the-Gospel-of-John-was-written-after-the-synoptics/answer/Doug-Mason-46?comment_id=172259244&comment_type=2
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Doug Mason 

Hi Bill, 

Each of us has our own model and if that one satisfies you, I am happy with that. 

In my Model, which I do not demand anyone else has to accept, is that the Johannine community’s 

“Gospel” is a declaration by one Jewish community of their faith. I guess I might call it an 

Apologetic. The words “uttered” by Jesus, the narratives, and so forth are their words placed on Jesus’ 

lips and with his actions. They were not unique in doing that. 

I see Jesus and all his contemporaries — all Jews of one sect or another — as being part of Second 

Temple Judaism. 

The nation that exited the neo-Babylonian Captivity was quite different to that nation that entered it 

— they had been influenced by the religions of their captors, and they were especially enamoured to 

the Persian Zoroastrian religion. Later, they succumbed to the Hellenistic influences, even having to 

produce their sacred texts in that language. 

As a result of those Persian and Hellenistic influences, many Jews accepted consciousness in death, 

resurrection, eschatology, and so forth, none of which came from their Scriptures (the “OT”). 

I am saying that the gentile influences predate the time of Jesus. 

I am saying that all first-century Jesus-followers were all Jews, apart from Luke and he is likely from 

the 2nd century. There never has been a single form of Judaism, which can be witnessed today. My 

mother told me that her father was an avoid atheist. 

Regards, Doug 

----------- 

Bill Ross 

Hi Doug. What constitutes being a Jew is a perennial question. The same can be said of 

what constitutes being a Christian. I’m reminded of this: 

Once I saw this guy on a bridge about to jump. I said, "Don't do it!" He said, "Nobody loves 

me." I said, "God loves you. Do you believe in God?" 

He said, "Yes." I said, "Are you a Christian or a Jew?" He said, "A Christian." I said, "Me, too! 

Protestant or Catholic?" He said, "Protestant." I said, "Me, too! What franchise?" He said, 

"Baptist." I said, "Me, too! Northern Baptist or Southern Baptist?" He said, "Northern 

Baptist." I said, "Me, too! Northern Conservative Baptist or Northern Liberal Baptist?" 

He said, "Northern Conservative Baptist." I said, "Me, too! Northern Conservative Baptist 

Great Lakes Region, or Northern Conservative Baptist Eastern Region?" He said, "Northern 

Conservative Baptist Great Lakes Region." I said, "Me, too!" 

Northern Conservative†Baptist Great Lakes Region Council of 1879, or Northern 

Conservative Baptist Great Lakes Region Council of 1912?" He said, "Northern 

Conservative Baptist Great Lakes Region Council of 1912." I said, "Die, heretic!" And I 

pushed him over. 
------------- 

What motivates a person to kill another, even a stranger, because they have a different belief? Why 

does that happen? 

The NT religion is obsessed with Death. Remove it from its pages and there would be little left. 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Doug-Mason-46
https://www.quora.com/profile/Bill-Ross-22
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Apostle Paul tells us nothing about Jesus’ teachings or life experiences; he is only concerned with 

Jesus’ death and its aftermath. 

The focus of the Gospel writers leads to Jesus’ death. 

Is religion a mask a protection against one’s own mortality and one’s terror of death? 

Doug 

=================== 

 

John 14:15 says, “if you love me, you will keep my commandments”. How 
could we truly say that we love God if we do not practice keeping his 
commandments? 

That Gospel was written by the Johannine community as a foil against the Jewish leadership that had 

expelled it. So they are directing that text — and the rest of their apologetic — towards their 

opponents. 

The only commandment given in that Gospel is the new one: “love one another”. That was what the 

community was seeking from its detractors. 

It specifically calls them “MY [Jesus’] commandments”, and as the following shows, this 

commandment is treated separately to the Father’s commandments, which were directed towards 

Jesus: 

“If you keep my commandments, you will abide in my love, just as I have kept my Father's 

commandments and abide in his love. I have said these things to you so that my joy may be in you, 

and that your joy may be complete. This is my commandment, that you love one another as I have 

loved you.” (John 15:10–12, NRSV) 

Doug 

=================== 

 

If a day is like to a thousand years and a thousand years is like a day for the 
lord, why did he create time in the first place? 

Marc Bloemers 

Why did that person write that a thousand years is like a day for the Lord? I suggest that in the 

context, he was telling his community to be patient, because time has no meaning for the Lord. For 

about 400 years, each generation had been eagerly anticipating the imminent Coming, the Divine 

Intervention in their own day. Some might find that has a familiar ring to it. 

After that long period, some were expressing doubts — just as the Thessalonians had said to Paul. He 

told them to hang on, but it definitely was about to take place, even though some had died since he 

made the promise. 

And then Paul died, the later writers of the Gospels and Revelation continued that heightened 

expectation of the imminent Coming, but still nothing.  

The passage you are referring to was written about 100 years after Paul’s death, and no doubt people 

were getting sick of hearing the same old same old “It’s here right at the door” message. So the writer 

had to say that the Lord does not look at time in the way that we do. 

To your question in particular: what is time? if the Lord is “outside time” could he see what you will 

be doing in say 20 years from now? Could you influence that? 

Why does time travel at different speeds? Why does gravity affect time? Why does time dilation 

affect the clocks on the GPS satellites? 

Doug  
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================= 

What is the difference between Elohim and Adonai? 

In the Canaanite religion, the supreme god was named EL. He had 70 sons, all Gods, with his wife 

Asherah, which included the war god Baal. This pantheon of Gods is known as the “Elohim” (Google: 

Elohim pantheon). EL and the Elohim feature in Genesis 1. 

EL and his Elohim therefore came from the Northern regions. YHWH was not one of the Elohim; he 

came to the Hebrews from the south or the east. 

The Hebrews adopted these Gods, to the chagrin of the elite minority who wanted them to have only 

one God, namely YHWH. (Hence the slant given in their writings.) The vast bulk of people could not 

write, so we are not privy to their point of view. 

YHWH was identical to Baal, with each being a War God, with weather thrown in. Over time, the 

masses merged EL into YHWH, hence we get complex names such as YHWH EL (=>”LORD God”.) 

The name of the God named EL is disguised in English translations. Just as YHWH is rendered as 

LORD, so EL is rendered as God. 

For quite a while, in the merging of EL into YHWH, people gave Asherah to YHWH as his female 

consort. 

Typical resources: “Yahweh and the Gods and Goddesses of Canaan” by Mark Day; also: “The Early 

History of God: Yahweh and the Other Deities in Ancient Israel”, by Mark Smith. 

Because tradition prevented Jews to utter the Divine Name, YHWH, later they vocalised it by 

inserting vowels of adonai and then speaking that word out whenever they encountered a place where 

YHWH appears (or should have).  

Doug 

================= 

 

Is one of the main reasons war or argument between angels demons and 
humans is because we have free will and they don't? 

The story of angels and of a war within heaven was created in the latter part of the Second Temple 

Period, starting in the 3rd century BCE. 

In their imagination, wars taking place on Earth reflected what was taking place in Heaven. 

This was just one of a complex of ideas that found fertile ground during that frenzied period. It also 

included apocalyptic eschatology, an Evil Leader of Fallen Angels (based on a fanciful reading of 

Genesis 6) —named either Mastema, or Semyasa, or Beliar/Belial or Beelzebub or Beelzeboul or 

Satan—they also created an eschatological Messiah (based on Persian ideas), and they invented 

Demons, and so forth. 

What seems to be acceptable today was uniquely new, strange and unprecedented when these ideas 

arose in the 3rd century BCE. The Biblical Book of Daniel is a product of that era. The New 

Testament writers, also part of that Second Temple Period, took on these strange and very new ideas. 

Many of them accepted the Greek idea of a soul and of consciousness in death. 

This was a time of wild imaginations, which should be left in the past, where they belong 

Doug 
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How does someone who believes in free will interpret John 6:44, "No one 
can come to me unless the Father who sent me draws them, and I will raise 
them up at the last day?" 

Hi Charles, 

Each of us works from previously developed models. When our exegesis, properly undertaken, 

challenges our beliefs, we must change our theology, not our exegesis. 

In my Model, the Johannine community wrote their Gospel as a manifesto of their beliefs in the wake 

of them being ostracised on the grounds of their High Christology. 

So in trying to climb into their minds, I am trying to envisage what they were saying to their 

detractors who had cast them from the synagogue worship. 

Were they telling their opponents that God (“Jesus’ Father”) was responsible for the existence of their 

group, and that they would be the ones who would experience resurrection? 

BTW. Jews had accepted the concept of resurrection from their encounter with the Persians. Not all 

Jews accepted the concept. The Sadducees only accepted the Torah, which does not teach 

resurrection. The Pharisees, on the other hand, accepted the addition of Tradition, and they did accept 

resurrection. 

All of this might be relevant, depending on which Jews the Johannine community was targeting. My 

pure guess is they were addressing the Sadducees, who were the upper crust Jews who ran the temple 

services. 

Doug 

================== 

 

Is it possible that the forebears of the Illuminati go back thousands of years 
to the Tower of Babel? 

No one can trace their ancestry to the Tower of Babel because it never existed. 

The Hebrews and the Jews wrote religious stories, not literal documentaries. They wrote for a 

religious purpose; they wanted to manage the community with moral lessons wrapped in a narrative. 

In their cosmology, the earth was a flat circle and the heavens were a solid firmament that could be 

reached. The Hebrew agrarian populace was deeply impacted by the glorious buildings they saw in 

Babylon. The priestly scribes built their lessons from that foundation. 

Doug 

================= 

Did the Ark of the Covenant house only the essence of God but not actually 
the Lord himself? 

Stef, 

Could God be housed by the space he created? 

Does God exist in a different dimension? 

Could God enter Time? Was there a time when God did not exist? 

Could God be confined by gravity? 

Does God need to breathe? 

Is God Male? 

Why is the Hebrew God alone to be trusted any more than the God of any other belief system? 
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